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Miracle on ice
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to regional baseball tournainent

North Stars win first
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THURSDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF
\V ORLD
TORONTO -= Truckers slowly
began to move their rigs today
after police were called in to
break up a protest by more than
1,000 truck drivers that has
blocked Canada's busiest highway for two days.

STATE
FRANKFORT — In an apparent violation of ethics guidelines, a state Court of Appeals
judge gave Larry Forgy's Republican gubernatorial campaign
$300.

PITTSBURGH — The first
game of the Stanley Cup finals
went according to form: The
Minnesota North Stars won and
the Pittsburgh Penguins lost.
Minnesota's Bobby Smith isn't
quite sure whether or not that's
a good omen for the North
Stars.

I3USINESS
WASHINGTON — Construction of houses and apartments
jumped 6.2 percent in April, the
government said today, the second advance in three months.
The Commerce Department said
housing starts totaled a seasonally adjusted annual rate of
957,000, up from 901,000 in
March.

FORECAST
Partly cloudy tonight. Lows
around 65. Light south wind.
Warm and humid with a 30 percent chance of afternoon thunderstorms Friday. Highs 85 to
90.
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LAKE LEVELS
KENTUCKY LAKE
359.7, -0.4; below 314.7, -0.4
BARKLEY LAKE
359.6, 0.0; below 317.8, -0.6
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Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Regular office hours
are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 8 a.m. to
12 noon Saturday.
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Elizabeth II says job
in Gulf'unfinished'

WASHINGTON (AP) — Queen
Elizabeth II, delivering the first
address to Congress by a British
monarch, today celebrated
U.S.-British cooperation in the Persian Gulf Mr but said the job
remains unfinished.
"Unfortunately, experience
shows that great enterprises seldom
end with a tidy and satisfactory
flourish," the queen said in
remarks prepared for delivery in
the House chamber.
Referring to the Kurds who have
fled Iraq, the queen said the allies
are "doing our best to re-establish
_peace and civil order in the region,
and to help those members of ethnic and religious minorities who
continue to suffer through no fault
of their own.
"If we succeed, our military
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Hussein, who was driven from
Kuwait by allied troops.
The United States and its allies
have moved to establish a secure
zone in Northern Iraq under U.N.
control so the Kurds- can return
without fear of reprisals.
The queen's speech, given on
her third day of a 10-day state visit, was the first substantive piece of
business on her agenda. Until now,
her days have been filled with a
welcoming ceremony, parties, a
visit to a housing project and a trip
to Baltimore for an Orioles baseball game.
'Under Britain's constitution, the
queen expresses no independent
political views; she simply expresses the policy of the government in
power now headed by Conservative
Prime Minister John Major. A
Buckingham Palace spokesman
said British Embassy officials
drafted the queen's remarks.
(Cont'd on page 2)
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Baker says he failed to overcome two obstacles to peace
JERUSALEN1 (AP)r— Secretary of States lames A. Baker
III said today he failed to overcome two procedural obstacles
to Arab:Israeli peace talks, but made progress and still
believes a peace conference is possible.
Baker, winding up his fourth peace shuule to the Mideast
since March, said he will report to President Bush on Friday
and decide his -next moves.
"We are sure the secretary will continue his great efforts,"
said Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamir, who met with
Baker for more than three hours today.
Baker said his talks in the past two days with Shamir,
Defense Minister Moshe Arens and Foreign Minister David
Levy clarified where the United States and Israel agree and
disagree on a proposed peace conference.

He said there still were differences over what role the
United Nations might play and Whether the peace conference
could be convened more than once.
"Those are the only two areas that I'm aware of, of continuing disagreement," he added.
That suggested progress was made on what role the Palestinians would play in the process, and a U.S. official said later
that a basic approach was agreed to on that complicated issue.
"I believe we now have'an approach that we think can be
made to work," the official said, speaking on condition of
anonymity.
He declined to elaborate, saying the subject was "too sensitive to give you any details."
At a news conference at Ben-Gurion airport before depart-

ing, Baker also tried to calm Israeli fears that a peace conference would try to impose a solution to the Israeli-Arab
conflict.
He said there was agreement that "a peace conference
would not be convened with the authority to impose solutions
or to veto results or to command the parties. ... The purpose
of the conference ... is to launch direct negotiations between
the parties."
"I might say that this understanding of the role of the conference is shared, as far as I can determine, by all of the countries with whom I have 'discussed the matter," Baker added._
The secretary has visited Egypt, Jordan and Syria on his
current trip, in addition to Israel.
Baker said he still believed peace talks were possible.

nt ethics
Howerton's contribution to Forgy an appare
He
ion or candidate."
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — In
an apparent violation of ethics
guidelines, a state Court of Appeals
judge gave Larry Forgy's Republican gubernatorial campaign $300.
Judge J.William Howerton, who
was also the author of the 2-1
majority opinion in a recent case

favoring South East Coal Co.,
which has ties to Forgy, made the
$300 donation, The Courier Journal
reported today.
But Howerton said told the
Louisville newspaper that Forgy's
connections to the company had
nothing to do with the opinion,

Police storm bus, shoot deranged
hijacker who killed one passenger
BEVERLY HILLS, Calif.(AP)— Sheriff's deputies stormed a public bus and killed a hijacker early today to end a three-hour standoff
that began when the woman — screaming "Nazi!" — shot to death a
rider, authorities said.
SWAT officers lobbed tear gas and set off a "flash-bang" diversionary grenade in their assault on the darkened bus parked at a normally busy intersection. The woman died on the bus after she was
wounded by officers who stormed it, said Deputy Rafael Estrada.
All 20 or so passengers had fled the bus shortly after the unidentified woman seized the vehicle and opened fire Wednesday night,
authorities said.
Authorities at one point identified the hijacker as a man. Estrada,
who said the hijacker was a woman, was unable to explain the
confusion.
Deputy John Rhodes, a member of the SWAT team that raided the
bus, said the woman appeared to weigh about 200 pounds and was
wearing a T-shirt and pants. He said she appeared to be in her late 20s
or early 30s.
When officers entered the bus, the hijacker was standing at the back
in the aisle, holding a revolver in both hands and pointing it at the
deputies, Rhodes said. She never fired at them, he said.
Patrick Hin, a passenger who fled the Southern California Rapid
Transit District bus, said the hijacker appeared to be deranged.
Hin said. "I said, 'She has a
"She screamed and yelled
gun.' ... I said, 'Oh no! She has a gun."
Another passenger, Mike Gunning, said, "I heard something that
sounded like firecracker. She just opened fire on this guy."
At that moment, most of the passengers fled the bus, Gunning said.
Among them was the wounded rider, who lay in the street for about
90 minutes until rescuers took him to a hospital, where he was pronounced dead, Estrada said.
The bus rolled to a stop at the intersection of Santa Monica Boulevard and Doheny Drive about 10:15 p.m., authorities said. Police cordoned off the intersection and attempted to get the woman to
surrender.
"Come on out!" a SWAT officer urged. "Don't be afraid. I just
want to help. If you do, this will all be over."
Estrada said the woman did not respond to the negotiator.
The hijacker's body remained on the bus hours after her death. Her
identity and motive remained a mystery early today.
Hours after the standoff ended, the message "Emergency. Please
its
Call Police" blinked on the bus' electronic board used to display
le
responsib
was
who
uncertain
were
es
Authoriti
ons.
route and destinati
for putting the message on-- display.
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than
more
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utility,
but said he felt obligated to help
lion to South East.
Rules of the American Bar Asso- Forgy because the Lexington attorciation and the Kentucky Supreme ney and his family had helped him
Court say a judge should not in his campaigns in western
"make a contribution to a political 'Kentucky.

violation

didn't ask me for the
money, but I just thought what
kind of jerk would I be if I didn't
at least try to do a little something
to repay that guy," Howerton said
in a telephone interview.
(Coni'd on page 2)

Lawyers say Noriega was `CIA's man'
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no said.
"General Noriega is finally
threatened that if he did not, certain things would occur to him,"
Rubino said. "One of those things
that ultimately did occur was, in
fact, was that he was indicted, his
country was invaded — that threat
came true."
CIA spokesman M'ark Mansfield
said the agency does not comment
on matters under litigation.
More than a page on connections
between Noriega, the Contras and
Argentina's former military government were deleted.
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State president addresses local Raltors
Realtor Kenny Nealy of Bowling
Green, the 1991 President of the
Kentucky Association of Realtors,
the state's largest trade organization with over 9,500 members, was
in Murray Wednesday to diZuss
real estate issues which impact
property owners and the general
public- as well.
Nealy, owner and president of
Investors Realty and Management,
is conducting a media tour in Western Kentucky- to discuss wetlands
and the real estate transfer tax, solid waste disposal, real estate
appraisal — new federal and state
regulations, changes in FHA, banking and real estate, the housing
market arid housing affordability in
Kentucky.
Nealy has just returned from the
mid-year meetings of the National
Association of Realtors in
Washington where he was briefed
on proposed and pending federal
legislation and met with Kentucky

•

Kenny Nealy (standing), the president of the Kentucky Association of
of the
Realtors, met with local Realtors yesterday to discussbyissues
Cyrus /thud!
market.

Congressmen and their staffs. (The
U.S. Senate was not in session.)
Healy is a two-tern member of
the Board of Directors of the KOtucky Housing Corporation, active
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with the Kentucky Association of
Realtors and a member of the
Board of Directors of the National
Association of Realtors with over
850,000 members.
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Newspaper prompts Glascock to run for office
By RHONNOA KERR
mummy Ledger & Times Stan

Writer

John Glascock never gave the
idea of running for political office
much thought He never thought
about it — he just did it, he said.
One of ,six candidates running
for state treasurer, Glascock said he
-decided to run-for office one morning while he was reading the Sunday newspaper.
"I noticed that more of the same
old musical-chair politicians who
hadn't helped the state in the past
wereSiling for treasurer,"_ he said.
"The) were people who had a
_political background. but they had
no financial background."
Glascock said he was so upset by

what he read, he filed for the office
himself two days later.
'1 had never - given it a- tit- of
thoughtbefore," he said. "I didn't
even know where to file. But I
went, and I filed, and I'm glad I
did ii"
Glascock said he decided to file
for office that Sunday morning
because he has the financial background and educational experience
to effectively carry out the duties
of treasurer.
A 1974 graduate of the University of Louisville School of Business. Glascock said he has more
than 18 years experience in
finance.
"The eighteen years I have been
in this business (finance) is eigh-

teen more years than my opponents
have added together. be said.
"I think it is absolutely paramount that this person (state treasurer) have experience in finance
because that's what the treasurer
does," he said.
A Jefferson County resident,
Glascock, 38, made his second visit
to Murray,Wednesday while campaigning in western Kentucky.
Glascock said the western part of
the state needs development, and if
elected he will sec to it that it is
not forgotten.
"I intend to work hard to sec to
it that the western part of the state
is given the same opportunities as
other parts of the state," he said.

Glascock said he is convinced
that the people of-Kentucky want
decency back in government.
"I want to be a part of a new
generation of leadership where
decency in governement is the rule
not the exception," he said.
One way Glascock plans to bring
decency back into government if he
is elected is to enforce a very strict
code of ethics.
"1 have promised the voters of
Kentucky the strictest, most stringent ethics code in the United
States," he said.
"My staff is currently gathering
information on various ethics codes
in the country, and we are going to
incorporate it into one very strict
code of ethics for .the Kentucky

treasury," he said.
.1 elected._ Glascock'i..cetdCOf___
ethics will be in place Jan. 2, the
day he would take office, because
he and his staff are already working on it. he said.
"It will cover everyone from the
delivery boy to the state treasurer,
and everybody will be treated fairly
and equally," he said. Another important issue in Glas- cock's campaign is the state lottery. If elected, Glascock said he
will see to it that proceeds from the
lottery are used for education.
"I have called for the general
assembly to put all lottery proceeds
into an education fund so it can be
used for what it was originally
intended," he said.

Construction starts rose 6.2 percent in April

.1

WASHINGTON (AP) — Construction of -houses and, apartments
mg industry, rose 0.7 percent.
jumped 6.2 percent in April, the government said' today, the second
Sales of both new and existing homes have been rising for the last two
advance in three months.
months and are expected to boost new construction.
The Commerce Department said housing 'starts totaled a seasonally
Although analysts believe the housing recession has come to an end,
adjusted annual rate of 957000, up from 901,000 in March.
they expect only a gradual improvement this year. But any improvement
Many analysts believe the housing recession hit bottom in January
is expected to help lead other sectors out of the recession because of the
when starts plunged 12.8 percent to an 847,000 annual rate. That was the
spill-over effect into other industries such as appliances and other home
lowest rate since construction slowed to 843,000 units in January 1982 in
furnishings.
the midst of the previous recession.
Indeed, sales of building materials and home furnishings posted strong
New construction shot up 17.1 percent in February, the first increase
gains in the April retail sales report released earlier this week by the
since last November and only the second advance since January 1990.
Commerce Department.
Starts- slipped Itack 9.2 percent--in March.
Despite the recent improvement, starts during the first four months of
SulLanalysts were encouraged by a 1.8 percent increase in applications
1991 were 31.6 percent below those during the same period of last year.
for building permits in March, the second straight gain. Applications,
Construction of single-family houses shot up 5.7 percent in April, to a
which are considered a barometotof future activity, slipped another 3.0, 778,000 rate, nearly erasing a 6.6 percent loss a month earlier.
percent in April. due to a 15.8 percent plunge in multi-family dwellings.
Starts were up 3.1. percent, to 231,000 units, in the Midwest and 0.8
Permits for single-family homes, whin represent 75 percent of the hous- percent, to 392,000 units, in the South.
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C'oni'd from page I)
When asked whether the contriFor) was president ot a South
bution, which is listed in Forgy's
List subsidiary, South East Coal-' finance report, is a violation of a
Sales Co., from 1982 to 1985 and judicial canon, Howerton said,
,tid legal work for South East Coal , "technically, yes."
Co. until January. He said he saw
"As long as we're going to have
nothing wrong with the contribu- political elections like we do where
on and that he was unaware of the you have to raise money and somebody has torn their shirt for you, I
"It's 5300. first of allt ye don't think you can expect not to
Known the man for years." said be able to try to help them in what
Fprgy. who has limited contribu- way you can," Howerton said.
The ,Court of Appeals ruled on
tions to S300 and has criticized the
cozy relationship between big the South East Coal case Feb. 1.
political contributors and the favors Kentucky Utilities sought a rehearthey receive. "I don't see anything ing on Feb. 20, but the appeals
court •denied it on April 5. It has
inappropriate about it."
Howerton said Forgy made been appealed to the state Supreme
phone calls for him last year in his Court.
According to Forgy's finance
Linsuccessful race for a seat on the
report, Howerton made his contriSupreme Court.

By The Associated Press
SOUTH KOREA
KWANGJU — Thousands of militant students and dissidents fought police today
in two southern cities in anti-government
protests over the fatal police beating of a
student nearly three weeks ago Fierce
fighting broke out in Kwangju when thou
sands of not police fired tear gas to block
3,000 mourners from marching into the
city center to hold funeral rites for a stu
dent protester who committed suicide
Police fired volleys of tear gas for nearly
two hours and held back repeated thrusts
by the mourners, who marched to the
sound of drums About 5,000 students
and dissidents demanding the resigna
lion of President Roh Tae woo also
fought police in Pusan, the nations second largest city 200 miles south of Seoul
It was not immediately clear whether injuries occurred or arrests were made in
either city In Seoul, Roh ordered his
Cabinet to deal resolutely with the pro
tests He said no further violence could
be justified as the government had apologized for the beating of the student and
fired the minister in charge of police

some areas, including islands in the
Amur River over which the countries
clashed in 1969

BANGLADESH
jury; Dennis Baldwin: four counts
of receiving stolen property; Allen
Murray Lodger & Tunes
Shane Moore: theft over $100 an
Indictments handed downiPlitay eight counts of theft under $100;
by the Calloway County Grand
Danny Smith: three counts of
Jury include the following, accord- receiving stolen property over
ing to court reports:
4100, cultivating marijuana for
Daniel Hamlet: theft, two counts resale, trafficking marijuana over 8
of second degree forgery; Dennis oz., possession of drug paraphernaK. Jones: flagrant non-support; lia and possession of marijuana
Larue Williams. first degree per- under 8 oz.; Rhonda Smith: cultiStaff Report
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vating marijuana and trafficking
arijuana over 8 -oe.;_Larry Myers:
riving on revoked' license, DUI
(third offense) and no registration;
David Holland: cultivating marijuana and possession of drug paraphernalia; Charles E. White: five
counts of theft over $100 and five
counts of third degree burglary;
Mark C. Miller: three counts of
theft over S100 and two counts of
third degree burglary; Roy Mason:
four counts of third degree burglary
and four counts of theft over $100;
Timothy C. Smith: two counts of
receiving stolen property over
S100, possession of marijuana
under 8 oz., possession of drug
paraphernalia, second-degree criminal mischief and receiving stolen
property under $100: Michel Stead
Holley and Angela Mae Holley:
inhaling a volatile substance and
illegally selling a volatile substance; Adam Diamont and Jeb
Medley: trafficking in marijuana
over 8 oz.

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

an

Wednesday's winning numbers
selected by the Kentucky Lottery: Pick 3: 6-0-4 (six, zero,
four); Lotto: 20-21-23-26-32-41
(twenty, twenty-one, twentythree, twenty-six, thirty-two,
forty-one); jackpot: $2.5 million

Monday - Luncheon 5 1/2 oz. Sirloin
Tuesday - Chicken Fillets
Wedne>lay - Chicken Fried Steak
Thursday - Regular Chopped. Sirloin
Friday - Catfish

Shell

LEBANON
BEIRUT — President Elias Hrawfs government has approved a draft treaty that
would coordinate policy with its powerful
neighbor, Syria, which maintains 40,000
troops on Lebanese territory The draft
stresses "distinctive ties" with Syria It
was approved at a marathon Cabinet
session that ended at about midnight
Wednesday, Information Minister Albert
Mansour said He said the "Treaty of
Brotherhood, Cooperation and Coordination" regulates economic, commercial,
cultural and security relations It also stipulates coordinating foreign policy If ratified, it would be the first document governing relations between the two countries since Lebanon gained
independence from France in 1943 The
treaty fits in with Syrian-backed efforts to
restore to the Lebanese government its
integrity and sovereignty after 16 years of
civil war that polarized political factions
into pro- and anti-Syrian camps
TOKYO — A senior writer for Japan's
leading
agency has been fired for
plagiarism in a scandal that led the agency's president to take a temoprary pay
cut and five
editors to either suffer
demotion or financial penalty The Kyodo
News Service writer, Hidetowshi Okada,
was fired Tuesday for stealing a series of
stories published 17 years ago in the
national newspaper Asahi Shimbun. said
Hiroyuki Odahashi, Kyodo's deputy man-

news
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DHAKA — A U S. military task force
today rushed medicines and food to
cyclone-stricken areas, where news
reports said an epidemic of diarrhea and
waterborne diseases was afflicting tens
of thousands of survivors Pools of stagnant water from the mountainous waves
that washed the southeastern coast on
April 30 have become breeding grounds
for disease-carrying microorganisms The
powerful cyclone killed 139,000 people
The Star, an independent daily, quoted
officials as saying 1,235 people have
died from diarrhea) diseases

JAPAN
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"Not Fast Food
But Great Food
Served Fast"
Kenny and Martha
Johnson, Mgrs.

(Cont'd from page 1)
Although the queen is the first
British monarch to address a joint
session of Congress, royals from
other countries have made similar
speeches, including Queen Beatrix
of The Netherlands.
ID her remarks, the queen spoke
of
. the changing world order, prod-
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aging editor Okada's 51 story health
series, entitled the "Mathematics of
Bodies,- ran for a year between April
1990 and March 1991, Odahashi said
today In keeping with the Japanese
practice of collective responsibility.
Kyodo's president, Shinji Sakai, took a
temporary pay cut and the managing edi,
for, Ichiro Saila. was relieved of his post
Both men lost 10 percent of their salary
for one month Four other senior editors
also lost titles or took pay cuts, said
Odahashi

PHILIPPINES
WASHINGTON, D C — Officials are
voicing new optimism that an agreement
will be reached in time to keep major
American military bases in the Philippines from closing when their leases
expire this fall The Philippine Embassy,
in an unusual statement on the stalled
talks Wednesday, said the government
wants to allow U S use tor seven more
years but, for the first time, said the government is willing to consider a further
extension later on It said "about ti30 mrllion" separates the two sides in talks that
broke down May 3, when an agreement
was expected to be initialed, and the
main issue is how long the bases will
stay under U S control, not how much
the Americans will pay

FRANCE
PARIS — Facing the challenge of prepar
mg for a single European market in 1993
President Francois Mitterrand has
appointed as premier a longtime lieuten
ant -who is an outspoken defender of
France's economy Edith Cresson was to
take office today as France's first woman
premier She inherits a 9 3 percent
unemploxment rate from Premier Michel
Rocard,
resigned Wednesday after
three years in office Cresson's choices
for government posts will ba closely
watched as an indication whether the
governing Socialists intend to continue to
move toward the center or veer left, as
many opposition politicians predict Cresson, 57, is known for her combative style
and loyalty to Mitterrand, whom she has
known since 1965 She has held three
ministerial posts in the decade since Mit
terrand came to power

C
BEH
oN
IGNA
— China has sent more security
forces to Tibet and arrested scores of
people in an effort to prevent indepen
dence protests during celebrations next
week marking four decades of Chinese
rule over region Officials are not disclos
ing exactly what form the May 23 celeb
rations will take, possibly in order to
avoid embarrassment it portions have to
be canceled because of Tibetan protests
Since 1987, Tibetans have demonstrated
repeatedly and clashed with Chinese
security forces Authorities say hundreds
have been killed or wounded in the unre
St.
h
Tibetans say the toll is much
higher

CANADA
MONTREAL — Riot police arrested two
men outside the Soviet Consulate Wed
nesday after breaking up a crowd of
about 300 people gathered to protest vio
lence in Soviet Armenia Montreal police
spokesman Robert Ouezel said the riot
squad moved in after the demonstrators
threw eggs and rocks at the walls of the
consulate "It was a hitting rampage.
said junior college student Seta Basmad
pan "These guys were just holding you
by the neck and throwing you backwards
Some were stabbing with their night
sticks, some were shoving, others were
hitting,- she said

COLOMBIA
BOGOTA — Leftist rebels and government officials met Wednesday in the first
peace talks since a major guerrilla offensive was launched in January Negotiators assembled in the small town of Cravo Norte, on the Venezuelan border, in a
planning session to prepare for more
comprehensive peace talks to end the
30-year guerrilla war that has claimed
more than 75,000 lives The government
was represented by Carlos Jaramillo, a
presidential advisor, and Andres Gonzales, a vice minister The guerrilla
groups. the National Liberation Army and
the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia. were represented by three rebels
who live in exile in Venezuela

Elizabeth H says...

Includes bread, and your choice of rice pilaf, fries or baked potato

Saturday - Free Hamburger w/Salad Bar Meal

JOHN GLASCOCK

NEWS OF THE WORLD

bution sometime in March:
Howerton said Tuesday he was
not aware of Forgy's tics to South U.S.S.R.
/ CHINA
East until after the oral arguments' MOSCOW — The Soviet
Union and Chiin the case had been made and he na signed an agreement today settling
part of their disputed border, the official
saw a document that listed Forgy Tess
news agency
Details of the
as president of South East Coal agreement were notsaid
immediately provided Tass said the agreement was
Sales.
Forgy did not serve as an attor- signed in the Kremlin by Foreign Minister
Alexander Bessmertnykh and his visiting
ney in the case and said he had no Chinese counterpart,
Oian Oichen The
involvement in the suit filed in signing ceremony was witnessed by
1984. Forgy said he did file an affi- 'President Mikhail S Gorbachev and
Chinese Communist Party leader Jiang
davit in ,the case in 1984.
Zemin, Tass said It followed another
• Howerton said Forgy's ties to round of talks between Gorbachev and
the company ,carried no influence Jiang, the first Chinese Communist Party
chief to visit the Soviet Union since Mao
in the decision.
Tse-tung in 1957 Portions of the
"I can tell you that he never 4,600-mile border have been in dispute
asked me to do anything. ... We for more than 30 years The agreement
some but not all of the disputed
talked a lot of times last year — settles
sections Soviet and Chinese diplomats
but he never asked me to do any- said earlier this week that the agreement
would exclude some of the most troublething." Howerton said.

Grand Jury hands down indictments

F

753-6660

ded by the steadfastness of the
democracies of the United States
and Britain. The goal of the allies
must be to provide stability.
"We must make sure that those
changes do not become convulsions," she said. "For the primary
interest of our societies is not domination, but stability. ..."
t•
Britain itself is in the throes-or
change, at the heart of a "growing
movement towards greater cohesion within Europe. ... This is
going to mean radical economic,
social and political evolution," she
said. The challenge to Europe is
that it doesn't become isolated.
"We must not allow ourselves to
be enticed into a form of continental insularity," she said.
Praising the close ties between
the countries, the queen said: "You
will find us worthy partners and we
are proud to have you as our
friends."

*

•
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ness and blindness, health impair- Ms.Judy Muehleman,Special Educa- at the board office, for keeping inforwiteal Murray
ltldea
pn
etdldelote
iiieify
piIndependent
District has an op-going "Child Find" ments. specific learning disabilities, tion Coordinator, Murray Board of mation confidential. These policies
mental disabilities, multiple disabili- Education,814 Poplar, Murray, Ken- and procedures are based on the
to
ties,
speech and lailguage impair- tiay 4207-F.—ThT Mite Is- open family EduLational Rigiit -and- PriThe
disability.
child,ages0-21, with a
school district will make sure any ments, physical disabilities,autism,Of weekdays from 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. vacy Act and the Individuals with
Disabilities Education Act.
The phone number. is 753-4363.
child having a disability is provided traumatic brain injuries.
Records are kept in locked files in
All citizens are urged to help the
Child Find activities wilt continue
an appropriate public education at no
cost to the parents of the Child. school district find any child who may throughout the school year. As part of each school and the central office.
Children and youth with disabili- have a disability and needs special these efforts, the school district will Records are kept for at least five years
ties include those with hearing im- education and related services. The use screening information, student after they!are no longer needed for
educational purposes.- They-are kept
pairments:vision impainnents.sevcre • - school district __needs to know the. records; and basic assessment infor
emotional disturbances, both deaf- name and age or date of birth of the mation it collects on all children and longer -41-there- is--an outganding
child or youth; the name,address,and youth en the district to help locate request to review them. The districtphone number of his or her parents or those children and youth who have a gives notice beftre ctestroying the
guardian; the possible disability; and disability and need special educatidn. records. The district obtains parental
other information to determine if
Consent before disclosing tr,furn14Lior
. Any information the district col
.
specirl- &titration- is needed. -The lects through-Child find about child- -- -from , the -recordN.
information the school district col- ren and youth who may have disabiliIf you know of someone who may
lects will be used to contact the ties is.maintained confidentially. Pa- -need this-notice-translated to another
parentsof the child or youth and find rents and eligible students have the language,given orally,or delivered in
out if_ theichild.or youth needs to_be -- right to inspect and review their _ some other manner,ilease
• contact
_
_the
evaluated or referred for special edti- educational records,as well as ask for board office.
cation services.
The Murray Independent Schools
changes in the records if they disagree
may
you
know
of
a
child
who
If
do
not discriminate on the basis of
records.
with
information
in
the
the
Congressman Larry Hopkins and
his wife, Mrs. Carolyn Hopkins, have a disability contact: Ms. Doralyn Murray Independent School District race, religion, national origin. sex.
will be visiting the Murray- Lanier, Assistant Superintendent or has Policies and procedures,available age, or disability.
Paducah area this Friday, May 17J
Mrs. Hopkins will be in Murray
for a Friday morning reception.
The candidate's wife will greet the
public on the ground floor of the
Curris Center at Murray State University from f8 to 10 a.m. Coffee
and donuts will be served.
_Mrs._ Hopkins will discuss the
Congressman's prograin IórTlhë
'future of education in the ComRADIO SHACK BRINGS YOU THE
monwealth and other; issues of
interest to the public. Parking will
be in the main lot of the -Curris
Center, just off Chestnut Street.
Everyone in Calloway County I is
welcomei to attend.
Ott the Purchase of Roundtrip Excursion CaacliClass Tickets
Cngrdsman Hopkins will be at
When You Fly American Airlines or American Eagle'
the.Barkley Airport in Paducah for
To Anywhere in the Contiguous 48 States
a Friday afternoon rally at 2 p.m.
1. Earn GREAT American VACATION Certificates with qualifying Radio Shack
He will discuss his programs for
per -Wines Only one certificate may be used per ticrier Travel through Apr! 1 1992
Eace Certificate is good for $30 oft any roundtrip excursion of 5179.0f more S51 04combating crime and drugs in the
any roundtrip excursion of S279 or more $70 off any roundtrlp excursion ci 5379u'
more
Commonwealth.
2. Sem year Radio Shack Receipts—earn two Certificates for purchases totaLsg
The debate between the two
$100 or more earn four Guth-Gatos for purchases totaling $200 or more Cr earn of.
Cernhcates tor purchases totaling $300 Or more Receipts must be dated Detween
Republican and four Democratic
March 28 1991 arid May NJ 1991
candidates for governor aired live
3. Ask tars GREAT American VACATION Orser.Foundsysio' pe. F.!! out requested
information
enclose and mail your receipts i or photocopies! and a snipping anc hanlast Wednesday evening will be
dling fee of $1 75 for each GREAT American VACATION Certificate ordered
repeated on KET (Channel 21) this
4. GREAT American VACATION Otter good st — and official rolls and restrictions
mailable horn—all participating Radio Shack stores eaters and Radio ShacL, ComOur GREAT American VACATION Otter and This puter
Sunday afternoon, May 19, at 2
centers certain terms and conditions apply
in
NOW!
Hurry
...
Saturday,
May
18
Both
End
p.m. The debate was sponsored by' Sale
Flights to and from Hawaii Of Virgin Islands excluded
the League of Women Voters of
Kentucky.
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Andy Vaughan, right, and John Dailey rehearse a scene recently from
"Big River," a production by the Murray High School Speech and
Theater group to be performed at the Playhouse in the Park on May
18, at 8 p.m.; May 19 at 2 p.m.; and May 20-21 at 8 p.m. For more
information, contact the high school or the Playhouse at 759-1752.

GREAT American VACATION

Cameron Todd Davenport
entered a guilty plea in Morganfield Monday for the stabbing of
Marion newspaper publisher and
civic leader Paul E. Mick.
Mick, publisher of The Crittenden Press and chairman of the
Western Kentucky Industrial
Foundation, was stabbed to death
at his home on Feb. 24, 1990.
Davenport, 20, entered the plea
Monday before 5th Judicial Circuit
Judge Will Tom Wathen in Union
Circuit Court. The case was moved
there on change of _venue from
Crittenden County.
Davenport faces a life sentence
plus 30 years on other charges.
"He had always denied committing the crime," Chandler said.
"We were preparing to go to trial
and received the notice last week
that he was willing to plead guilty
to the murder and take life in
prison."
In addition to the murder charge,
Chandler said Davenport also
entered guilty pleas on several
other charges: the burglary of the
Mick home, the burglary of the
Marion home of Vicki Asbridge the
same night and escaping from Crittenden County Jail in mid-April
1990.
"He pleaded to the burglary and
took 20 years. Then he pleaded to
another incidental burglary that he
was charged with the same night
and took five years on the escape,"
Chandler said.
Without his plea arrangement.
Davenport faced the possibility of
the death penalty.
"I had always said that we were
going to seek the death penalty,"
Chandler said. "When he made this
offer, I reviewed it with the Mick

family and some of the law enforcement officers involved and the
capital punishment section of the
Attorney General's office. We
decided at that point we should
accept the liffe sentence plus 30
years."
Davenport's attorney, Steve
Mirkin of the Department of Public
Advocacy in Frankfort, declined to
comment except to say "discussions have been going on for some
time.
Daiienport remains at the Daviess County Detention Center in
Oweensboro.

Save Up
to '420

3

With Huge
12" Woofer

Includes

a4 Easy-to-Use

I

Home-Oriented
Software Solutions

Hawviz.
"Where the price and service,
makes the pill easier to swallow."

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
753-4175
Glendale at WhItnell
Hours: Mon.-Frl. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30

NEW! Easy-to-Use Home PC
Reg. 169.95
is 5" Midrange

•3" Cone Tweeter
•Genuine Walnut
Finish

N. 12th St.

1199

Printer Gets the
Job Done Fast

ihealth and Fitness Club
CALL 759-9999
Located in University Square

•Tandy' 1000 RLX
•40MB Drive• Mouse
•1MB RAM is VGA
•Select 1 of 9 Bonus
Programs at No
Monitor extra #25.1453
Extra Charge!
Low As $37 Per Month.
(Worth Up to $199.95)
Add a VGM-220 Color VGA Monitor (025-4044) for Only S399.95

High-Speed Dubbing Deck
•Ideal for Home Office
•Prints Up to 240 cps
• Built-In Push Tractor

Reg. 179.95

Low As $15 Per Month•
Dubbing
Dolby"' B-C NR•Synchro-Start

#2s-2s48

Voice-Actuated Micro
Recorder

Pocket-Size
I SPELL CHECKER '30 Off

Reg. 34.95

Reg. 49.95

•Lighted Keypad
▪ Touch-Redial

Friday and Saturday.
Starting at 5:00 p.m.

• Excellent
"Notetaker"
• Auto-Stop at
End of Tape

White, 043-585
Almond. 043-586
Gray, 043-587

• Lowest Price
Ever!
• Checks
88.000 Words
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Shoney's Soup,
Salad 87 Fruit Ur
753-9257
Hwy. 641 N.
Sun.-Th., 6 a.m.-11 p.m.; Fri. & Sat., 6 a.m.-1 a.m.

286-Based PC

9500 Off 59995

Shoney s All-You-Care-To-Eat

BREAKFAST BAR
SHONE% $100
OFF

Good Only At
Murray Location
641 N. 753-9257

Mono°,extra
Reg. 1099.95
Low As $20 Pier Month•

Save
$50

9995
Rig. 149.95

Low As $15 Per Month •

•24 Watts a 5-Band ED
With Color Monitor (425-1043) and
201448 HD W25-10471, Only 1088.00 •Auto-Reverse #12-1930

Mobile CB for
Fun 8 Safety

Cut 29% 4995
Reg. 69.95
You'll Never Have to
Drive "Alone" Again

Pocket Folding
LCD Multimeter
39% Off 1695
Reg. 27.95
Ideal for Testing Home
or Car Electronics

Check Your Phone Book for the Radio Shack Store or Dialer Nearest You
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Letters to the editor

Jones seen as 'decent, honest
Dear Editor:
The winner of the 1991 race for Governor should be decided on the
basis of which candidate has the most character. ElecoXJ,officials should
be of high moral standing, and they should be honest.
I know Brereton Jones personally, and he is a decent, honest individual
who will restore pride and integrity in our state government. Brereton
Jones is a family man who has been good to his wife and children. He has
served his community and state well, both as an elected official and
through his charitable work. All of these are traits that we can identify
with here in Calloway County.
I am proud of the way that he has conducted himself in this campaign
while others have chosen to turn it into a mud-slinging race. Unlike the
other candidates who are making empty promises that they know they
cannot keep, Bteretcin Jones is -making- no .einpty- promises.- 50- when- e
go to the polls on Tuesday. May 28, let's support Brereton Jones for Governor — a Governor th'it you can be proud to say you supported.
, Bob Hughes. M.D.
1543 Oxford Drive, Murray

Jones impresses Hazel residents
Dear Editor:
We would like to share our thoughts about one of the candidates for
Governor. Li Governor Brereton Jones.
We met Brereton Jones in the early spring when he visited our small
community of Hazel,and talked with us along with other interested citizens at Dees Bank. We were very impressed rwith his down-to-earth attitude, friendliness, and straight-forward views On many of our state's problems. He spoke personally with all individuals present and visited several
downtown merchants as well as the senior citizens at the Hazel Community Center.- Lt. Governor Jones is the first candidate for governor to visit
Hazel in many, many years, and we feel honored that someone_ritanitig
for the highest office in the Commonwealth would take the time to visit.
our small community. Brereton Jones is interested in the average small
town and its citizens. We,are.certain that he will..remember flazeL Callaway County, and all of west Kentucky when . he is electcl.
We, would. like to urge all Calloway Countians to support Brereton
Jones' on Tuesday. May 28.
Janice Wilkinson
•
P.O. Box 68. Hazel, KY:,42049
Elaine Paschall
Rt. 1 Box 106, Hazel, KY 42049
Toni Jones
Rt. I, Box
Hazel. KY 42049.

Almo bladesman makes knifeforfilm
When Oscar winner Daniel Day
Lewis and his companions lose
their gunpowder and have to resort
to other weaponry in the upcoming
remake of "The Last of the Mohicans," you can bet that Almo resident Joe Keeslar will cast a sharp
eye at the props they use to defend
themselves.
Keeslar, 1 master bladesmith,
recently sent a carefully-researched
reproduction of i knife _from the
French and Indian War period to
director .Michael Mau for use in
the upcoming film Keeslar's work
was recommended to the film crew
by Joe Ftivin.s, of Winson-Salem.
North Carolina, who built five guns
for the historic tale of rdmance and
adventure
As far as Keeslar knows, his
knife will not be an obvious prop;
neitertheless, director Mann has
been a stickler for making sure that
his film accurately reflects every
aspect of the period. "They have
been recruiting buckskinners for
the movie," says Jone, "and from
all I hear they're very much concerned with authenticity in dress
-and weapons."
A stickler for authenticity himsell. Keeslar takes pride in. the
painstaking craftsnithitip---ind-.
detail that good reproductions
require. "It bothers me when steapons and sound effects are wrong,"
he confesses. "In some movies the
weapons are clearly out of sync
with the _time period, though only a
few people might notice."
Keeslar's interest in old things
goes back to childhood and a love

of cowboy movies. He reels off _several._ titles — ."Big Sky,"
"Allegheny Uprising," and! "Iron
Mistress" — as some_ of his.early
favorites.
Keeslar teaches industrial arts
full time at Murray High School,
but he is a part-time blademaker,
gunsmith, engraver, leather worker.:
cabinetmaker, foundry than, brass
caster, wood carver, wood stocker
and metallurgist. In addition, he is
one of the nation's few master
smiths in Damascus steel, an honor
conferred on him last year by the
American Bladesmith Society.
Joe first became interested in
gunsmithing years ago, on a visit to
Colonial Williamsburg. "I went
into a gunshop there," he
explained, "and I fell in love with
the tools and procedures for building guns."
His attempt at gunsmithing was
no mere dalliance. His penchant for
authenticity motivated him to build
an 18th century-style gun shop on
his property in Almo. And since
metal parts for his guns had to be
forged, he decided it made sense to
have a blacksmith shop too. So he
constructed his own, again applying 18th century techniques.

Joe Keeslar's knife and sheath will be on the 'cutting edge' of filmmaking in Michael Mann's next film.
Recently, Keeslar has been pur- the knife. The sheath is trimmed
suing a new kind of historic pro- with buckskin fringe, which Keesject, making detailed reproductions lar cut, wet and twisted strand by
of Bowie knives. "That may strand to create the right effect.
become my new specialty," he
How does he explain his love
says.
affair with the tools of yesterday?
Keeslar describes the weapon he Keeslar doesn't have a pat answer,
made for "Last of the Mohicans" as though he admits that the honor
a rifleman's knife, straight-bladed and camaraderie among frontierswith a spear point and stag handle. men holds a certain appeal for him.
The blade is 11 inches long and "You have to admire people." he
about 1/4 inch thick, with the width says,"who had a code of honor and
ranging from 1-5/8 to 1-3/4pches, who were willing to lay down their
The handle, fashioned from a deer lives for a friend."
antler, is about five inches.,
Keeslar pauses for a moment,
"They used these knives for and in repose he could pass for a
everything — chopping, digging buffalo hunter or buckskinner himholes, defense," says Keeslar. "A self, with his powerful build, full
godork-riife was a necessary tool in beard and mane of silvery hair.
the woods."
"You'd like to think you could be
Keeslar also applied his skills as ne of them," he admits wryly, "but
a leatherworker to the project by I guess I'll settle for being a knifeconstructing a buckskin sheath for maker in west Kentucky."

Our policy on political letters

•

-Readers and residents are welcomed and encouraged at all times to
write letters to the editor on a variety of topics. Recently, many of
our letters have dealt with the upcoming primary electiorui. We are
pleased to offer our pages as a forum for public political expression,
and 'all letters on the elections received in.= office before,Friday,.......
May 24, will be printed. provided they meet with our usual guide:- lines concerning letters.
--Under those guidelines. all letters must be signed by the writer,
and the writer's address and telephone number must be included for
verification (telephone numbers will not be published). The editor
reserves the nght to condense or reject any letter.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, the Murray
Ledger & Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, Kentucky 42071.

Today In History
Today is Thursday. May 16, the 136th day of 1991. There are 229 days
left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
•.
On May 16. 1929, the first Academy Awards were presented during a
banquet at the Hollywood Roosevelt Hotel. The movie "Wings" won
-"best production"; Emil Jannings and Janet Gaynor were named best
actor and best actress.
On this date:
In +763. the English lexicographer. author and wit Samuel Johnson first
met his future biographer. James Boswell.
In 1868, the U.S. Senate failed by one vote to convict President
Andrew Johnson as it took its first ballot on one of 11 articles of
impeachment against him.
In 1905. actor Henry Fonda was born in Grand Island, Neb.
In 1920, Joan of Arc was canonized in Rome.
In 1946. the musical "Annie Get Your Gun," featuring songs by Irving
•-.Berlin and starring Ethel Merman. opened on Broadway.
In 1948, the body of CBS News correspondent George Polk was found
in Solonika Bay in Greece, a week after his disappearance; Greek leftists
and rightists blamed each other for the killing.
In 1955, American author and critic James Agee died in New York,
In 1960, a Big Four summit conference in Paris collapsed on its opening day as the Soviet Union leveled spy charges against the U.S. in the
wake of the U-2 incideni
In 1975. Japanese climber Junko Tabei became the first woman to
reach the summit of Mount Everest.
In 1977, five people were killed when a New York Airways helicopter.
idling atop the Pan Am Building in midtown Manhattan, toppled over.
sending a huge rotor blade flying.
In 1988. Surgeon General C. Everett Koop released a report declaring
nicotine was addictive in ways similar to heroin and cocaine.
Ten years ago: "Pleasant Colony' added the Preakness to its Kentucky
Derby win, needing only a third Jewel to become horse racing's 12th
Triple Crown winner (However, Pleasant Colony managed only a third
place finish in the Belmont Stakes).
Five years ago: The Labil Department reported the Producer Price
Index fell six -tenth of one percent in April 1986, to its lowest level in
nearly 2A years.
One year ago: Death claimed entertainer Sammy Davis Jr. in Los
Angeles at age 64 and "Muppets" creator Jim Henson in New York at
age 53.
Thought for Today: "If all else fails, immortality can always be
assured by spectacular error." — John Kenneth Galbraith, American economist, diplomat and author (1908- ).
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Carrying 'PC' a stepfarther
When President Bush in his
commencement address last
weekend at the University of
Michigan attacked the,, growing
trend toward "politically correct"
thinking on many college campuses, he may not have been aware
that the University of Hawaii has
long since gone beyorict political
correctness. This university, which
boasts — yes, boasts — that
Michael Dukakis teaches a course
on political strategy. is being sued
for a policy of denying religious
student organizations activity funds
that are available to non-religious
student groups.
The lawsuit, filed in U.S. District Court by The Rutherford Institute, a constitutional rights group,
also charges that the discriminatory
policy was forced on the university
through a quiet agreement between
the state's attorney general and the
state chapter of the American Civil
Liberties Union.

Prior to 1989, according to the
lawsuit, all student groups, regardless of their purpose, were eligible
to receive monies from a student
activities fund. Religious groups
were given funds only for activities
with a secular purpose.
By Cal
The state ACLU then threatened
Thomas
litigation for 'alleged violations of
church-state separation requirements, and the attorney general and vileges as everyone else," he says.
the university agreed to deny all "Why should a feminist student
funding to groups that would "use group, for example, receive fundthe funds to promote a particular ing for a pro-abortion rally and a
religious point of view, even if in a religious group be denied funding
secular context," the suit alleges. for a forum on awareness of the
The lawsuit argues that the poli- unborn?"
cy excluding religious groups vioThe University of Hawaii seems
lates the rights of religious students to have gone beyond political corto free speech, free association, rectness to "spiritual correctness."
free exercise of religion and equal Some see this as part of a pattern
protection under the law.
of religious hostility by the state.
William Lawson, an attorney for They point to a "gay rights" law
the institute, says religious students passed recently by the state legislaare not seeking special favors.
ture that many fear will be used to
"They just want the same pri- force churches, schools and day

care centers with religious tenets
opposing homosexuality to hire gay
people.
The state has a peculiar view of
what and who should receive its
protection. For example, the legislature this session passed a resolution absolving "Shoeless Joe" Jackson-of any wrongdoing in the 1919
Chicago Black Sox scandal, hoping
this will open the door for him to
baseball's Hall of Fame.
There is a feeling here, as scholar James Schall observed in
another context, that "atheism has
become more militant ... insisting it
must be believed. Atheism has felt
the need to impose its views, to
forbid competing visions."
The expulsion of transcendent
values is the ultimate goal of those
who push for political correctness.
It is a goal, as President Bush told
the University of Michigan graduates, that merely replaces "old prejudices with new ones."

opening May 15, 16 and 17.
Michael Joe Farley. son of Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Pat Farley, has
enlisted in Air Force and will take
his basic training at Lackland Air
Force Base, Texas.
New postage rates went into
effect today. First class went from
6 to 8 cents; Air mail from 10 to
11 cents; post cards from 5 to 6
cents.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Willett and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. William B.
Mellon, May 7; a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Counts, May 8; a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. David Miller, May
10.
Thirty years ago
Delegates from four states unanimously agreed yesterday to recommend the Paducah area as the con-

placed on the Honor Roll of
National Traffic Safety Contest for
going through the year 1950 without a single traffic fatality.
Mrs. E.S. Ferguson, Mrs. Bryan
Tolley and Collus Johnson of Murray ,High School Unit of ParentTeachers Association attended the
meeting of Kentucky PTA held at
Lexington.

CAL'S
THOUGHTS

Looking back
Ten years ago
Rebecca Jones, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Gary E. Jones, Rt. 3,
Murray. eighth grade student at
Calloway County Middle School,
had high score on American History Test conducted by Captain
Wendell Oury Chapter of the
Daughters of American Revolution.
Velvet Jones of Murray High
School won Kentucky Girls' High
School Golf Tournament played at
Elizabethtown.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Don Walker.
April 28.
Mrs. Minnie Thweatt was honored April 21 on her 97th birthday.
Twenty years ago
Riviera Courts, Murray.'s new
mobile home park on U.S. Highway 641 North. is hold its grand
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trol point for location of Interstate
24 at a meeting held at Kentucky
Dam Village State Park.
Army Sp/5 George L. Compton
is serving with 556th Ordnance
Company in Germany.
.Kelly Elliott Bennett. son__ of _
Mrs. Helen Q. Bennett, senior at
Murray High School, and Mareie
Sue Winchester, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. E.D. Winchester, senior
at Calloway County High School,
have been named for scholarships
by Murray Rotary Club.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Gene Adams, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Peck and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. James Leroy
Lamb.
Forty years ago
The City of Murray has been
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Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Garland Hutson, May
8; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. 1.T. Burton, May 9; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Loman McDougal, May II.
A feature story about Mrs. Laura
Jones and Mrs. Armelda Tidwell,
sisters who reside in the log house
at Main and 17th Streets, is published. It was written by Frieda
Jones.
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Ellen Harrell (center) and Dr. Jim Frank (second from right) were honored kpy friends and colleagues at
Murray State University, May 6, with a reception on their retirement from the university. Harrell, an
administrative secretary to the Dean of the College of Education, retired with 24 years of service. Frank, a
professor of health, physical education and recreation in the College of Education, retired with 27 years of
service. Pictured with the retirees are (from left) MSU President Dr. Ronald J. Kurth; Dr. William 0.
Price, assistant dean of the College of Education and Dr. Janice Weaver, dean of the College of Education.

The Murray Family YMCA is
planning a host of activities for
their summer season, says program
executive Danielle Schwettman,
adding that the summer will be a
busy time at the Y. "We've incorporated some new programs in
addition to our faithful regulars,"
she said. "It's going to be a good
summer."
The summer sessions are scheduled to begin on Tuesday. May 28
and run until August 16. In order to
participate in any YMCA program,
you must have a valid membership.
The yearly fees are $5 for youth,
$10 for teens, $15 for adults and
$25 for families. These fees help
provide financial assistance in
order that all may participate
regardless of 'economic status. Activities are planned with the
community in mind, and there is
something for every age group.
The programs that make up the
summer schedule are:
•DAY CAMP — For children
who have' completed Kindergarten

Nygaard named as president of KLN for two-year term
Dr. Nancy Nygaard, chairman of
the Department of Nursing at Murray State University, as installed
as president of the Kentucky
League for Nursing (KLN) for a
two-year term at the spring meeting
„

in Bardstown.
She will head the organization,
which is a state affiliate of the
National League for Nursing
(NLN), until the annual KLN meeting in the spring of 1993.

MSU offers individualized reading
program this summer for grades 1-6
An indiktidualized program of
reading instruction for children in
grades one through, six will be
available on Monday, Tuesday,
Thursday and Friday mornings this
summer at M-urray State
University.
Designed for remcdiation or
enrichment of reading needs or
interests, the program will include
sessions from 9:10 to 10;10 a.m. in
the Reading Clinic of the Special
Education Building. Sessions will
begin Monday, June 10, and end
Friday, June 28, for a total of 12
hours of instruction.
Instruction will be supervised by
Dr. Bonnie Higginson, assistant

professor in the Department of
Elementary and Secondary Education. Instructional -areas will
include word recognition, readiness, comprehension, reading in
subject matter areas, study skills,
rate of reading, and fluency.
The fee'for the reading program
is $5 per instructional hour; however, no child will be denied service
for lack of ability to pay.

Ms. Nygaard, who became a
department head at Murray State in
1985, a year after joining the faculty, will represent the state organization at the annual NLN convention in Nashville in June.
The KLN is made up of nurses,
nursing educators, other health-care
professionals and consumers who
are concerned about access to quality health care for the nation,
Nygaard said.
One of the four major nursing
organizations in the country the
NLN serves as tile accrediting
agency ,for nursing education.
Nygaard, who has also served as
director of the graduate program in
nursing at Murray State, is the
president-elect of the Kentucky
Association of Baccalaureate and
Higher Degree Nursing Programs.

She is a former president of the
Kentucky Nurses' Association,
District 13.
She earned the bachelor of science in nursing at Murray State,
the masters of science in nursing at
Vanderbilt University and. the
Ph.D. at the
University of

through 5th grades; held at Carter add variety to the class. MondayElementary, 7 a.m.-5:30 p.m. Thursday at Body Elite Fitness
MondaY-Friday;. begins- Tuesday, Cetitet
May 21 and ends Aug. 16.
'PARENT/CHILD CAMPOUT
•KINDERCAMP — A day
— Bring your kids out to Camp
camp experience for preschoolers Roy C. Manchester for a night of
ages 3-5; at Carter Elementary, 9 fun—Activities planned specifically
a.m.-2 p.m. Tuesdays and Thurs- for parent/child participation. Aug.
days; begins Tuesday, May 28.
2-3; contact the Y for more
•MOVINI ON — A camp for information.
middle school youth in 5th-8th
.FAMILY - SWIM NIGHTS —
grades with focus on community Come relax and exercise at the
awareness, values clarification and
MSU pool with your family and
skill development; 8 a.m.-4 p.m.; friends; Wednesday nights, free to
begins Monday, June 3 and ends YMCA members.
•,• • •
Aug.. 9.
To enroll in any YMCA prog•CAMP CARSON — The
YMCA will take a group of cam- ram, come by the YMCA office at
pers to Camp Carson in Princeton, 7th and Poplar in the • George
Ind., where they will have the Weaks Community Center. For
opportunity to choose activities to - further information on these-progbenefit skills and interests. Bro- rams, call Danielle Schwettman at
chures and applications are avail- 759-YMCA.
The Murray Family YMCA is a
able at the YMCA office.
United Way agency.
•AQUATIC• EXERCISE —
Enjoy the benefits of exercise in
the water — the perfect class, for
beginners or those with aches and
pains. No swimming ability
GARLAND'S
required; 7 p.m. Tuesdays and
PROFESSIONAL
Thursdays at the MSU pool.
PAINTING
•50+ AQUATICS— Geared for
Phone 753-8823
those adults 50-100 years young
FREE ESTIMATES
and wanting to stay that way.
.Over )5 yrs Expenencein
8:30-9:30 a.m., Tuesdays and
.interior & Extenor
Thursday at the MSU pool.
.AEROBICS — Music sets the
tempo for this lively exercise class.
- Instructors may-.-use -equipmenk. to

Auto
Home
Business
A tradition
SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

He
Annui

in service
since 1981

1-800-432-9346
‘,.. KENrvary,CARNET FOR HUNAN RESOURCU

Anyone wishing to enroll a add
should call 762-2446 or 762-6868
no later than May 31. Additional
information about the program may
be obtained by calling Dr. Higginson at 762-6868.

Truckers begin ending
blockade of highway
TORONTO (AP) — Police today
broke up a protest by hundreds of
truckers who blocked a major commuter highway for two days to
demand repeal of taxes and regulations they consider harmful to their
industry.
Up to 1,300 truckers had participated in the demonstration on
Canada's busiest highway over the
last two days, but only about 300
were on hand today when police
moved in.
The truckers had parked their
rigs on the eastbound and westbound lanes of Highway 401, east
of Toronto, Wednesday to protest
fuel taxes and regulations they say
give Americans an unfair advantage hauling goods in Canada.

-They-had threatened to tilock the
four-lane highway, a major commuter route, until their grievances
were addressed by the federal and
Ontario governments.
But the truckers began slowly
moving away after police officers
distributed leaflets giving _them
until 10 a.m. EDT to leave or face
arrest. Many of the truckers blew
their horns as they began clearing
the highway, where hundreds of
police officers were called in this
morning.
"We don't want to lose public
support," said Scott Mackay, a
trucker from Perth, Ontario.
"We'll move out as orderly and
slowly as possible."

250/0
-ALL CHIC" SPORTSWEAR

-CASUAL LEATHER
SHOES FROM
EUROPREF°, MIXED BLUES',
WORTHINGTON',
PINWHEELS'
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OFF

-ALL WOMEN'S
SWIMWEAR

-ALL JT BECKETT* SPORTSWEAR
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14,99

Reg. $21 .5 $22
St John's Bay' Print Shirt
and Cargo Short
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25%

OFF

-MEN'S SW1MWEAR

•YOUNG MEN'S APPAREL
Sale 21or $25 Reg. $20. Weekends'
solid colored shorts for young men
Sale 2for $30 Reg $22 Bugle Boy'
pleated shorts lot young men
Sale 2 for $25 Reg. $18 Solid
colored nylon swimsuit by Ocean Biue•
for young men

OFF

-ALL LOUNGEWEAR
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-ALL DANCE AND
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OFF

-ALL NIKE' ATHLETIC SHOES
FOR CHILDREN

GET UP TO $400 OFF A NEW TORT'WW1 NOW RIDING
MOWER WWI YOU BRING US A IRAK MANY CONDITION.

-ALL MEN'S AND WOMEN'S
RUNNING AND WALKING
SHOES

Trade in any lawn mowerpr riding mower. and gel savings from
ST00 on rear engine riders. up to cm on our top of the line irk--;
tors, including our zero radius turning tractors: Now 's the perfect,
time to get rid of your old mower and pick up a brand new Tom
Wheel Horse riding mower or
tractor. But hurry. Our trado in
deals end May 3,1, 1991. •

Keith's Lawn & Tractor Center
—Limp In - Leap Out"'
80 E. Main St.
t I We I The 1,M,, nenpan)

Tbis oiler no( veld !null an other

759-9831
ar

ierms

25%

OFF

-ALL BOYS AND GIRLS SOCKS
AND UNDERWEAR

store Howe:
Salon Hours:
Mon.-Tues.-Wed. 10-8 Mon.-Sat. 10-9
Thurs. & Fri. 9-8 Sun. 12:30-5:30
Sat. 9-6; Sun. 1-5
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Christian- Women's Club
plans Tuesday luncheon
Christian Women's Club of Murray will have a "Garden Party"
luncheon on Tuesday, May 21,
from 12 noon to 2 p.m. at Seven
Seas Restaurant. The cost of the.
luncheon will be 54.75 per person.
Dian Thoman of Murfreesboro,
Tenn., will be guest speaker. She is
a homemaker who "decorated with
country and collects friends." She
and her husband, John, have two
children who are both attending
_college at University of Southern
California at Los Angeles. Her special interests include tole and
decorative painting and 'training
women to excellence.'
The special -feature, "How Does
Your Garden Grow?" will be presented•by Vickie Crafton, who with
her husband, Doug. operate ForeAer Green Nursery in Murray. They
sell plants and provide landscaping
services and lawn care. They have
one son. Nathan, 2.
Special muSic will be presented

One Good
Cop (R)
FX Part 2
(PG13)

7.00
930

Mortal Thoughts
(R)

7.00

9:00

• Rent sour min ies•at the mo
•
• 111108 ('het nut • 753-3311
•
Open 11:am to 10:pm

•

f.service,
Phannacy
A„

More!

Murray Today editor
The second cooperative Vacation Bible School for children, ages 4
through Grade 6, by St. Leo Catholic Church, First Christian Church,
First Presbyterian Church and St. John's Episcopal Church will be June
3-7 from 9 to 11:45 .a.m. each darat St. Leo's. The cost will be $5 per
family. "Share God's Blessings" will be theme with each day to start with
a short prayer service followed by classroom lessons, arts and cerafts, outdoor games, music and snack time. Registration deadline is Friday, May
24. For information or registration call Sr. Mary Anne at 759-1621 or
Debbie Ferguson at 753-3824.

Camera Newcomers' tonight
The Newcomers' meeting by, Murray-Calloway County Camera Club will
be tonight (Thursday) at 7 p.m. at Calloway County Public Library. This ,is
open to all interested persons

Gospel singing Saturday
Amy Waldrop was recently selected Drum Major of Calloway County
High School Laker Band for the 1991-92 season. This is her second
year as drum major for the Laker Band. She will be attending the
George Parks %cademy Drum Major Camp at the University of ken.tucks, Lexington. in June. The daughter of Nelson and Marlene Waldrop, she will be a senior at CCHS this fall.

ST. LOUIS (AP) — Dogs are no
longer welcome on the carpet at the
Dog Museum.
The reason: too many canine
accidents and too many fleas.
It used to be that,dogs on leashes
could browse through galleries full
of paintings, sculptures and photographs of dogs.
But thew "You'd walk into a
gallery and you'd see a big wet
spot there, and you'd say, 'Oh.
great,'" said Gail Haynes, the
museum's business manager.
Not only that, but fleas left
behind by. shaggy visitors were biting the ankles of museum workers.
Dogs and their masters can still
visit the community room. That's
where the videotapes on dog breeds
and dog training are stored.
That's also the room with the tile
floor.

7 10
9:25

Hamlet
(PG)

Jo Burkeen

Bob Dunn
R.Ph.

753-1462

109 S. 4th St.
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A picnic, bike ride and planetarium show at Land Between the Lakes
have been scheduled for all interested homeschoolers and their parents on
Friday, May 17, at 12 noon at Golden Pond. The planetarium show will be at
3 p.m. at the Visitors' Center. The cost of the show is $1 per person. For
more information call 759-1625.

Leigh Ann Carter, left, top photo, 1990 recipient of the Lulu Young
Memorial Award, passes the plaque to Dana Hohman, right., the 1991
Winner, at a dinner of Murray High Tri Alpha. New officers are, bottom photo, from left, front row, Dana HolirniA, Catherine Hurt,
Meredith Julian, Jennifer Howe, back row, Kelsey Christopher, Connie Steely and Kaylin Haverstock.
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Sales planned at Dexter
Members of Dexter Community Center will have a bake and yard sale on
Saturday, May 18, from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. All proceeds will be used for the
center's utilities. Drinks and hot dogs will be available. Members of the Dexter Center have expressed their thanks to Sheriff J.D. Williams and his
deputies for the return of items taken from the center.

Puryear Day on Saturday

Hohman receives
Tr -Alpha award
Dana Hohman, a junior, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Gary Hohman, has
been installed as president of the
Murray High Tri Alpha.
Serving with her during the
1991-92 school year will be the
following:
Catherine Hurt. daughter of Harold Hurt and Jean Hurt, vice president; Meredith Julian, daughter of
Dr. and Mrs. Frank Julian, secretary; Jennifer Howe, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. E.L. (Red) Howe Jr..
treasurer;
Kaylin Havcrstock, daughter of
Gary Haverstock and Linda Haverstock, service chairman: Connie
Steely, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Howard Steely, social chairman:
aid Kelsey Christopher, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Ron Christopher.
chaplain.
The candlelight installation service was performed at Murray High
School on Monday,.- April • Tit,- try

PUBLIC NOTICE

the present leaders who arc as
follows:
Jennifer Fairbanks, president:
Alison Ward, vice president; Karen
Mikuleik, chaplain; Leigh Ann
Carter, social chairman; and Andrea Rose, service chairman. Lesia
Nesbitt,- s'ecretary, and Heather
Key, treasurer. wete unable to
attend.
The installation was preceded by
a dinner honoring senior members
with the juniors acting as hostesses.
A highlight of the evening was
the announcement of the recipient
of the Lulu Young Memorial
Award, the junior member, who, as
decided by a vote of the juniors,
best exemplifies the Christian standards of the ,club. The 1991 recipient is Dana Hohman, who has
been honored by having her name
engraved on the memorial plaque
which is on permanent display at
'The'SC110-01-.-
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As Welcome Wagon Representatives, we call on brides-to-tr, nevepateni,
and movers with a basket full of useful gifts. We'd like to call on you
Welcome Wagon. An American Tradition.
Please Call

Southside Shopping Center

I

.— ft.••••••••pundird

753-33211, I

A benefit gospel singing for cystic fibrosis will be Saturday. May 18, at 7
p.m. at Northside Baptist Church, 428 Lafayette Rd., Clarksville, Tenn. Singers will include Woodard Brothers Of-Springfield, Tenn., Happy Pilgrims of
Cunningham, Tenn., and Judy and Ray Richardson and Buana Smith of
Clarksville, Tenn.

The annual homecoming at Lynnville United Methodist Church will be
Sunday, May 19. The Rev. Russell Doss will speak at 9:30 a.m, worship
hour, followed by Sunday School at 10:30 am. A basket lunch will be
served at 12 noon followed by a gospel singing featuring The Shelton Singers. The public is invited to attend.

At Our Beauty & The Bath Sale.

?rt:63:a-

Benefit singing Saturday

Homecoming at Lynnville

trom a huge %-anrn
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Yard sale Saturday at club house

Homes_thoolers' field trip Friday

•15% Cash Discount
on all prescriptions
Pitfs:Ht
•Computerized Records
*Medical Claims Service DeLnitfir
•PCS • Medirnet
•BC-BS • Paid State Aid
•Health & Beauty Items

HOLLAND DRUGS

A gospel singing will be at Paris Landing State Park Amphitheatre on
Saturday, May 18, at 6 p.m. Featured groups will be The King's Sons, The
Laborers, The Harmonaires and Glory Bound. Each one should bring a lawn
chair for seating. The public is invited to attend this special event, a park
spokesperson said.

Second annual class yard sale of Murray Woman's Club will be Saturday,
May 18, starting at 7 a.m, at the club house basement. Persons may enter
from the patio doors in the back of the building. Booths will feature adult
books, records, pictures and games; plants, vases, flower arrangements,
wreaths. Christmas decoration, candles, and candlesticks; children's toys,
books, games, pictures, records and stuffed animals; children's clothes;
adult clothes; costume jewelry, scarfs, purses, hats and gloves; housewares; curtains, linens, curtain rods, bedspreads, sheets, towels and pillowcases. Members may bring items for the sale on Thursday, May 16, from
9-11 a.m., 1-3 p.m. and 7-8 p.rri. and on Friday, May 17, from 9-11 a.m. and
1-3 p.m. This is another of the fund-raising &forts to pay toward the bank
note for the renovation of the club house.

Dogs will not
be welcome at
Dog Museum

7:15

Silence of the
Lambs (R)

by Carol Thompson of Murray, a
native of Owensboro, who lived in
Arkansas. She has her undergraduate degree from Western State University and a Master's degree from
Murray State University. Her interests include volunteer work, sewing, fishing, camping, boating and
yard work. Her husband. John. is
dean of College of Busines and
Public Affairs at MSU. They have
three children. Mrs. Thompson will
be accompanied by Allene Knight
of Murray.
Reservations for the luncheon
should be made by Sunday evenby --calling Freda
ing, May
Lovett. 753-3999, Or Marilyn
Pritchard, 753-9930.
A nursery for preschoolers will
be provided at Memorial Baptist
Church. Nursery reservations may
be made by calling Sharon
McConnell-Worster, 7594421.
All interested women are welcome to attend. There are no dues.
no membership fees or any obligation, said Jill Courtney, chairman.
Christian Women's Club is a
worldwide Organization and is not
affiliated with any church or
denomination.

JO'S DATEBOOK

Kathryn Outland, 753-1079

Ingeborg

492-8348

Puryear Day will be Saturday, May 18, starting with a parade at 10 a.m.
Donuts and coffee will be served starting at 8 a.m. and barbecue, hot dogs
and drinks will be served from 11 a.m. to 9 p.m. Railroad motor cars will be
giving rides throughout the day. Arts and crafts booths will be featured. A
Rescue Squad demonstation will be at 1 p.m. A gospel singing featuring
Heavenaires and Union Grove Choir will start at 2 p.m. Sharecroppers . will
be the band playing for the street dance starting at 6:30 p.m. The events are
being sponsored by Puryear Lioness Club.

Stewart fund planned
Members of the 1975 graduating class at Calloway County High School
have started a special fund to help one of their classmates, Mrs. LaRhea
Miller Stewart, wife of Ricky Stewart, with expenses for -her cancer treatment. Mr. and Mrs. Stewart and their three children reside on Rt. 6, Murray.
Persons may leave their contributions to the fund at the South Side Branch
of Bank of Murray. For more information call Vicky Butterworth White at
435-4201.

MHS musical May 18-21
Murray High School will present its annual student musical, 'Big River,'
based on the Mark Twain novel, The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn, on
Saturday, May 18, and Monday, May 21, at 8 p.m., and Sunday. May 20, at
2 p.m. at Playhouse in Murray-Calloway County Park, Cast members are
John Dailey, Michael Lovett, Chris Weatherly, Rob Carpenter, Daniel
Cohen, Andy Vaughan, Scott Conklin, Chris Dill, Michael Robinson, Rusty
Thomas, Andrea Rose, Melinda Plunkett, Kelsey Christopher, Damon
Cohoon, Dusty Wilson, Todd Vinson, Christie Walters, Jennifer Fairbanks,
Rachel Greer, Dana Hohman, Alison Ward, Leigh Ann Carter, Katherine
Oakley, Er.in Friend and Angela Schwartz.

Walk for Life planned May 18
Murray Life House Crisis Pregancy Center, 1506 Chesnut St., Murray, will
hold its annual 'Walk for Life,' starting at Curris Center, Murray State University, on Saturday, May 18, at 9:30 a.m. A new event, the 'Family Life
Fair,' will follow ,from 12.noon to 2 p.m. at Cutchin Field, adjacent to Curris
Center Phil Kilby, director of Life House, urges the public to get sponsors
for the walk and to attend the special fair to follow. For more information call
753-0700.

Bike-A-Thon planned May 18
The St. Jude Children's Research Hospital Wheels for Life Bike-a-thon
will be Saturday, May 18, from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. at Calloway County High
School. Riders are asked to get sponsors to make a donation based on
each mile completed. All riders turning in money will receive a certificate;
those who raise $30 a certificate and special St. Jude t-shirt; those who
raise $75 a barrel tote bag. certificate and t-shirt. Other prizes will be
awarded. For more information call R.P. Hodge. 753-1854, from 9 a.m. to
430 p.m. or 753-7390 after 4:30 p.m.

Patients are dismissed
Local persons recently dismissed from Paducah hospitals include the following; Body Bowen and Edmon Coy, both ot Murray, from Western Baptist

(Cont'd on page 8)
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Billington-Healy wedding on June 22
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Miss Claudia J. Billington and
Gerald F.(Kelly) Healy III, both of
Lexington, announce their engagement and approaching marriage.
The bride-elect is the daughter of
Ted F. Billingtonand the. late Mrs._
Joan Billington of Murray. She is
the granddaughter of Mrs. Lurlinc
Billington and the late Guy Billington of Murray.
The groom-elect is the son of
Gerald F. Healy II and Sarah C.
Healy of Lexington.
Miss Billington is a 1981 graduate of Murray High School and a
1985 graduate with a Bachelor of
Arts degree in Business Management from University of Kentucky.
She is now manager of The Limited, a women's clothing store in
Lexington.
• Mr..Healy H-1 is- a 1981- graduate
of Lexington Catholic High School
and a 1985 graduate with a Bache:
lot of Arts degree in Business
Administration from' Bellarmine
College, Louisville. He is area
supervisor in the Lexington area
for McDonald's Restaurants.
The wedding will be Saturday,
June 22,---at 7-.p.m-.-- at-Christ-The
King of Lexington Catholic
Church, Lexington.
A reception will follow at the
Headley-Whitney Museum,
Lexington.
After the wedding the couple
will be residing in Lexington.
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Writers' Potpourri will be Saturday, May 18, at 9:30 Lm. at Calloway County Public Library. All
interested persons are invited to
attend, according to Gladys Jarrett,
director.
Some of the poems written by
participants have been released by
Mrs. Jarrett as follows:

Claudia J. Billington,fiancee
of Gerald F. (Kelly) Healy III

One newborn admission, dismissals and one expiration at MurrayCalloway County Hospital on
Tuesday. May 14, have been

mother has been diagnosed with
small-cell carcinoma. This appears to
be a secondary liver cancer that probably originated in the lungs. I've been
told it is incurable but her life may be
prolonged with chemotherapy or radiation. This prospect frightens me to
the degree I am considering taking
her to Mexico for immune booster
shots.
DEAR READER: I don't want to
sound like a prophet of doom, but I
think you should know that small-cell
carcinoma of the lung, especially if it
,metastasizes (spreads) to the liver, is
a very serious condition for which
treatment is largely palliative (comfort-oriented). The cancer spreads
rapidly and is resistant to radiation
and anti-cancer drugs.
Your mother would be badly served
by -attempting alternative, unproved
treatments, such as immune therapy,
which proponents claim cures cancer
by strengthening the immune system.
This is hogwash. I suggest you have a
frank discussion with your mother's
doctor and attempt to determine how
much time she has left and what, if
any difference, any treatment will
make.
I know what I'm talking about. My
mother had an identical situation: Her
small-cell lung cancer was discovered only after it had spread to her

released as follows:
Newborn admission
James baby boy, parents, Donna
and David, At. 1, Box 261E, Hickory.

For each of us, the time comes to
decide how to cope with the reality of
death. In your mother's case, the time
is now. Get all the information you
can, assimilate it, honor your mother's decision and give her all the support and love she needs. A Mexican
clinic would, in my opinion, be a cruel
hoax that merely defers acceptance
of an incurable disease.
To give you more information, I am
sending you a free Copy of my_Health
Report "Viruses and Cancer." Other
readers who would like a copy should
sensl ;1.25 plus a long, self-addressed,
stamped envelope to P.O. Box 91369,
Cleveland, OH 44101-3369. Be sure to
mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I read an article
recently about the use of acyclovir for
children with "chickenpox who have
impaired immune systems. Could this
medication also be,used for the treatment of shingles?
DEAR READER: Absolutely. In
fact, acyclovir(Zovirax)has been recommended for this purpose. However,
to be effective, the drug must be
started early in the disease — at least
within the first day or so after the
blisters appear.

Dismissals

William Hobbs, Box 145, Water Valley; Mrs. Hilda Reynolds, Box 172,
Hazel; Mrs. Virginia Bellamy, 3929
Kenningston Place, Owensboro;
Willie Story, At. 7, Box 54, Murray;
Robert Waters, Rt. 4, Box 24, Murray;
Miss Alice Keys, 206 Spruce St.,
Murray;
Mrs. Anna Lee Cooper, Rt. 4, Box
133, Murray; Joe Belcher, Rt. 6, Box
222, Murray; Earl Hudspeth, 227
Spruce St., Murray;
Ms. Judy Borge, 1510 Valentine
Ave., Murray; Mrs. Cathy-Taylor, Rt. 1,
Box 278, Dexter; Mrs. Evon Towery,
Rt. 2, Box 133, Murray;
Miss Haley Fain, Rt. 1, Box 143,
Buchanan, Tenn.; Mrs. Mary Westbrook, MI115-E Adams Mill Rd., Cadiz;
Mrs. Donna Miller and baby girl, Rt.
3, Box 264, Fulton; Mrs. Sherry Stone
and baby boy, At. 6, Box 16-1,
Mayfield.
Expiration
John William Bryan, 1001 North
Johnny Robertson Rd., Murray.

Two newborn admissions, dismissals and one expiration at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
for Wednesday, May 15, have been
released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Neighbors baby boy, parents,
Beverty)xnd Pat, 172 Woodbird Place,
Paris, tenn.;
Raj baby girl, parents, Arabella and

based on
certificate;
those who
as will be
9 a.m. to
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Local Queen
By Marie Jarrett
I was in trouble
My tire was low
I stopped at Jr. Food Mart
to put in some air
"I don't know anything
about air machines."
A lady remarked, noncommittal
I'll help her out.
She put air in my)tire
Checked the others.
Then we heard what could have
been
A rifle shot.
A tire blew out.
I burst into tears.
She said, so calmly_
"Let's get your spare,
yotir jack and jack-handle.She changed my tire
Quickest, I'd see.
I offered to pay
She shook her head "No."
Peggy, I salute you
You're a personality booster
You're my local queen.

Open meeting of Narcotics
Ationymousf7 Rm./Parish Center,
St. Leo Catholic Church.
AA and Al-Anon closed
meetings/8 p.m./Senior Citizens'
Center, Benton. Info/759-4059 or
753-7663.
Murray Kiwanis Club/6
p.m./Sirloin Stockade.,

H. Eddie Roberts Jr. Post
6291/VFW/7 p.m./Willis Center.
National Scouting Museum/open
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Twin Lakers Antique Car Club/7
p.m./Country Kitchen, Draffenville.
Murray Business and Professional Women/6:30 p.m./Louie's Steak
House.

Murray High School graduation/8
p.m./Lovett Auditorium, Murray
State University.
First Baptist Church events
include Mothers' Day Out/9:30
a.m.; Exercises Classes/11:30 a.m.
and 6:30 p.m.

Leila Umar
bride-elect of

Bryan Bacon
has made her
gift selections from
Pier l's
Bridal Registry

Buy one roll of selected
In-stock wallpaper —

1111111111IS

Dismissals
Mrs. Carrie Story, 1317 Poplar St.,

Shingles (herpes zoster) is a virus Murray; Mrs. Ruby Keel, 315 Woodinfection of the nerves in the skin,
leading to painful blistering of a nar- (Cont'd on page 8)
row area on one side of the body. Until
the availability of acyclovir, shingles
liver. The doctors told her that with- (as well as other herpes virus and
out treatment, she would die in six chickenpox infections) were really
months; With treatment, she had untreatable; they just ran their
course.
about a year.
My family appreciated the frankAbout 10 percent of untreated shinness of the prognosis and examined gles patients develop a poorly underthe options. For personal reasons, my stood, dreaded complication: postmother chose to have chemotherapy, herpetic
neuralgia,
chronic
despite the serious consequences, unremitting pain that can last for
such as hair loss, nausea, vomiting years after the acute infection. Exand malaise. She died exactly a year perts hope that acyclovir will reduce
later, after putting her life in order the incidence of this complication.
and enjoying her grandson.
0 1991 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

12058 Chestnut

Entire Stock
Spring & Summer

Sweaters

7 Star Top of Line ACE Interior Flat

1/4 to 1/2off

Reg. '17.66

Entire Stock
Spring

Coordinates

1/4 to 1/20ff
Russ, Lucia,
Leslie Fay, Catherine HaN,
Koret, That's Me, California Ny

'1 2.99
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Mother's Day
By Charlie E. York
Hello operator give me long
distance
connect me to Heaven.
Person to person please
I'd like to talk to mother.
Please operator
hold
she'll be listed under LOVE
Operator she's expecting my call
connect us if you please;
Hello mother I miss you
so very much today.
This is the day
all mothers are honored.
You deserve the best
for you were and are the
greatest.
I want to tell you I love you
one more time;
The. dogwood that adorns
your body's resting place.
This year is beautiful
a ball of immaculate white.
Though I'm sure it's ordinary
compared to Heaven's beauty.

I Like To Roam in Woods
By Linda M. Siebold
I like to roam about in woods
Noting their diversity
And seeking furred and feathered
creatures
So I go quietly.
I have learned a bit of
woodlands;
Of the dwellers there...so free:
The squirrel, rabbit, graceful
deer.
They know a bit of me.
L like to visit with the trees
Which grow profusely there
Under the loving hand of God
Responding to His care.
In woods are solitude and peace;
And unique beauty, too.
Every season of the year
A woods wears different hues,
I've a cozy little cabin
Where I spend the holidays
Deep in a wonderful woodland
Learning of woodland ways.

Singles Friendship of Paris,
Tenn.,/7:30 p.m./Farm Bureau
Building. lnfo/Kennith Broach,
753-3580.

Victor, 1004 Southwood Dr., Murray.

7 Star Top of Line ACE.
Exterior
urray, will
State Uniamily Life
t to Curris
sponsors
ation call

A Godly Mother
By Wilma Jean Sanders
Things a mother won't do for
herself
She will do for her child
To hear of a hurtful thing said
Will drive a- mother's heart wild
The instincts to protect and
console
Were put in bet nature by God
So if at times she over reacts
You're not to think this is odd
Even when she's sound asleep
She'll hear the tiniest cry
When you take liberties with the
truth
She'll detect the tiniest lie
Godly mothers are a wonderful
thing
They should never go out of
style
Their influence stays on and on
After mother has gone her last
mile.

Babies, dismissals, expirations named

DEAR DR GOTT My 60-yeat-old

.1.8, at 7
nn. Sinrims of
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Thursday, May 16
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./education unit of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
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Learn To Swim registration being held by Red Cross
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Registration for the 1991 Red
Cross Learn to Swim Program, set
for June 3 through Aug. 9, at
Murray-Calloway County Park, is
continuing at Calloway County Red
Cross office in George Weaks
Community Center at 607 Poplar
St., Murray. Office hours are 9
Lm. to 12 noon and Ito 4 p.m.,.
Monday. through Friday.
Sign-up will -continue through
the summer until the classes are
closed because of the number of
students in the classes. No phone
registration Will be accepted.
Classes will be offered to infants
through adults. A schedule of the
10 weeks session is as follows:
First Session —June 3-14, II
a.m. to 12 noon, for Beginners

•.
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(SP), Beginners (BP), and Adv.
Beginners; Evening Classes. 8 to 9
P.IIL same groups._
Second Session — June 17-28,
11 a.m. to 12 noon, Beginners
(SP), Beginners (BP), and Intermediates; 11 to 11:30 a.m., Parent and
Tot; 11:30 a.m. to 12 noon, Parent
and Preschool; Evening Classes, 8
to 9 p.m.. Beginners, Adv. Beginners and Adult Beginners; 8'to 5:10
p.m., Parent and Tot; 8:30 to 9
p.m., Parent and Preschool.
Third Session — July 1-12, )1
a.m. to 12 noon, Beginners (S1'),
Beginners (WV Adult Beginners,
and Swimmers; 11 to 1130 ant.,
Parent and-Tot; 11:30 sm. -to F2noon,- Parent and Preschool, Evening Classes, 8 to 9 p.m., Beginners.

and Tot; 8:30 to 9 p.m., Parent and
Preschool.

Adult Beginners and Intermediates,
8 to 8:30 p.m., Parent and Tot;
8:309 p.m.. Parent_ and
Preschool.
Fourth Session — July 15-26,
11 a.m. to 12 noon, Beginners
(SP), Beginners (BP), Adv. Beginners and Intermediates; II to 11:30
a.m..-Parent and Tot; 11:30 a.m. to
12 noon, Parent and Preschool;
Evening "Classes, 8 to 9 p.m,
Beginners, Adult Beginners and
'Swimmers; 8 to 8:30 p.m., Parent

1
Fifth Session — July 29 to Aug.
9, 11 a.m. to 12 noon, Beginners
(SP), Beginners (BP), Adv. Beginners and Intermediates; 11 to 11:30
a.m., Parent and Tot, 11:30 a.m. to
12 noon, Parent and Preschool;
_EYen.irni _Clangs._ 8_ IQ .9 p.m.. Beginners and Adult Beginners 8
to 8:30 p.m., Parent and Tot; 8:30
to 9 p.m., Parent and Preschodl.

Group donates items

new
_Immanuel 1.utheran_Church will congregatinn
sanctuary/fellowship hall. Present
observe the 25th anniversary of its
Charter Sunday on Sunday May _-Membership__ is . 259. •
Pt'according to-the RevTrivenee---- --The-Festival- Anniversary ComW. Helnuch pastor.
munion service will be at 10:30
a.m. Sunday'with the Rev. Andrew
The first Lutheran worship serBrondos, district official from
vice in Murray was conducted at
Memphis. Term., s guest /speaker.
Robertson Schyool in October
His theme will be "Sent Forth By1963. The church building at .15th
God's Blessings.
and Main Streets, was dedicated in
February 1965.
Music will be provided by
The group officially organized as Immanuel Adult Choir with Dr.
Immanuel Lutheran "Church on _Larry Mailed and qathy Mallett as
May 22,-1966, with 89 adults and
accompanist and director. Mrs. El,
children becorning charter zabeth Brondos of Memphis will be
Members of Bea Walker Group of First Baptist Church Wilmer
members.
' guest organist.
donated
needed paper items and cleaning supplies to W.A.T.C.11.
1973,
54
persons
January
In
The women of the congregation (work activities training center for handicapped). Mildred Horn, left,
were/released to organize a new
Lutheran congregation in Paris, -will serve a buffet fellowship din- and Faye Nell Flora, right, Bea Walker members, present.the items to
ner following the worship service. Brenda Donelson and Patty Thompson, center, for W.A.T.C.H.
Tenn.
On Feb. 25, 1990, Intmanuel The community is invited.

'

JO-AN's.

varieties • on the square
753-9569
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1 COOL DEALS FORr HOT DAYS
Ladies' Swimwear

30%50'off
&les up te

44

i

Children's
Shorts & Tops

Lau,
Shorts 8.1 T:vs

20' off

40

off

Thursday, May 16
Church Women/7 p.m./home of
Angela Winkler.

Program on NBC-TV Sunday
Australia, of the World Council of
NEW YORK (AP) — A'special
religion program, "The Face o,f All Churches.
The program, produced for the
the Earth," is to be presented Sun-_ National Council of Churches,
is
day on NBC-TV, portraying the the second in an ecumenical series
dramatic moments and issuesof the-, *presented by the interfaith BroadFebruary assembly in Canberra,' casting Commission.

Items for yard sale for Saturday at
Murray Woman's Club House will
be received from 9-11 a.m. and 1-3
Newcomers' meeting/Murray- _ p.m.
Calloway -'County' -Camera Club/7
'Link Mr. and Miss Hardin Day
p.m. Calloway Public Library.
contest/7 p.m.
Items for yard sale for Saturday at
Murray Woman's Club House will Twilight Golf for men and
be received from 1-3 p.m. and.7-8 ladies/5:30 p.m./Oaks Country

Hazel Community Center/open 10
a.m.-2 'p.m./activities by senior
citizens.
George Weaks Community
Cen-terio-pen 9 -am.-4
p.m./activities by senior citizens.
Games/8 p.m./Murray Moose
Lodge.
AA and AI-Anon/8 p.m./J.U. Kevil
Center, South 10th Street
Extended, Mayfield.
Main Street Youth Center/205
North Fourth St./open 6-11 p.m.
Info/753-TEEN.
Calloway County High School
graduation/6:30 p.m./Lovett Auditorium, MSU.
Mothers' Morning Out/9 a.m.-12
noon/Glendale Road Church- a
Christ.
Iron Industry/10:30 a.m. and 1:30
p.m./Homeplace-1,850 at LBL.
National Scouting Museum/open'
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Homeschoolers' Field Trip/12

Children's Swimwear,

20' & 30' off

f

(Cont'd from page 6)
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Vietnam Veterans reunion planned

HEAR YE! HEAR YE!
se NOW *EVERY DAY'*

voen

G4
' SEAFOOD BUFFET
*Monday-Thursday

199

The_third annual•Kentucky Vietnam Veterans reunion, will be May 17-19 at
Fountain Plaza, next to the Capital Plaza Hotel, Fankfort. Special activities
have been scheduled -throughout the weekend to honor these veterans who
served -in the military during the Vietnam-era, 1962-1975. For more information tan Cindy DuMas. Coordinator, 1-584-2456, work, or 1-454-4981. home.

CCHS Class of 1981 plans reunion

served 5 p.m.-8 p.m.
Pestaisroat

$999
*Friday & Saturday
serued 5 p m 9 p.m
Open 4 p.m.
Hwy. 641 N. • 753-4141

--74f

ServiceiiiEIsTER®
Carpet & Furniture
Specialists
COMMERCIAL/RESIDENTIAL
ServiceMASTER of the- Lbkes

759-1707

Calloway County High School Class of 1981 will have a 10-year reunion
on Saturday, July 20. An informal mixer will be at CCHS Cafeteria at 9:30
a.m. A buffet dinner-dance will be at 6 p.m. at Executive Inn, Paducah. The
registration deadline will be Monday. May 20. For registration information or
questions call Debbie Stubblefield at 753-5500, from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday through Friday.

CCHS Class of 196-6 plans reunion
Calloway County High School Class of 1966 has planned its 25-yearreunion on Saturday, July 6. A coffee for class members and their families
and faculty- members will be from 9 to 11 a.m. at Calloway County High
School. The dinner and dance will start at 6:30 p.m. at Curris Center, Murray State University. 'Silver Threads to Golden Memories' will be the theme
of the reunion's festivities. Each class member has been mailed a letter with
instructions for reservations to be made by Friday, May 10. The class had
about 150 members which have all been located except for three who are
William E. Ahan, Jerry Cowen and Ronald Webb. Any one having any information a- bout these three members is asked to contact a member of the
class, according to Jim Kelly, a class member.

--Steele- -reunion- planned-

Spring Sale

The descendants of Daniel Polk Steele and Tennessee Elkins Steele will
have a reunion on Sunday. July 7, at 12 noon at the large pavillion at
Murray-Calloway County_ Park. In the event of rain, the reunion will be held
on
Church of-Christ. For more Worm-at—
thleliowthinhall of
call Kenneth Geunn, 436-2290.

David W. Overbey honored

Spring Suits

1/3 to 1/2 OFF

David Winston Overbey, son of Mr. and Mrs, Ed Overbey of Frankfort,
has been honored at the University of Kentucky by being named.ii:i Tau
Chapter of Phi Alpha Theta. He was named to the honorary group for his
attainments and scholarship in the field of history.
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Spring Dresses

1/3 to 1/2 OFF

Father's Day Special
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NOW ONLY
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Handbags, Belts, Jewelry
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20% OFF
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with coupon
co,.%

CLIP & SAVE

1/3 to 1/2 OFF

95 sews; *a

(Reg. $1495)

(Reg $14.95)

Spring brings lots
of smiles when
you take advantage
of this special
portrait otter'

1(2) 8x10's.(2) 5x7's*.(10) Wallets and 18"Mina-Portraits1
pas-sage ociPolas Packhorse/ poser only fro one special image per sulapct Black antl *his
eac-sgrovncis ars.1 specie/ Owls portrats nor aradaloN aui
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ages **Komi Farmers and groups Q T rnore'
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MADEMOISELLE
SHOP
Downtown -

Murray

Shooting Days,Dates.i, Thurs. thru Mon., May 16-20
Photographer Hours: Daily 10 a.m.-7 p.m.
Sunday 12:30-5:30 p.m.
Hwy. 641 North - Murray
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First District PTA Talent Show/6
p.m./Paducah Tilghman High
School Auditorium, Paducah.

Hospital...
(Cont'd from page 7).

P
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lawn, Murray; Mrs. Flossie Cochran,
West View Nursing Home, Murray;
Mrs. Ethel Isabel, West View Nursing Home, Murray; Mrs. Floy Edwards,
Rt. 1, Box 81, Almo; Mrs. Volena
West, West View Nursing Home,
Murray;
Landon Nance, Rt. 6, Box 349, Murray; Mrs. Garvine Austin, Rt. 5, Mayfield; Mrs. Mary Gadberry, 1301-Poplar
St., Murray; Marshall Travis, At. 7,
Mayfield; •
Mike Byrne, 105 Reid Circle, Paducah; Miss Sheryl Dean Pierce, 132
'Sycamore St., •Murray; Mrs. Anne
Bucy, 818 South - Ninth St, Murray;
James Housden, Rt. 2, Box 73,
Hazel; Mrs.,' Karen Welch, 224 South
-- 15th St,- Murray; Miss Dpnna Scott,
Rt. 3, Box 1095, • Murray;
-Mrs..13anielle Darnell and babyboy,
Rt. 7, Box 108-1, Mayfield; Miss
LaDonna Duncan and baby girl, RC 1,
Box 668, Dexter;
Mrs. Lisa Ann O'Neal apd baby girl.
Rt, 1, Box 191A, Wingo; Mrs. Rhonda
Miens and baby boy. Rt. 1, Box • 431,
Syntsonia.
- Expiration
Mrs, Hattie Lee Hargrove, West
View Nursing Home, Murray.
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YOUR HOROSCOPE
by Jeane Dixon
FRIDAY, MAY 17, 1991 •
HAPPY.BIRTHDAY! IN THE you. Ask good friends over or accept
NEXT YEAR OF'YOUR LIFE: - a last-minute inv itation tonight-.
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22): You ,
Financial and career matters look very
promising. Small-business owners may be - wondering why so many
wilimake great -strides beginning in --appacentiy loyal friends are acting
September. Involvement in cultural strangely now. They could be conactivities could help you win valu7 fused. A heart-to-heart talk offers
able- public recognition in Novent- illumination. Lay your cards on the
her. Those involved -in the arts con- table.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Make
tinue to do well. An investment portfolio could lead to a sizable windfall your views better known within the'
in January 1992. The extra cash will family circle. Du not let someone sap
be especially appreciated by parents your confidence. Tension vanishes
financing their children's college following a face-to-face encounter.
Cash is becomes available.
education.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS DATE:actor Dennis Hopper. You .may be feeling particularly in-New--Kid- Jordan Knight.couturier tense and determined today..AggraChristian Lacroix. boxer Sugar Ray vating yourco- workers while advancing your own interests would be
Leonard.
•
counterproductive: - Take - ear5t- of - a "ARIES (March -21--April- -19
Become a better listener and you can - health matter.
SAGITTARIUS Nov. 22-Dec.
avoid needless expense. A meeting
of - minds hrlps vou put over a pet .21 ):.Expanding yourhorizons should
prbject. You- cherish yOur - privaey. be your themethis Weekend. Books.'
Seekquietsurroundingsthisevening. _ TV and friends canal]inspire you. A
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): teen-ager needs more nurturing. EvSometimes a transition is far more eryone is entitled to have their own
difficult than -the change itself.,A dreams.
CAPRICORN(Dec.22-Jan. 191:
challenging situation looks more
promising with each passing day. Caution and tact prove most effe.cAvoid magnifying minor problems: five when dealing with difficult co-GEMINI( May 21-June 20):Quiet workers. Domestic.affairs may bepastimes are favored over more bois- come complicated. If married, put
terous pursuits today. A new hobby family obligation ahead of personal
or intellectual endeavor keeps'you ambition.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
fully engrossed. Getting down on
yourself is a waste of spirit: Stay Unexpected good fortune awaits you!
Financial gains will come from a
upbeat.
Be more assertive. A
CANCER (June 21 -July 22): confident
Decisions made in the heat of the generous gesture will get yfOu in with
moment could be unsound.Take time the right crowd.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20):Cofor deeper reflection. Join the'cornmfier revolution Adopting high-tech operating with your associates will
methods could save time and money. almost guarantee you career success.
LEO(July 23-Aug. 22): Banking You have the power to influence
.and professional matters should be -others: use it judiciously. Open your
attended to early in the day. But you • heart to a loved one in need.
can avoid seeing people who bore

-

0

TODAY'S CHILDREN are generous.fun-i ving and witty. Even as tiny
oils, preferring they own
tots. these Taureans will value their creature c
beds to sleep-avers at their playmates' homes./ ard work and sacrifice will
not daunt these children, as long as they are convinced there will be future
rewards. They are less interested in accumulating wealth for its own sakethan
in providing security for their loved ones. Open-handed and forgiving, they
make devoted parents.
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United Methodist Church.
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Prescription for a sagging economy in
Commonwealth of Kentucky is pffinary e
FRANKFORT- Welcome to the
Kentucky version of Jeopardy.
Answer: A wh-o-o-o-o-le lot of
money!
Question:What is involved i* the
1991 state election primary?
Trough April 23, the end of a
reporting period, the candidates for
Kentucky governor-including campaigndropout•Martha Wilkinson:had
raised more than _$13 million from
individual contributors and Political
Action Committees (PACs)
Add to that the take from fund
raising events at country clubs,
elementary schools and community
centers across the state andthe figure
becomes more. like $14.5 million.
• Then add in the in-kind donations individuals preparing food for recep,
lions Or buying stamps for a candidate
or paying for advertisments - and the
total jumps to almost $15 million.
That's enough to give a couple
thousand dollars to every person in
Wolfe County or to buy a nice steak
dinner for the nearly 500,000 Kentuckians who receive food stamps.
And don't dismiss the candidates
for other state offices. Those vying for
lieutenant governor have pulled in
some $3.2 million, including individual. in-kind and fund raiser
contributions.
Counting all those who reported
their campaign finances from the
period that began Jan.1, the amount
raised totals jusst a tad under S19
million. Not included are the dozen or
so candidates for state offece who
signed a Statement of Intent with the
Registry of Election Finance, saying
their campaign coffers were likely to
be under $3,000 each; they'll file a
final. funding report in June.
This spring's primary,set for May
28, looks- on paper- like a big shot in
the arm for Kentucky's sagging economy. Since the campaigning began
in full force', the gubernatorial candi-
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Students, specialists oppose
random drug testing on campus

rove, West
ray.

WASHINGTON (AP) - College student leaders and substanceabuse specialists told Congress that
random testing of students was a
bad, and costly, way to combat
drug abuse on campus.

.1' or accept

• -l'he solution to our nation's
drug pr"blem in our colleges proposed by (Virginia) Gov. L. Douglas
Wilder is an absolutely ridiculous,
short-lived, simplistic answer to a
problem which is far more complex
than he realizes," said Aaron R.
Kwittken, president of the George
Washington University Interfraternity Council.
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Wednesday's hearing before the
House Republican Research Compmittee Task Force on Drugs came
two months after highly publicized
drug raids at three University of
Virginia fraternities that led to the

e.

21):
icularl) iiiIa. Aggraiilead.ancwould he
care,_of a

arrests of a dozen students on drug
charges.
At the time. Wilder appointed a
task force to study drug abuse at
state colleges and said he wouldn't
object if it recommended mandatory drug testing for students.
That suggestion was rejected by
national drug policy director Bob
Martinez, who said that drug testing is- used mainly to identify a
problem and that in the case of the
University of Virginia "everybody
knew about it."
Trish Martin, coordinator of
Johns Hopkins University's
substance-abuse programs, said
mandatory, random testing of college students "would be cost prohibitive. That's an instance in
which the money would be much
better spent in prevention."
Students said much the same.

Census counts seven Michigan
people residing in cemetery
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GRAND RAPIDS, Mich. (AP)
-There may be life after death or at least that's what the 1990
U.S. Census suggests.
The Census Bureau reported
seven people living on the southwest corner of Hall Street and Eastern Avenue in Grand Rapids.
But there are no houses there only Oalchill Cemetery.
"There's nobody living there
that I'm aware of," said city park
maintenance supervisor Rick Griffin. "They wouldn't have very
exciting neighbors, that's for
sure."
Gretchen Bouwsma, who ran the
Census Bureau's Grand Rapids
office for the 1990 count, said the
mistake probably resulted from a
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census worker's typographical
error.
"Someone could have transposed a number," Etouwsma said.
"Maybe it was a worker who was
in a hurry, wanted to get home
before the baby sitter left. It had
the effect of moving those seven
people from one block to another."
"It would be a mistake to judge
the accuracy of the census information based on the finding of a small
error like this," said David Jensen,
a city planner. "Still, ... you can't
stop one from thinking, maybe
there are other errors, too - and
maybe there are."
In any event, the census report
put the city's population at
189,000, up 4 percent from 1980.

fund raisers, through Apri123.
-Governor's race: Scotty Baesler,
$300,573; Gatewood . Galbraith.
Hopkins,
Larry
$86,456;
Jones,
$1,525,927;Brercton
S3,752339; Dr. Floyd Poore,
$2,324,120; Martha Wilkinson,
$3,527,819.
Lt. Governor: Steve Collins,
$218.152:. _Judge • Ray! .Corns,
$128,114; Fred Cowan. $1,081,040;
Eugene Goss, $44,320; Paul Patton,
Richardson,
Bobby
$925,334;
$265,210; John Frith Stewart,
$41,233; Lawson Walker, S41,933;
Pete Worthington, $177,482.
Attorney General: Chris Gorman,
$105,595; John Lackey, $19,589.
Auditor of Public Accounts: Ben
Chandler, $137,893; Robert Mead
CPA, $8,427; Betty Holrns, $6,245.
! Commissioner of Agriculture:
Barry Drew Barmore, S5; J. Kenneth
Evans, $9,562; Michael J. Greene,
$8,235; Glen D. Holbrook, $5,107;
Julian T. Harris,$2,300; Ed Logsdon,
$110,193,- -•
Secretary of State: Bob Babbage,
$286,836; Gerald Benson, $490;
Joseph P. Evans, S35,167.
State Veasurer: Don Bell, $755:
Drex Davis Jr., $21,789; Jogn R.
Glasscock Jr., $7,855; Donnie Kell,
$20,670; Jim "Pop" Malone,$12,105;
Frances Jones Mills, $15,585; Mary
Ray Oaken,$44,365; Don A. Yeater.
$616.

•

Bush administration
to deal with -bugging
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
House has tossed the politically
sensitive issue pf what to do with
the bugged U.S. embassy building
in Moscow back into the lap of the
Bush administration. .
Lawmakers voted 223 to 185
Wednesday to authorize the spending of $130 million in the-fiscal
year that begins Oct. 1 to provide
for new office space for U.S. diplomats in Moscow.
But the compromise measure left
up to the administration whether to
tear down the uncompleted eightstory building; to rip off the top
two stories and replace them with
new, more secure space; or to come
up with some other solution.
Since the listening devices were
discovered four years ago and construction was halted, the intelligence community has so far spent
several times the $22 million construction cost fruitlessly trying to
diagnose and de-bug the new
embassy.
Proponents of tearing down the
new building argued that a complete replacement is the only secure
way to provide embassy space that
will be used for top-secret business. But others contend it is a
waste of money to destrby a building that is nearly complete.
In a separate 414 to 0 vote, the
House directed the administration
to seek reimbursement from the
Soviets for the cost of solving the
embassy problem.

•

Eric B. Hogancamp (right) of Murray receives the Sons of the American Revolution Award for outstanding military and academic scholarship With a high degree of leadership and °serail excellence from Wilson
Gantt during the annual ROTC Racer Battalion awards ceremony at Murray State University.

Returning troops resulted in ending marriages
CLARKSVILLE, Tenn. (AP)Under Kentucky's no-fault going to begin preaching from the
Divorce cases have-skyrocketed the divorce law, it's not_ always clear bench.
past three months, a trend court what broke up the marriage, Bruce
"You only see one party. Both
officers say is related to the return said. Adultery has been a common parties don't come to court. The
of 'soldiers to, nearby Fort complaint of returning soldiers advice they get is going to have to
Campbell.
seeking divorce, however, he said. come from the attorney," he said.
"Absence does not necessarily
"By the time they file the case,
Christian County Circuit Court
make the heart grow fonder," said clerks in Hopkinsville said they
it's usually too late."
Chancellor Alex Darnell, who is don't keelLmonthly tallies of divor- - Soldiers who return to find war
expecting a busy summer in his cc applications, although an on the home front cite the same
courtroom.
problems most divorcing couples
increase has been noted.
Petitions for divorce last August
Court personnel have not kept have: allegations of marital mishit a then-record 119 just as the specific figures on the number of conduct,- financial conflict, trouble
troops left for Saudi Arabia. Then military couples seeking divorce. with the children and abusive behathe rate tapered off over the winter, but -say the increase definitely vior, officials.said,
but since February the cases have stems from them.
"We've heard all kinds of
risen steadily.
And the trend May not have things. Some people over there just
After a low of 50 petitions in crested, they say.
had time to think and time to pray,
December, May could top 200-a
In Clarksville in March, there and they've decided on some new
record since tracking began in were more applications for divorce directions," Kennedy said.
1988.
"But when they come in, they
than for marriage: 98 divorce peti"You've got to attribute it to tions compared to 74 marriage come' in mad."
this Persian Gulf crisis- the sepa- licenses. That had not happened in
Kennedy believes lawyers are
ration and stress of being away at least the preyious 12 months, but trying to give couples a chance to
from your wife or husband," said it happened again in April and is cool down before they proceed
Kevin Kennedy, a Clarksville attorwith a divorce.
ney who specializes in family law. expected to repeat in May.
"I think there has been a general
Darnell said the increase in air
About 19,000 soldiers were
on the local bar to try to save
deployed to the Gulf War from the divorces can be traced to the marriages. We try to save every
base on the Tennessee-Kentucky . deployment, but he also said some marriage we possibly can." Kenmilitary couples may have simply
•
border.
•
nedy said.
In Hopkinsville, Ky., divorces delayed filing a divorce that was
That has included bringing in
are being initiated by both the coming anyway.
ministers and counselors, he said.
returning Fort Campbell -soldiers
A check of records in the County
"I do not personally find that
and their spouses, said attorney
Clerk's
office and in the Clerk and
milithe
in
divorces
there are more
James Bruce.
tary than is average for people of Master's Office did not turn up any
"We noticed a large increase
military couples who had married
that age," Darnell said.'
starting as soon as the planes began
just
before deployment, then
these
of
handling
his
said
He
landing," he said.
cases will not change and he's not divorced soon after the return.
"I'm noticing a lot more of the
soldiers are receiving custody of
the young children now," he said.
"I'm not sure why."

WHITE HOT REBATES!
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dates have put well over SIO million
back into the market place.
Besides paying their campaign
staffs, the candidates have pumped
money into the real estate industry for
office rental in what they perceive are
key areas around the state. They're
paying to heat, cool, light and water
those offices, so the utility companies
get a cut.
.
The candidates have also boosted
business for the novelty industry by
ordering huge supplies of t-shirts,
caps, emery boards, matchbooks,
yardsticks, and other items bearing
the reminder to "Vote for
.
You just look around at yards and
billboards to see that sign companies
are experiencing a hefty infusion of
capital form the campaigns.
The communications industry is far
from hurting as a result of the fervor
for state office. Open your newspaper
or turn on the radio or televiOon to
find out where a big chunk of the
campaign money goes. Those advertisements and commercials are not_
free.
Political consultants, poll takers,
public relations firms, advertising
agencies, writers and artists also receive a significant piece of the pie as
would - be office holders clamor to
make a positive impression on the
May king - the voter.
What happens when a• candidate
ditps out of the race before the
election, as Wilkinson did on May 10?
According to the Registry,the options
are to give the money to the state, give
it to the candidate's political party,
return it pro rated to the contributors
or save it for a future run.
Another financial reporting deadline is May 21, with all candidates'
final accounting due after the election.
'Here's a rundown of What the
candidates who filed a report have
collected, discounting in-kind and

sss.

202 S. 5TH ST., MURRAY • 753-4872

Your General Electric, Jenn Air and RCA Appliance
Deal in Murray
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Tigers, Lakers to meet in district finals
The Murray High Tigers and the Calloway County
Ulcers used different packages to wrap gifted pitching, and advance to the regional tournament
Wednesday.
The two will meet today at 4 p.m. for the Fourth
District championship, but both teams advianced to the
First Region tournament next week at Brooks Stadium
as the 'tigers squeaked by Marshall County 2-1 while
the Lakers pounded Mayfield 5-1.
The Tigers used the bunt and walks in the home
half of the seventh to best the Marshals in a pitching
dual, asTiger Doug Payne outdueled, Marshall County's Scott Chambers.
The Lakers, who won just three times all season,
rocked Mayfield ace Stephen Bruce, one of the region's top pitchers, for five runs in the second and third
innnings, and Laker senior Travis Turner carried a nohitter into , the fifth inning before fading down the
stretch-' Tigers 2, Marshall County 1 • •
Chris Bailey led off the home seventh with a bunt
single, took second on an errant throw, moved to third
on a sacrifice bunt by Derrick Plummer, and scored on
three straight walks by Chambers to put Murray into
the regional tournament.
"I told hiim I wanted him to bunt the ball and get
on base,' Tiger coach Cary Millerlsaid. "He's the. one
who executed it .to perfection."
Bailey, who qualfied in four events for the state
sectional track meet, used his great speed .to beat the
throw to -first from Chambers, whose toss sailed past
the -bag.
Bailey said he had struggle with hunting, but
wanted to make sure he got on the bag.
"1 haven't been able to get the bunt down,"„Bailey
said. "I was trying to drag bunt. Usually, if I can get
the bunt down, I'm going to beat it out."
The bunt was his first hit off :a lefthander, and Derrick Plummer laid a perfect sacrifice bunt down the
first base line that moved -Bailey to third with one out.
"There's a lot of ways to score that guy from third
with one out," Miller said. "We played the percentages, and it worked out for us. He (Chambers) really
pitched a great game, but so did Doug. It was a tough
'
game for either one of them to lose."
Chambers, who struck out 10 Tigers, then walked
Michael Lovett, Doug Payne, and on a 3-1 pitch, put
Allen Rayburn on first, forcing Bailey with the' winning run.
•
Marshal scered an unearned run in the fifth, with

Craig Pidcock driving in the first run of the game. But
Murray answered in the home frame, with Lovett
working a walk, swiping second and scoring on a
single by Doug Payne.
Although Chambers was a •hard luck- loser,.Payne
was a very deserving winner, tossing a five-hitter.
"Doug's been steady all year," Mikller said. "He's
been forced to go up against the good teams, and he
has a very good ERA."

Residents of Murray and Calloway County have been treated
Laken 5, Mayfield 1
to some fine baseball action this
• Calloway's Turner was a one-man wrecking crew,
week, which concludes today at
handcuffing the Cardinals for most of the evening, and
4 p.m. at Holland Stadium
starting the shelling of Bruce with a bleacher blast
when the Murray High Tigers
into the leftfield grandstand_ that put the Lakers on top
and the Calloway County Lakers
to stay.
battle for the Fourth District
"He's a fiery competitor," Laker coach Eddie Mortitle game.
ris said. "We were really concerned about the pitchStarting Sunday with Chris
ing. He's had a sore elbow so we really just wanted
Crabtree tossing a complete
five innings out of him. But he's a fighter. He was a
game win for Middle Tennessee
one-man wrecking crew and that's what you ask for
in the first game of the OVC
from your seniors."
_
Tournament; featuring Kirk
Turner, who has played on the last two Laker teams
Rueter's 13 strikeout game on
that were regional runner-ups, said he wanted some of
Monday, two tense thrillerS with
the younger Lakers to taste some of that kind of
the Murray State Thoroughbreds
SUCCCSS.
on Tuesday, and concluding
"We've had such a disappointing season, but we've
with doubleheader high school
been 53-26 in my three years here, and 1 just wanted
action last night at Holland,
to let some of these young guys see what it was like. I
local fans have seem some
felt like being on the hill, I could really make' a
great baseball.
difference."
At the high school level,
Did he ever. He ran into trouble in the seventh, but
Murray High and Calloway
with the bases loaded and one out, he induced to tying
County both are headed for the
run to pop up to third ancrstrike out. regional tournament — seL for
He also did the work with the bat.
Brooks Stadium in Paducah next
It was a first pitch fastball, and that's what I was
week. The Tigers have made
expecting," Turner said. "He's a heck of a pitcher, and
the trip in a while, and Tiger
it was low hard heat."
coach Cary Miller was happy to
Turner wasn't the only Laker sitting on Bruce's
see his seniors get the chance
fastball.
to play in the regional
"We worked very hard on hitting the fastball," Mortournament.
ris said. "We knew he come at us and challenge us."
"This group of seniors have
After Turner's homer, freshman Wes Cogdell
been through a lot," Miller said.
doubled to right, and an out later, Matt Dennis reached
"It'si good to see them get to
Murray 's Doug Payne fires, to the plate during Murray's 2-1 win ober
on a bloop single. With two out, Jason Greer singled
go to the .regional tournament."
tournament.
District
Fourth
County
in
the
Marshall
in a run with a base hit to lift and Rob Dennis drove
Two-time defending champion
in two more with a two-run single to left.
Paducah Tilghman was elimiBrian Anderson started the third with a single to
nated Tuesday by Reidland in
right center, moved over on a single from Trent Gibthe Second District tourney, so
son, stole third and scored on a throwing error.
this year's regional tournament
That was all the runs Turner needed and the young
should be a wide-open affair.
Lakers flashed enough leather on defense to advance
"That's why this game today
on.
was so tough," Miller said.
"You had to get into the regional tournament. Its.really
wide-open this year."
The Tiger seniors showed
place. The Baltimore Orioles lost coach for the Athletics, doffed his their stripes in Murray's 2-1
BALTIMORE (AP) — She
cap when he went through the
win over Marshall. Tiger pitcher
passed on the popcorn and 6-3 to the Oakland Athletics.
receiving line. Orioles first baseWhen
the
queen
first
appeared
in
fans
appeared: perplexed when
Doug Payne kept pitching out
booed an umpire's call. But with the Orioles dugout to greet the man Randy Milligan found himself of trouble and Payne and Allen
Rayburn had the good sense to
President Bush by her _side, Queen players, more than 32,000 fans tongue-tied.
"I was really nervous. I didn't
be patient at the plate in the
Elizabeth 11 was introduced to that responded with a roar and a standseventh inning, despite being
very American of games_ -- ing ovation that had the monarch know the president was'going to be
'there too," Milligan said. "1 tempted by the tying run standsmiling broadly.
baseball.
wanted to bring up some conversaFlanked by Mrs. Bush and
ing on third base.
As fans at Memorial Stadium
tion,
but I didn't want to sound like
Prince
Phillip,
the president and the
strained and craned to catch her
While the veteran Tiger
every gesture Wednesday, the Brit- queen shook hands with players an idiot, so I just said 'Hello, deserved the chance to advance,
ma'am,' Hello sir."'
ish monarch chatted with President from both teams.
made the
A coalition of Irish activists sat the young Lakers
Queen
Elizabeth
received
a secand Mrs. Bush while seated in their
season"
"second
the
most
of
stadium box. At one point, the ond ovation when she and the pres- in right field opposite the queen's
Mayfield.
over
win
5-1
with
a
queen leaned forward in. her seat to ident briefly stepped onto the play- box, but there was no indication
was
a year
regular-season
The
observe the action on the.field and ing field before retiring to their that she noticed their signs and
side,
win-loss
the
on
forget
to
banners calling for the British
box.
even touched up her lipstick.
featured
which
Calloway,
but
Orioles spokesman Bob Miller withdrawal from Northern Ireland. two freshmen and three sophoThe president was seen pointing
A group of Baltimore peace
and gesturing toward the diamond. said the team wasn't givein any
mores in the lineup on
The queen nodded in response, but instructions other than how to activists floated a banner into the
Wednesday, learned plenty from
she didn't root, root, root for the address the queen: Your Majesty stadium from the parking lot by
regular season.
the
on first reference and ma'am on attaching the sign to two helium
home team.
been baptized by
"They've
balloons. The banner, which read
"She never really had much of suosequent references.
coach Eddie Morris
Laker
fire,"
think players are sophisti- "Bread Not Bombs," landed in the
an expression on her face at air
learned a lot,
"They've
said.
said fan Vanessa Cislak of cated enough that they are not right field bullpen during the secworth it."
was
tonight
it
and
Washington, who watched the going to burp in her face," Miller ond inning.
Travis Turner
pitcher
Senior
Before the game, two groups of
said.
queen through her binoculars.
came through with a big perforOakland manager Tony LaRussa activists conducted demonstrations
The queen, accompanied by her
mance — tossing a two-hitter
husband Prince Philip, attended her said his players were told to be outside the stadium. The queen' and hitting a homer.
Calloway County's Jason Greer had a big two-out single during Calarrived via another route and didn't.
first baseball game in this working- natural.
"Don't let our record fool
loway's- 5-1 victory over Mayfield Wednesday.
Reggie Jackson, a part-time notice the demonstrators.
class city that is Babe Ruth's birthyou," Turner said. "These young
guys don't realize how important this is. They're just out
their swinging the bats and
feeling loose.'
• BOSTON (AP) — ,The Detroit Pistons new the Boston locker room. "We just have to go back there and (win) lead with 3:25 to go. His shot from the corner made it
• • • •
104-102 with 2:11 left. And his 20-footer from the corner, A quick around the horn on a
Celtics, winners of an..NBA record 16 titles. had the will and again."
"I like Boston, but 1 sure don't want to come back here for just two seconds after a Pistons timeout, gave them the lead few subjects of interest:
the skill to rally from7 an 18-point deficW
• The Pistons also knew, having
the fast two champion- Game 7," Detroit coach Chuck Dal!. said. "Only on for good, 108-106 with 39 seconds remaining.
*Calloway school superintendent
"There were only six seconds on the shot clock. I had to Dr. Jack Rose says he hasn't
ships. that they wouldn't cote unravele'd when the Celtics vacation."
Wednesday night's game was hardly that for the Pistons, take the first shot I got," he said of the go-ahead hoop.
came back: .
made a decision about the boys'
A 79-6t cushion shriveled to nothing when Larry Bird's who couldn't relax until the final seconds even though they "Making shots like that is my job."
basketball coaching vacany. Russ
never trailed in the last period.
:s-footer tied the score at 100 with 3:40 left.
It's also the job of Detroit guards Joe Dumars and Johnson. Wall resigned last month, and
"They made a tremendous run in the' fourth quarter," But they hadn't been doing it. In the first four games, Dumars Rose must wait 30 days before
But Bill Laimbeer's lonurange-bombing carried the Pistons
lo a :16-111 victory Wednesday night, giving them a 3-2 lead Detroit's James Edwards said. "I knew they would."
made 37 percent of his shots and Johnson only 31.6.
filling the post. Under the new
And the Pistons, with all their big-game experience, were
in t!-,e 'pest-of-7 Eastern Conference semifinal. Detroit is a win
But in Game 5, Dumars was 9-for-17 from the field and school reform law, the school
13-for-13 from the foul line for a game-high 32 points. John- superintendent does all the hir:iway from a third straight conference final matchup with the ready for it.
"A few years ago, we probably would have lost our poise son was 11-for-19 for 24 points. Laimbeer also had 24.
( rticago Bulls, who defeated Phladelphia in five games.
ing in the system.
Isiah Thomas, who missed Games 2 and 4 with a sprained
Portland plays host to the Los Angeles Lakers in the opener in a situation like that," Detroit's Vinnie Johnson said, "but
'Murray State officials think
we kept executing offensively and defensively."
foot, was scoreless in 15 minutes.
of the Western Conference finals on Saturday.
The deadliest executioner was Laimbeer.
, "Vinnie and I hit a few shots and stretched out their Larry Finch was just blowing
In a series in which the homecourt hasn't been -an advansmoke about Montrell Nash's
He had made just 16 of 47 shots. a 34 percent average, in defense," Dumars said.
tage. Detroit can clinch at home Friday night. Boston. 1-1 on
But
games.
on
he
wat,
four
night,
first
Wednesday
the
"We
the road and 1-2 at home in the series., would be home for a
knew, sooner or later, their guareillikuld get hot," transfer. Murray State was in
8-for-14 and made his last three shots.
seventh game on Sunday, if necessary.
Boston coach Chris Ford said. "Detroit shot the ball real complete compliance with
NCAA regulations, and Finch
His jumper from the top of the key gave Detroit a 102-100 well."
"It's not grim in here," guard Dee Brown said in Boston's
had to now about Nash's transfer before last week.

England's Queen visits America's game

Minnesota's miracle continues with win in game one
PITTSBURGH (AP)
Eleven
years after he was a golden boy for
the 1980 U.S. Olympic team, Neal
Broten is starring in "Miracle On
•
Ice: The Sequel."

Broten scored twice Wednesday,
ultluding the go-ahead goal with
2:59 left in the second period, as
the Minnesota Norgi Stars took the
first game of the Stknky Cup finals
with a 5-4 victory over the Piusburgh Penguins.

Minnesota has won Game 1 in
each of its four series, all on the
road, while the/ Penguins have
dropped Game 1 four times. Since
neither team has loSt a series, obviously one trend will change.
Game 2 in the best-of-7 series is
Friday night at the Civic Arena.
The North Start, the NHL's 16thranked regular-season team, played
their worst postseason hockey in
toting the second games of their
'previous three series but still went

on to beat No. 1 Chicago, No. 2 St..
Louis and defending champion •
Edmonton.
Like the North Stars, who are
trying to become the' first team in
42 years to win the Stanley Cup
despite a below-.500 regular season, Pittsburgh is looking for its
first championship.
Broten, who in 1985-86 became
the rust U.S.-born player with a
100-point season, is playing the
best hickey of his fine career dur-

ing the playoffs. He plays on both
the power-play and the penaltykilling units as well as inking a
regular shift as center between
Gaetan Duchesne and Stewart
Gavin.
The native of Roseau, Minn.,
also a member of the North Stars'
only other Stanley Cup finalists in
1981, led the club with 56 regularseason assistrand has 8 goals and
12 assists in the playoffs.
On Wednesday, Broten snapped

a 3-3 tie through perseverance.
Tom BalTaSSO stopped Mike Modano's shot and Broten took two
swipes at the rebound before finally sliding the puck past the fallen
goaltender.
Bobby Smith, another 1981 playoff hero for the North Stars, added
necessary insurance 1:39 into the
third period. Pittsburgh's Joe Mullen closed out the scoring with 9:25
to play after a giveaway by Minnesota goaltender Jon 'Casey.

*There's been some talk of an
American Legion team here in
'Murray this summer. It would
be great if something like that
could come together. There's a
lot of talented high school players who need to play against
quality competition.
'With the summer leagues starting, the Park and T-Ball
Leagues have a couple of new
fields at the park which L have
heard park director Gary
Hohman did a great job of putting together.

•
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Parcells leaves option
for coaching job open
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SCOREBOARD )P-

Tr -County Bible High School,
Decatur, Ala., recently honored
their athletes at an athletic
awards banquet. Receiving two
basketball awards was Russ
Housman, former resident of
Murray. He was given the
awards for Highest Point Average and Most Valuable Player.
The 6'6" junior averaged 17.2
points and 14.9 rebounds per
game to earn those honors. He is
the son of Sara and Danny Dodson of Tanner, Ala., nnd the
grandson of Mrs. William Lee
Dodson of Buchanan, Tenn.

ST. LOUIS (AP) — St. Louis Cardinals manager Joe Torre is looking
for another turnaround.
"I'm not saying we're going to score eight runs a game, but I know
we're better than we've been the last 10 days," Torre said
after the Cardinals' 8-2 victory over the Cincinnati Reds on Wednesday. "It's just
a
matter of going through some streaks. You really don't become
good
players or good teams until you go through a little adversity."
The Cardinals, before coming up with a season-high 14 hits, had lostsix of nine games.
"It's kind of contagious," said Bernard Gilkey, whose tie-breakin
home run triggered a four-run sixth. "We needed somebody to hit g
the
ball. Hopefully the rest of the guys catch on."
Felix Jose matched his career high with four hits, and Todd Zeile had
three RBIs for the Cardinals.
chill. Brad Stone singled for Thornton's
BASKETBALL
"We're coming around again after that little spell," said Bob Tewksonly hit Pickens edged Allergy and Asthbury
(3-1), who scattered nine hits. "We're going to be finc."
ma
Clinic,
4-3
with Buzz Petri and Brent,
Calloway County Lady Laker coach Pete
St. Louis, whith had hit .227 and averaged 2.7 runs its previous. 10
O'Rourke will host the annual CCHS • Underhill Oombining for a two-hitter. Paul
stroked a triple, while Underhill and D.J.
girls' basketball camp later this month.
games, waited five innings to break through.
Camp is set for May 28-31 - at the- high - Steffey each singled for Pickens. Ross
Gilkey hit a 1-0 delivery from Tom Browning (4-3)-for his third home
Clark had both AAC hits.
school, with girls from kindergarten to
run. Rex Hudler had a two-run double following two infield hits
fifth grade meeting kern 8 to 10 a.m., and
sixth graders through ninth graders horn
groundout, and Tom Pagnozzi's RBI double opened a 511' lead.and a.,
10:30 to 12:30 p.m. Cost is $25 per perPONY LEAGUE
Gilkey, a rookie, flied out with the tying runs in scoring positiOn as the
son, and the camp features guest speakCardinals lost 3-1 Tuesday night.
er Murray State Lady Racer coach gelly
Kiwannis and Hudson Co. played to a 7-7
BTeazeale. For more information, •whtact
tie in Pony League play Wednesday.
"Last night I came up empty," Gilkey said. "It just kind of carried
O'Rourke at 753-4182.
Ryan Vanover and .Tyler Bohannon did
over. I went up to the plate ktd_of.relaxed. I still. had.the confide
nce"
the pilChint - wOdc lot Kiwannis, .while
Gilkey also singled in the seventh, helping St: Louis put the contest out
LITTLE LEAGUE
Brent Anderson and Greg Miller shared
of reach on Jose's RBI double and Zeile's two-run single.
the honors for Hudson Co. Vanover had
J.H. Churchill and Pickens Supply were
two hits, while Stephen Crouch, Shane
Jose, a switch-hitter, doubled in the second inning ahead of Zeile's sacwinners in Wednesday night Little
Schroeder, Tyler Bohannon, Scott Earrifice fly and had singles in the fourth and sixth.
League action. J.H. Churchill defeated
wood and Charlie Harrell each had hits.
"I'm starting to get my confidence back," said Jose, who had hit only
Thornton Heating and Air, 9-0 as Josh
For Hudson Co., Brent Anderson tripled
McKee' and Ray Stone combined on a
and had two hits, while/John Key contri.152 (7-for-46) since April before Wednesday. "1 just try to concent
rate
-one-hitter. McKeet socked a triple while
buting a double and Greg Miller and Tim
and hit the ball to all fields."
Stephanie Walters singled for J.H. ChurMcDaniel each singled.
Jose's final hit came off Scott Scudder and went to the opposite field.
"Right now you're seeing the same hitter we saw in April (.354 average)," Tore said. "He wasn't struggling a little; he was struggling
a
whole lot."
Tewksbury labored to finish St. Louis' first complete game, but didn't
Vas
struggle as much as Cincinnati.
"It's not going to stay this way forever," Reds manager Lou Piniella
said. "Somebody's going to get hot. We can't keep playing .500 ball
(16-16) with this kind of talent."
Paul O'Neill doubled twice and singled for Cincinnati and ;xis QuiEAST RUTHERFORD, N.J. ing. "I don't have a crystal ball.
(AP) — Just because Bill Parcells
I'm not ruling it out, but I'm not nones tied his career high with three hits, all singles. But the Rets scored
only with the help of a hit batsman in the fifth, tying the game 1-1, and
walked away from his dream job
out there looking for a job."
with the New York Giants for a
Leaving the Giants was not an again in the eighth on Hal Morris' grounder.
"Anybody would pitch better if they had more runs behind them,"
rest doesn't mean his NFL coach- easy decision for Parcells. He
ing career is over. Not by a long
mulled it over for months after Browning said. "I wish I had the sixth inning over."
As Cincinnati headed home from a disappointing 3-6 trip, the Cardinals
shot.
New York's 20-19 victory over the
Parcells 49,'resigned as coach of Buffalo Bills in the Super Bowl in looked to more successes at Busch Stadium, where they stand 11-5 -- the
the Super Bowl champions after
January before coming to a deci- best record in the National League.
"I'm just a little bit more comfortable with it 9w, afar going through
eight seasons Wednesday, but he sion this past weekend.
left the door wide open for a possi"It's time," Parcells told a jam- a slump," Torre said. "I think we've kept •idur head above water."
ble return to the sidelines, a pros- packed news conference that had
pect some Giants officials don't all the appearances of one being
want to discuss.
held for the Super Bowl instead of
Giants general manager George a coach resigning.
Young refused to answer questions
"It's time to move on," he
whether the club would stand in the added.. "That's the best way I can
way of anyone wanting to hire Par- say it. It's been a great eight years
ST. LOUIS (AP) — The GateThe league expanded in 1986
cells, who left the Giants with a here. Who's been luckier than I way 'Conference
with
the addition of Indiana
announ
ced
year left on his contract.
have? In show business you warn nesday that Western KentuckyWed- and has held an automatic State
bid to
UniFor his part, Parcells said relax- to play the Palace. I was fortunate versity will be added
the NCAA 1-AA playoffs since
to
the
sevening was all he wanted for now.
to play the Palace for a while." team NCAA 1-AA football divisio
1986.
"Let me get out, walk around
Ray Handley, the Giants' soft- of the league beginning in 1992.n
The Gateway has placed two
and act stupid for a While," Par- spoken offensive coordinator, was
Gateway Commissioner Patty teams in the playoffs in each of the
cells said when asked whether his immediately named the team's Viverito said official
s of all the past two seasons, receiving at-large
future plans might include coach- head coach.
Gateway schools were unanimous invitations both years
in addition to
in their support for league expan- the automatic
berth.
sion and that Western Kentucky, of
Western Kentucky will be eligiBowling Green, was a "perfect fit ble to compete for
... competitively, geographically title and automatic the Gateway
NCAA bid in
and philosophically."
1992.
The Hilltoppers have frequently
The Hilltoppers have been an
played Gateway members, Viverito independent in footbal
l since 1982
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) —Clif- Woods taking Rozier to Louisville, noted,
ford Rozier, a former high-school farther from the campus than the record and have a 14-10-1 all-time after competing in the Ohio Valley
against them.
Conference from 1948 through
All-American who averaged 4.9 30 miles the NCAA allows. KenOther Gateway members in the 1981.
points a game last season at North tucky reported the violation itself. football progra
m are Eastern IlliIn a final tune up for its 1992
Carolina, has announced he plans
The same day Kentucky held a nois, Illinois State, Northern Iowa,
admission into the conference,
to transfer to Louisiville.
news conference on the infraction, Southern Illinois, Southwest
Mis- Western Kentucky will face GateThe 6-foot-10 forward said Wed- Rozier flew to Louisville, where souri
nesday he made his decision based television interviews and a photo- IndianaState, Western Illinois and way members Eastern Illinois, IlliState.
nois State, Indiana State and Northon Louisville's style of play and graph of the player taken by a
ern
Iowa during the 1991 season.
Coach Denny Crum.
"I'm extremely pleased and
newspaper created- a controversy
The Hilltoppers were 2-8 last
"They have a running team," over whether an NCAA rule excited with the prospect of memRozier said. "That's something I regarding publicity during a bership in the Gateway Confer- season.
was used to in high school. They recruit's visit had been broken.
ence," said WKU football coach
have a lot of athletes, good players
But Wednesday, Rozier brushed Jack Harbaugh. "It has an outand, basically, coach Crum lets aside questions about his controv- standing group of coaches and very
players do the things they are good ersial recruitment.
strong programs."
at. And I think that's something
"It's the rivalry between LouisJimmy Feix, former head footthat will help me in the long run.'
ville and Kentucky," Rozier said.
ball coach and retiring athletic_
No member of Louisville's "The coaches at Louisville were
director at WKU, also hailed Westcoaching staff could be reached for careful during my visit, and
I
ern Kentucky's addition to the
comment concerning Rozier's deci- didn't do anything to break any
Gateway, which he called "the
sion. Sports information director NCAA rule. It's too bad the
things
most outstanding 1-AA football
Kenny Klein said the school could happen
not comment because of NCAA schoolsed between the Kentucky conference in the country."
. It makes me look like a
"This is quite a boost to our
rules.
bad person."
football program," he said.
Rozier's official visit to KenAs a transfer, Rozier, must sit • The confere
nce's football divitucky earlier this month resulted in out
an NCAA violation by that school yearsa year. He then will have three sion was founded in 1985 with six
of eligibility remaining.
original members — Eastern Illiand prompted the Wildcats to stop
In addition to Louisville and nois, Illinois
State, Northern Iowa,
recruiting Rozier. The violation Kentuc
involved team member Sean officialky, Rozier also made an Southern Illinois, Southwest Misvisit to Florida.
souri State and Western Illinois.
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Baseball
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W
L
Boston
20 11
'<vont°
21
14
Detroit
16 16
Mwauliee
14 • 17
New York
12 111
Cleveland
11
111
Bammbro
It
19
West Division
W
L
Oakland
19 13
Seattle
19 14
Tiwee 15- 14
Caitornta
17 16
Mimosa&
17 HI
Chicago
15 15
Kansas city
13 19
's Germs
Goiania 1071e
Nt
st
ail 2
Seanka 6. Cleveland 4
Kansas City 6 Toronto 4
041,4154.6. Ballimore 3
liataraukia• 4. tAnneeota 2

t

Pct.
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GOO
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400
379
367

GB
—
1
4,i
6
I
84

Gateway Conference to include
Western Kentucky football

Rozier announces he will
transfer to Louisville
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Montreal IDi Martne7 5-2! at San Franosco
1901onson 0-25. 9-05 p
Only garlMs actwOuled
fridey's Game*
Sin Diego at Cincinnati.
635 pm
Chicago at Phoadephia. 6 35 pm
Pittsburgh at Atlanta. 6 40 p m
Houston at St Louts 735 pm
New Vont at Los ArIs 935
Montreal at San Frana 0, 9 35 p m
m
.,-,••••• ,•!•-

•••• ..••••.

sox.• -o•••••••
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Basketball

Pct. GB
594 —
576
517 tVli
515 27,
515 2/,
500 3
406 6

ir"Qr4.59.°
oral 4,1I2-innings
C
Thursday's Gemini
Milwaukee (Wegman 0-1341 kannesota yind.,•00
1-2). 115 pm
Criklorna (Abbott 2.4) at New York (Silent
1-21
630 pm
Oakland (Dreisendoiler 3-2) at Babrrore (Mesa
6Z5 pm
(Krupa., t.1) at Cleveland (Swnikail 0-4)
6 35 pm
Only games acheduiscl
Friday's Gefelle
Seattle at Nee Tont. 6 30 pm
Cali/coma at Balsmors. 635 pm
Oakland at Cleveland. 635 pm
lAnnesola at Detroit. 6 35 pm
Toronto at Chicago', 7 05 pm
1.4hvaukee at Kansas City, 735 pm
Boston at Texas 735 pm
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division,
W L" Pct.
GB
PtItsburgh •
21
11
656 `—
New York
19 13 ' 594 2
St Lon
18 15
545 IA
CbCago
17 17
500 5
PNiadelphia
16 18
471 6
Montreal
15 18
465
West Division
W L.
Pct.
GB
Los Angeles
la 14
563 —
Atlanta
14 14
6.33 1
°manna
16 16
500 2
San Dego
16 18
471
3
Houston
12 19
387 5.4
San Franosco
11
22
133 7Y,
,waanvaaey's Germs
St LOUIS 8, Cinannau 2
Damao 6. Atlanta t
San Francisco 4. Philadelphia 2
New York 7. San Diego 1
Pittsburgh 6, Houston 7
Los Angeles A Montreal 3
Thu redeye Games
,
Pine:with (Grabek 1-6) at Ncusion (Portugal 4-11
735 0 n

4ike a good neighbor

CONFERENCE SEMIFINALS
EASTER
(B
NW
CODNI-F7)
ERENCE
Chicago vs. Philadelphia
Saturday, May 4
Monday, Nay 6
CChicog
Ncago
° 111
°5
2. Philacisiphi
Phdad.1°Ivas 92
100
Fridsy, May 10
Philadelphia 99. Chcago 97
Sunday, May 12
Chicago 101. T
Pue
rvl,d
edelpro
ay. wustl5
y 14
Chicago 100. Phiaciectua 95 Chicago wins sores
4-1
•

•

•

•

Boston vs. Detroit
Tuesday, May 7
Damn MS Boston 75
•Thuredey, May 9
Boston 109. Detroit 103
Saturdey, May 11
Boston 115 Detroit 83
Monday, May 13
Doran 104, Boston 97
Wednesday, May 15
Denali 116 Boston III. Detrot ilSeds
Friday, May 17
Boston id Orion 7 p
Sundey, May 19
Dieffet at Boston, TBA 4 necessary

Senile

3-2

WESTERN.
CONFERENCE
LA Lakin vs. Golden State
Sunday, May 6
. LA LakerS 126, Golden State 116
Wednesday, May $
Golden Slats 125 LA larient 124
Friday, lisy 10
LA Laken 115 Golden State 112
Sunday, May 12
LA Lakers 123 Golden State 107
Tuesday, May 14
LA Laken 124. Golden State 119. OT. LA Lakers
on wanes 4-1
• • • •
Portlend vs. Utsh
Tuesday, May 7
Portland 117, Utah 97 '
Thursday, May 9
Portiand 118, Utah 116
Saturday, May It
Utah 102 Portland 101
Sunday, May 12
Penland 104, Utah 101
Tuesdey, May 14
Pornana 103 Utah 96. Portland wins sines 4'
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Lorry Krouse Insurance
105 N. 12th (Next to McDonald's)
739-9888
• 't•-7`'W-t:$
,
aanflaWafl

$

tafl

Put Your Trust In...

$
$

•

Complete Auto Repair
of Murray, Inc,
Serving Murray and Calloway
County over 25 years
514 So. 12th • 753-8868

$

-

Our .Customers Are Very Important People
...and we try hard to give them the very best
insurance protection and service we can
provide - the kind they expect and deserve. If
you'd like to be one of our V.I.P.'s give us a
call.
Dan McNutt, AA1

Repromung

ur

State Ado,
twewmoce
Cedwasoles

Stele Auto Insurance
A

_le

card'

PURDOM, THURMAN
& McNUTT
407 Ma.le St.

753-445

IllECNA

BUY NOW AND SAVE!

Steve Newton's
Boy's Basketball
Camps
-

139."

Sale
Price

- 20.""

less mail-in
rebate

119.99

your
price

• Lightweight. balanced toi eas‘ handling
• Special anti-vibration
n It ar greater
operator comfort

Ns.

at Murray State
University

•

cutting swath

• Pro-Fire RI

electronic ignition tot quick, eas%

• Gas-powered

Individual Week,
,
June 9-13
Team Camps
7th, 8th, and
9th Grades,June 23-27
Fees:
"
$210.00 Individual Camp
$175.00 Team Camp

for "(c)rdless- Ii ('('(It

•
ateutodstars's nada rebate.

'90 CHRYSLER

New Hours:
Mon., Thur., Frl. 1111 7
Sat. 'fill 5
Plus Taa, Lc, Pro Fee,
Nee Good Thru 5-24-91
Only. No Exosphons

1-800-669-7654

GT-1100

mum CONVERTIBLE

Hot Car V6 Automatic Power Windows/
Locks Red White Priced To Sell Today

For more information, call:

Liteited textler.

slat N

(ol nnwement

I2,999

MURRAY HOME & AUTO

ADVANTAGE:

ain's

CHRYSLER•PLYIAOUTH•OODGE•JEEP•EAGLE
Hwy. 641 N. • Murray • 753-6448

Chestnut St.

753-2571
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writing before becoming
incapacitated.
The House sent the bill to Ashcroft on a 116-19 vote Wednesday,
a half hour after the Senate
approved it 29-3.

JEFFERSON CITY, Mo. (AP)
— Gov. John Ashcroft says he'll
sign a right-to-die bill inspired by
Nancy Cruzan that allows food and
water to be withdrawn from
patients who put their wishes in

"The governor believes the
legislation contains adequate safeguards to protect the most vulnerable Missourians and he has committed to signing this into law,"
said spokesman Bob Ferguson.

U.S. Supreme Court ruling last
year that said states could require
"cleat and convincing" evidence
that a patient wouldn't want to live
in a helpless condition. A state
judge then ruled such evidence
existed in Mrs. Cruzan's case and
allowed the tube's removal. She
died in December at 33.
The bill changes Missouri's
power-of-attorney law, allowing
people to designate others to make
heath-care decisions for them if
they become incapacitated.
The bill also allows food and
water to be withdrawn from a person who doctors agree has no hope
of recovery,- but only if-the patient
expressed that wish in writing
beforehand.
Missouri also has a "living

The Cruzan family waged a long
legal battle to have their daughter's
life-sustaining feeding -tube
removed after a 1983 car crash left
her in a persistent vegetative state.
Their fight led to a landmark
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Seafood Express

Auto - Home - Farm
Business - Life - Health
Compare Our Price & Coverage

Olympic Plaza
Sun. -Sat.
9
41,
11 a.m.-9 p.m. ovAreNN.753-614

753-0489

6th & Main

Flemin

CRA WFISH

C‘coand other daily specials at

11/1101111

I

* * Flemin — Benton & Paducah
* * * Flemin9_Benton & Paducah *

— Benton & Paducah

FLEMING FURNITURE PRESENTS
* Not One Penny Down
* Not One Penny In Interest
* Not One Penny In Payments
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FOR ONE FULL YEAR

First grader's
sketches lead
to charges
against father

. n .od z

STOREWIDE
SAVINGS ON ALL
ALL REDUCED

will" law, but it applies only to
terminally ill people rather than
those who are incapacitated but not
necessarily nett death. And the law
allows removal of life support
equipment but not food and water.
Joe Cruzan, a sheet metal worker
[ream Carterville, testified three
times this year in support of rightto-die legislation inspired by his
daughter.
The bill "gives statutory legitimacy to what the courts have said
about advance declarations by a
person abdut staying ----------- Cru:
ran said.
"But I think it's a little after the
fact, since the U.S. Supreme Court
certainly implicitly — and many
would argue, explicitly. —
addressed that issue in Nancy's
case."
Ashcroft got the Legislature to
insert a requirement that doctors
try to communicate with a seemingly unconscious patient before
withdrawing food and water — a
safeguard Cruzan said was imprac-.,,
tical and. "rather frivolous."
Many of the changes Ashcroft
sought addressed concerns raised
by the Missouri Catholic
Conference.
Meanwhile, in Noblesville, Ind.,
a judge said Wednesday that he
had allowed the parents of a
42-year-old mentally retarded
woman to discontinue her feedings.
Stle had been in a persistent vegetative state since. 1987. The reason
for her condition was not disclosed.
Superior Court Judge Jerry MI
Barr cited the Cruzan case in his
May. 2 decision, although the
woman, Sue Ann Lawrance of
Indianapolis, never expressed her
wishes.
Requiring -her parents to prove
the woman's wishes could deprive
Ms. Lawrance and others "of their
constitutional right to be free from
unwanted treatment," he said.

BEDROOM
DINING ROOM
LIVING ROOM
ENTERTAINMENT UNITS
CURIOS & DESKS
MATTRESS &
BOX SPRINGS
RECLINERS
ORIENTIAL
& AREA RUGS
ACCESSORIES
PATIO FURNITURE
AND MORE!

BRADENTON, Fla. (AP) — A
7-year-old's drawings of domestic
violence led to charges against his
father, a policeman, who lost his
job and pleaded no contest to a
weapons charge.
Two sketches showed a man
pointing a pistol at another person's head. A third sketch, as
explained by the child, showed his
father holding an ax over his
mother, prosecutors said.
In the drawing, the father says
"yes, yes," while the mother says
"no, no."
The drawings were in a journal
the boy kept for his first-grade
class. Copies were turned over to
the Manatee County Sheriff's
Office, which began an investigation in March.
They were used as evidence that
last month led to Curtis Mcfee's
arrest and resignation from his job
as a sergeant 'on the Bradenton
police force.
On Tuesday, McFee, 32, pleaded
no contest to improperly -displaying
a firearm. He was placed on a
year's probation, ordered to undergo counseling and to perform 50
hours of community service.
McFee was initially charged with
assault with a firearm, which
would have carried a manadatory
three-year prison sentence. The
charge was reduced in exchange
for his plea.
McFee and his wife, Kathryn,
36, had been through on-again, offagain divorce proceedings since
September 1989, court records
show. They live together now.
They were separated when he
pointed his .45-caliber service pistol at her, prosecutors say.
Bill Tokajer, a fellow detective
and family friend, witnessed the
incident. Tokajer stepped between
the quarreling couple and persuaded McFee to put the gun down.
Tokajer was suspended for two
days and transferred to uniformed
patrol duty because he failed to
report the incident_
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Wolfson donates original
watercolor to Guild
Emily Wolfson, a long time
member of the Murray Art Guild,
has donated one of her original
watercolors, "Yellow Tulipsvalued at more than S300, to be given
to some lucky person as a part of
the July 4th Freedom Fest activities
in Murray. The Freedom Fest is a
fund-raising activity for the Art
Guild.
Tickets for the painting are now
available at the Art Guild. Six tickets cost $5 and can be purchased
from Art Guild members or the Art
Guild on Tuesdays and Wednesdays. _Tickets are available until 2
p.m. July 4 when the painting is
given to the winneq.
Wolfson is a retired member of
the Murray State University art
facullty and is widely known as
both a watercolorist and a weaver.
She is a fellow of the Kentucky

Guild of Artists and Craftsmen,
Kentucky Watercolor Society, the
American Crafts Council and
Handweavers Guild of America.
She has exhibited her work in
many shows and has won many
awards in both painting and weaving. Her work is available at the
Kentucky Guild Gallery in Lexington., Gallery 600 in Paducah and
the Murray Art Guild.
During the month of June, the
Guild will feature a show by Wolfson. Many pieces of her work may
be keen during that month. A
reception for Wolfson will take
30-at -the---Guihi.
place
With the reception, the Murray
Art Guild hopes to express its
appreciation for Wolfson's dona-.
tion to its fund raising efforts, as
well as her support in many ways
through the years.

Parker receives honorable
mention at music competition
Melody Parker, daughter of Dr.
Sam and Janie Parker, received
lamorable mention at the third
annual Contemporary Music Keyboard Competition held at Murray
State University Marti.
Marie Taylor, assistant professor
of music and keyboard unit coordinator at Murray State, served as
regional manager and judge of the
event, which is sponsored py
KMTA and hosted by Murray
State. Piano students from four
states participated in the festival.
- She said students in grades seven
through 12 perform by memory a
required selection and an optional
selection which are rated by a guest
adjudicator. Each student also takes
a theory examination based on the
number of years of participation.
Students below the seventh grade
level are allowed to participate if
they have prepared appropriate lit-

Dr. Stephen B. Brown, professor
music at Murray State UnverSity,
will perform at New York's Lincoln Center Thursday, May 16.
Making his seventh Lincoln Center appearance, Brown will perform
in the Bruno Walter Auditorium
with Dr. Dinos Constantinides,
Boyd professor of. music at Louisiana State University: Constantinides is a violinist and composer,
whose works are frequently performed in the United States and
abroad.
In addition to teaching at Murray
State, Brown is a frequent solo
pianist and ensemble performer. In
recent years he has performed in
Greece, Puerto Rico, England and
Wales. He has given concerts on
numerous university campuses,
including Tulane University, Penn
State. Yale University, Ohio State

erature. They begin taking theory
tests when they reach seventh
grade.
Adjudicator for the festival was
Patricia Halbeck of the Department
of Music at Austin Peay State University in Clarksville, Tenn. who
specializes in the German art song.
She earned a certificate from the
Franz Schubert Institute in Austria.
Murray students participating in
the festival were Parker, Erica
Rowlett, daughter of Don and
Glenda Rowlett; Nathan Hughes,
son of Drs. Robert and Joyce
Hughes; and Stacy Schroader,
daughter of Tommy and Suzanne
Schroader, students of Dorothy
Mason of Murray.
Keyboard teachers in the area
who are interested in participating
in future festivals should call Tay-.
lor at the Department of Music at
Murray State at 762-6443.

Two Murray elementary school
students were invited to participate
in the Imagination Celebration Student Spotlight at the Kentucky
Center for the Arts in Louisville.
Kori Taber& of Robertson
Elementary, a first-grader, and Josh

group of young Christians dedicated to the performing arts which
Powell founded and directs.
The Enlightened Artists Project
exists to meet the demands of a
public which is growing less and
less enamored with the fare offered
at the theater, on television or at
the video store. Any production
staged by the project is guaranteed
to be quality, clean entertainment.
"The Light and the Glory" will
be presented at 8 p.m. on Thursday
and Friday evenings at Kenlake
State Park and on Saturday and
Sunday evenings at Kentucky Dam
Village State Park. Performances
begin June 20 and end August 11.
Admission is free, but donations
will be accepted.

Oakley, a fourth-grader at Carter
Elementary, received awards for
their paintings which were on display there.
Each year the Kentucky Department of Education exhibits imaginative paintings by Kentucky stu-

6-8 in the fall of '91 also begin on
July 15. These classes will meet
from 1:30 to 4 p.m. July 15-19 and
from 7 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. on July
22-26. Classes will cover scene
painting, carpentry, properties,
lighting and sound. Also, students
will learn the responsibilities of
running crew positions such as
stage manager, light and sound
operators, props master etc. and
_ will work directly on the "Summer
Showboat". Cabaret. This workshop
is sponsored by Ricky A. Lamkin.
The final workshop.for the summer will be offered for adults and
hopes to ttract retired persons living in the area who would enjoy
"translating life experiences into
the theatre production processes."
Participants will work on design
and construction including, rendering techniques, lighting, scene
painting, electrics and more! This
class will work on the technical
aspects of The Effect of Gamma
Rays..On Man-In-The-Moon Marigolds. An added bonus to this
workshop is a special series of sessions in stage movement which
should help students to feel more
comfortable with performing in
front of people and even auditioning! Classes, for the Adult Workshop run July 22-26 and July
29-August 2. All sessions meet
from 1:30 p.m. to 4 p.m. This
workshop is sponsored by Hart
Opthamology.
Tuition for all wor,
per student. Sum
holder's are entitled:t,

Dan
McNutt, MI
753-4451

Purdont, Thurman &
McNutt
407 Maple St.

during the Kennedy Center Imagination Celebration.
Paintings by two other local
lb-Mists, Thomas Olive of Robertson (second grade) and Chris Cobb
of Carter (third grade) are displayed in government office buildings.

larships are also available. Scholar- (502) 759-1752. Workshops are
ships must be requested in writing. open to everyone! All workshop
Registration is currently under- classes will held at the Playhouse
way and will continue through the in the Park located in the new porfirst meeting of each workshop. To tion of the Murray-Calloway Counregister in advance, call or stop by ty Park off Arcadia Circle. Once in
the Playhouse in the Park or call the park, just look for the caboose!

24th Annual Spring Fair celebrated this weekend
May 17-19 are the dates for the
24th Annual Spring Fair, in celebration of the Kentucky Guild of
Artists & Craftsmen's 0th1
anniversary, to be held at Indian
Fort Theater near Berea.
Scattered through the trees in the
idyllic setting are colorful tents
providing shelter for some of the
country's finest art work, including
paintings, prints, photographs,
stoneware and porcelain pottery,
‘wooden bowls, furniture, handdipped candles, jewelry, 'quilts,
handwoven clothing, baskels,
stained glass, leather work and
many other art forms.

Special events at the Spring Fair
will include an exhibition of silver
art by Ecuadoran artist Paula Barragen and a children's woodworking booth co-sponsored by McDonald's of Berea.
Festivities include music on the
stage, strolling musicians, a Member's Exhibit, and craft demonstrations of weaving, broom making,
wrought iron work, clay, and
woodworking (chairs).
For more information, contact
the Kentucky Guild of Artists and
Craftsmen, P.O. Box 291, Berea
KY 40403 (phone 606-986-3192).

Weightloss Center
Call 759-9999
Select herb plants for kitchen and garden
carefully chosen and organically grown
for you
I

A Summer Choir will be offered at MSU now through July 2, each
Monday, 7 to 9 p.m., in Room 214 of the Fine Arts Building.
The choir is open to everyone high school age and above. No audition
is required.
Cost is $7 per person to join. Dr. Steven Michelson, director of the
choral department at MSU, will conduct the choir.
Concluding the summer choir, will be a concert, July-2 on the steps of
Lovett Auditorium, featuring the music of George Gershwin.

Open Fridays and Saturdays
10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
and by appointment
(502) 753-4158
Member,
Kentucky Nurserymen's
Association

- Located four miles west of Murray
Take Highway 94 W to Squire Erwin Rd.
Turn left and go one half mile to the
greenhouse

This bill good toward the purchase of any regular
priced or sale paed.in-stock major appliance

• including refrigerators, washers, dryers, stoves,
televisions, VCR's and more!

COMPAREOnMY RATES
-Life -Health -Annuities
-Nursing Home •Cancer Policies
-Medicare Supplements

dents in grades one through eight.
Each state elementary school
may submit one painting from each
grade level to Frankfort for judging. Five paintings from each level
are then selected for exhibition at
the Kentucky Center for the Arts

Technical theatre workshops offered at Playhouse this summer

Ever wondered why a set for a
show at the Playhouse looks the
way it does? or, what those people
wearing headsets, dressed in black
are doing during scene changes and
intermissions? or, where all the
costumes come from? Ever wanted
to be a part of the action? This
summer is your chance to learn and
be a part of the scene behind the
scene at Playhouse in the Park"
This summer, workshops in techUniversity, the University of Mary- nical theatre will be offered for
land, the University of Southern ages 6 to 106! The first workshop
California and California State begins June 24 for students who
University at Fullerton and Nopth- will be in grades 9-12 in the Fall of
ridge. He has also performed twice '91. The participants will learn
at Carnegie Hall.
scene, light and sound design; set
He recently was featured on a construction and painting; properrecording issued by Vestige ties construction; stage manageRecords and sponsored by Louisia- ment, lightboard operations and
more. Students will work on the
na State University.
needs of the second maintechnical
He is president-elect of the Ken- stage production of the summer,
tucky Music Teachers Association. The 1959 Pink Thunderbird. ClasBrown earned a bachelor's ses will meet June 24-28, July 1-3
degree in Latin and Greek from and 8-12, 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. This
Tufts University in Medford, Ma.; workshop is sponsored - by Mr.
a diploma in pianoforte from the Gatti's.
Conservatorio di San Pietro a
The next workshop begins July
r's 15 for students who will be in
Maiella in Naples, Italy
le Univ'erdegree in piano fro
grades 1-5 in the Fall of '91. Partisity's School of Music; and a Ph.D. cipants will learn basic skills in
in piano from the Ohio State Uniscene painting, prop construction
versity School of Music.
including papier-mache and theatre
tradition and etiquette. The class
will work on specific technical
needs of the "Summer Showboat"
Carbaret. Classes will meet from
9:30 a.m. to 12 noon July 15-19
and Th2'62 This wdrkshop is sponsored by Jim and Libby Hart.
Workshops for students in grades

On state park stages,:
Tony Powell's `The Light
and the Fury' musical set
Visitors to western Kentucky's
two state parks will discover something new and exciting this summer
in the performances of "The Light
and the Glory," an original musical
by Murray playwright-composer
Tony Powell.
"This show is special," Powell
said. "'The Light and the Glory' is
an in-depth work at what made the
American Experiment work."
Powell said the show can be "indepth" without being dull and lifeless. "Most folks learned all they
know about American history from
filmstrips in grade school," he said.
"We decided to set the whole story
to music."
"The Light and the Glory" is
presented in conjunction with the
Enlightened Artists Project, a

Kori Tabers (left), a Robertson Elementary first-grader, and Josh
Oakley (above), a fourth-grader at Carter Elementary, had their
works exhibited during the Imagination Celebration Student Spotlight in Louisville recently.

Limit One Bill Per
Appliance. Otter Ends
May 31, 1991"
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DES-RU talks with New Concord group
By CAROLYN McCUISTON
ots Ihisau• Unit Reporter
The Murray-Calloway County
Disaster and Emergency Rescue
Unit met with the New Concord
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Neighborhood Watch on April 29.
The Neighborhood Watch has
made a great impact on the number
of crimes that has been eliminated
due to the efforts of daytime and
nighttime patrols and neighbors
watching out for anything out of
the ordinary.
Calloway County Attorney
David Harrington attended __this.
meeting and has -been a great- asset
toall neighborhood watchers in
fighting crime.
DES Rescue Unit Chief Kenny
Reynolds and Assistant Chief Rickey Edward informed ,the group of
their duties.and how they can help
our communities ic case of

OBITUARIES

emergeeny situations.
Since this meeting, the DES
Rescue Unit has had several new
members and added two new
lieutenants: Danny McCuiston and
Max Parrish.
The Rescue Unit has had several
work sessions in dragging for
drownings and other activities.
They are prepared for the . busy
boating and fishing season.
The DES Rescue Unit urges
everyone during this time of year
to be especially careful on the
lakes.
The DES Rescue Unit wishes to
thank Vernon's of Murray for his
donations to the DES.

Mrs. Hattie
Lee Hargrove
Mrs. Hattie Lee Hargrove, 88, of
1210 Peggy Ann Dr., Murray, died
Wednesday at 10:05 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She was married in 1921 to John
L. -Hargrove who died Nov. 3.
1952. She was a member of Highland Park Freewill Baptist Church,
Royal Oak. Mich,
Born March 11, 1903, in Calloway County, she was the daughter
of the late Natt Gibson and Leona
Richerson Gibson.
One daughter, Mrs. Dorothy H.
Hill, and one son, Nat Gibbs Hargrove, also preceded her in death.
Survivors -include- three sons;
Darrell Hargrove and wife, Hilda,
Rt. 4, Murray, George Hargrove
and wife. Dorothy. Murray, and
Gene Hargrove and wife, Brenda,
Anchorville, Mich.; half sister,
Mrs, Lena Gray Wilkins, Warren,
Mich.; nine grandchildren; 12
great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Saturday at
11 a.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. L.G.
Hall will officiate.
Burial ,will follow in Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. Friday.

Sue & Charlie's reopens
with new management
Sue and Charlie's restaurant in and is look4ng for a second one to
reopen, maybe in the Fulton .arca.
Allfora.- - reopened - -Thursday at 4
"I've got another man -and wife
p.m. under the ownership of Curtis
would make good managers
that
Harper.
Harper, founder of Harper's and it's possible that if 1 could
Country Ham, bought the restaur- locate another restaurant I'd buyant with his son Gary ftipm former it... I'm not wanting to build a new
owner-managers Mansfield and, one."
He said has eaten at .Sue and
Sheila Farmer for $180,000.
The restaurant was unable to Charlie's often on his way home
open after its winter closing from sales tnps and will be present
for tonight's reopening.
because of heavy debts.
Mansfield Farmer the restaur"It's hen a long six. months,"
Sheila Farmer said of the couple's ant's hours will remain from 4 to 9
bankruptcy dealings and attempts p.m. Monday through-Saturday and
to resume the -restaurant business, 11:30 a.m. to --8:30 p.m. Sunday.
"but at least we have a job now and
"The Harper's gave us an opporare thankful for Curtis Harper." - tunity and we're Very, very grateful
Harper whose 38-year-old Clin- that we can come back with the
ton business Sells hams in several 'same management and the same
states, said buying a restaurant was good food and service," Farmer
natural because "I prodnce the stuff said.
Although specializing in catfish.
the Sue and Charlie's non -fish
menu includes country ham.
Harper said he was a fan of the
restaurant long before the -Farmers
bought it in the 19(i0s. Sue and
lit-tar1-4s opened -in 1947.
"Th4 i,the Farmers) were good
custor_ners-." Harper. said.-1 -heard
about this thing happening and I
guess I did it for sentimental reasons. I like them and know they're
good. honest people. 1 Wanted to
see they had something to -run."
Harper said he .has wanted to
start a restaurant chain for 10 years
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State to provide
county with funds
to repave roads
f-RAMKHORT. KY - TransportaSecretary;and- Commissioner of
IlighWayS-MiIo D. Bryant haS'aif- :10-..fieeti, that the state will provide
for the repaveinent 01 4.4 miles,
various countryroadWays through-at Calloway County.
ciiming of Warmer'
we v. itt be able to make
:eeded improvements to many of our
..oarny roadways.- Bryant-said. -Go%
Wilkinson and I are looking
forward- to working with the-counties
an effort tu proyide additional
salty and convenience where possihle.'
The project is estimated to cost a
total of SI00.000 and is being fi: .1ncLd through the State Construe:.on Account. Bryant added that the
c,s will be responsible for all
of work involved in the pro-

NASA's space
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Mrs. Trudie
Lee Jenkins

Harrell A. Broach, 84, former
resident of Rt. 7, Murray, recently
of Fern Terrace Lodge, Murray,
died Wednesday at 9:10 p.m. at
Van Ayer Manor Nursing Center,
Martin, Tenn.
A retired farmer, he was a member of South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church where he had
served as choir director.
His first wife, Mrs. Mavis Jones
Broach, died in 1967, and his second wife, Mrs. Beatrice McDougal
Owens Broach, died in 1987. One
brother, Jimmy Broach, also preceded him in death.
Born Feb. 4, 1907, in Calloway
County, he was the son of the late
Will H. Broach and Beulah

AC

Richardson Broach.
Survivors are two daughters,
Mrs. Randa Cunningham and husband, Ted, 1100 Berkshire Ct.,
Murray, and Ms. Sharilyn Erwin,
Rt. S. Murray; four grandchildren,
Mrs. Teresa Richerson and husband, Danny, Greg -Cunningham
and wife, Trisha, Leslie Erwin and
Brad Erwin; two greatgrandchildren, Amy Ipcherson and
Erin Richerson; four sisters, Mrs.
Virginia Swann, Bowling Green,
and Mrs. Dortha Jones and husband, C.W., Mrs. Jo Fielder and
husband, George, and Miss Beth
Broach, all of Murray.
J.H. Churchill!- Funeral Home will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.
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Tabitha Bea Garner
all orRt. 4, Murray; grandparents,
Tabitha Bea Garner, infant
daughter, died Wednesday at 11:55 Sampson and Beatrice Arthur, Marp.m. She had been born at 9:55 tinsville, Ind.
p.m. Wednesday at MurrayGraveside rites will be Friday at
Calloway County Hospital.
4 p.m. at Oak Grove Cemetery.
She is survived by her parents, The Rev. Scott Bevins will
Clarence F. and Tella Garner, one officiate.
sister, Evelyn Dawn Garner, and
Miller Funeral Home of Murray
one brother, Danny Mac Crouch, will be in charge of arrangements.

Miss LaTrelle Swain
Miss LaTrelle Swain, 74, Rt. 5,
Murray, died today at 6:31 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She was of Methodist faith.
Born May 11, 1917, in Hailehurst, Ga., she was the daughter of
the late James Madison Swain Jr.
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and Mary Nettie Brown Swain.
Miss Swain is survived by one
sister, Mrs. Mildred Devitt, Rt. 5,
Murray.
Miller Funeral Home of Murray
will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.
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Bush's plan to open trade
with China may stir debate
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Bush's plan to renew favored
trading status for China appears
likely to rekindle his longstanding,
battle with Congress over China's
human rights record.
At least two bills restricting
most-favored-nation status for Beijing already have been introduced in
anticipation of Bush's move, and
Senate Majority Leader George
Mitchell, D-Maine, was expected
to weigh in with his own bill today.

Bush, following a Capitol Hill
luncheon Wednesday with.Republican senators, told reporters "1 want
to see MFN for China continue,
and I made a strong pitch for it.
We do not want to isolate China."
The president acknowledged the
human rights problems in the
world's most populous country, but
added, "I look at the big picture."
The president said he finds conditions far better than when he was
the American envoy to Beijing in
the mid-1970s.

College reimbursements
might shrink under plan

WASHINGTON (AP) — As
many as 75 universities would see
their reimbursements shrink under
the Bush administration's plan to
Services for Mrs. Trudie Lee
limit how much the government
Jenkins are today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Byrn Funeral Home, pays for overhead costs related to
federal research.
Mayfield. The Rev, Harry Yates is
• "It's tough medicine for univerofficiating.
sities to take," Robert Rosenzweig,
Pallbearers arec John Fuqua, Steven Fuqua, David Lee Thomasson, president of the Association of
American Universities, said WedTimothy Fuqua, Richard Fuqua and
ncsday after the White House
Bill D. Fuqua. Burial will follow in
Farmington Cemetery.
• Mrs.- Jenkins; 95, Farmington,
died Tuesday at 2:25 p.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah. She
--was the widow-of Jones E. Jenkins.
She is survived by one daughter,
Sammie Lee Jenkins, Farmington;
one son, Jimmie Jenkins, South
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
Bend;-one sister, Mrs. Lillian ThoHouston blood bank let its quest
ma ss on , Mayfield; three
for cash get in the way of safe
grandchildren.
medical practice by letting its
inventories run dangerously low
and rushing mislabeled blood to
out-of-state buyers, a former
employee says.
David Figueroa, saying he resigned in disgust from Gulf Coast
Graveside. riles for James Cooper
Wilson will be Friday at 11 a.m. at
Regional Blood Center in 1990,
Bethel Cemetery. The Rev.'Eulas
told a House subcommittee WedGreer will officiate.
nesday that the company's pracMiller Funeral Home of Murray
tices raised questions about the
is in charge of arrangements.
quality of the Houston area's blood
The infant son died Monday at
supply.
10:20 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
''Their mindset is focused on
County,Hospital.
generating revenue all the time, as
He iS survived by his parents,
opposed to improving the quality
James Kent and Tina Cooper Wilof the blood supply," he said in
son, Rt. 1, Almo; grandparents, Mr.
testimony before the investigations
and Mrs. Dolphus Wilson and Mr.
subcommittee of the House Energy
and Mrs. Wildy Cooper, Rt. 1,
and Commerce Committee.
Hazel
Gulf Coast president Bill Teague
defended the company, insisting its
product was of high quality. He
denied many of the abuses Figueroa alleged, which included:
—Shipping so much blood outside the Houston area that supplies

announced its plan.
The proposal to cap reimbursement of administrative costs at 26
percent of the direct costs of federally sponsored research would
mean a loss of about $100 million
to schools that now receive a higher rate, he said.
"That's a lot of money at a time
when universities are financially
stressed," Rosenzweig said.

Houston blood bank
gets greedy with supply

James
Cooper Wilson

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET GEO, INC.
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WASHINGTON- (AP) —
NASA's long battle to build a
space station may have met defeat
'in a congressional subcommittee
unless. President Bush, and other
supporters succeed in getting the
death sentence reversed.
"If Congress upholds the decision to defund the station. American credibility in the international
science community is shattered for
decades," said Rep. F. James
Sensenbrenner. R-Wis. ,"There is
going to be a floor fight."
The House Appropriations subcommittee, which controls the
National Aeronautics and Space
Administration's budget, voted 6-3
in a closed-door session Wednesday to eliminate Bush's request for
S2 billion for building the station.
The money would have started the
S30 billion station's construction
phase.
More than $4 billion already has
been spent on the project. with
mucp of the money going for a
series of redesigns in the much disputed program. The latest of the
"rescopings" as NASA calls them,
was in March when .'So billion was
cut from the cost of the station.

Harlan Samuel Bagwell, O.
Henry County, Tenn.. died Tuesday
night at Henry County. Nursing
Home, Paris, Tenn.
He Was a retired farmer, an
Army veteran, and a member of
United Methodist Church.
His wife, Mrs. Mary Elizabeth
Richardson Bagwell, died Dec. 17,
1986.
Born Dec. 2, 1910, at Sedalia, he
was the son of the late Clyde H.
Bagwell and Eliza Guthrie
Bagwell:
One sister, Miss Myra Bagwell
of Chattanooga, Tenn., and one
brother. Clyde Ed BVagwell of
Kerrville, Texas, also preceded him
in death.
Services will be Friday at 1 p.m.
in LcDon Chapel of Ridgeway
Morticians, Paris, Tenn. The Rev.
-Harrell. Nation of Trinity United
Methodist Church, Paris, will
officiate.
Burial will follow in Murray
City Cemetery at Murray.
Friends may call at the funeral
home.

Harrell A. Broach

ran low, and forging company
documents to cover up the practice.
—Misleading local donors about
how thir blood would be used.
—Sending mislabeled blood to
hospitals and blood banks • in
Michigan, New York and perhaps
elsewhere, and making no effort- to
correct the problems.
Figueroa, who worked mostly in
inventory management, said his
repeated complaints about the company's operations fell on "deaf or
insensitive ears.''
He said company managers
became "obsessed" with sales
quotas and would pressure employees to arrange shipments "even
when the daily ... count indicated
that local supply was below that
which should have been
maintained."
Rep. J. Roy Rowland, D-Ga.,
asked Figueroa what would happen
if a patient in a local hospital had
an urgent need for a type of blood
that Gulf Coast didn't have.
"Someone could die," Figueroa
said.
Teague defended his company's
performance and safety records.
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Coas
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America's TOTAL HARDWARE® Store
Central Shopping Center
Store Hours.
Mon-Sat 8:30-9:00
Sun -12:00-6:00

best possible price
The
for the best possible

111,1111)4,trwlitunt

753-8604

hearing aid

Extended cab, 4-wheel drive,
red, gray interior, local one owner

• 1 South
7:61

Helvl

1989 Ranger Pickup

.444•••

54144

Licensed Audiologist

753-2617

Physician on premises
759 4815
300 South 8th Sneer • Suite 304
Medical Arts Building •Murroy
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1 Arabian
seaport
5 Music: as
written
8 Cavil
12 Whip
13 Small child
14 Kind of code
15 Newt
16 Was JU
18 Perform
19 Agave plant
20 Spanish pot
21 Concerning
23 Equally
24 Himalayan
country
26 "The — New
Hampshire"
28 Tricks
29 Pinch
30 High
mountain
32 Auricular.
33 Small lump
34 Woody plant
35 Openwork

2

3

fabric
36 Spigiot
37 Alights
38 Short Jacket
40 Transgresses
41 Note of scale
43 Cooled lava
44 Antlered
animal
45 New
47'PenSiOnplan Wits.
49 Piece of
cutlery
51 Ginger —
52 Group of
fixed stars
55 Finishes
56 Sorrow
57 Paradise

4

Ohs P. Lassiter, Route

7

5

8

16

19

17

zo
24

26

25U
29

23
27

UU
30 •

37
40
44

43

48

22

34

35
36
.
38 39
42

11

10

18

21

28ARUU
32
33

9

31

UUU

UUU

45

46

51

49

UI
lUllS Ill
III
50•UU

5211
55

53

54

se11

57

22 "— tu,
Brute"
25 Choice part
26 Concealed
27 Merits
28 Emerged
victorious
29 Short sleep
31 Footlike
part
33 Pale •
34 Zest
36 Brown, as
bread
37 Climbing
plant
39 Tantalum
symbol
40 Shoulder
wrap
41 "Of — and
Men"
42 Metal
44 Piece for
one
45 Medicinal
plant
46 Volunteer St.
48 In addition
50 Church
bench
51 Succor
53 Spielberg ID
54 Tellurium
symbol

1-900-454-3535.

DIAL-A-WORDr"

N4 Box 430, Murray, KY
42071 Deceased, Anna
Mildred Smith, Route #4
Box 425. Murray. KY
42071 - Administraisix with will annexed Appt.
05-01-91, J.A. Gregory,

16 Word of
sorrow
17 Let fall
20 Middle East

14

13

15

47

The following estate fiappointments
duciary
have been made . in the
..
Calloway District Court.
All claims against these
estates should be filed with
the fiduciary within six
months of date of qualification.
5 Unmoving
6 Weight of
India
7 Devoured8 Catch-sr
symbol
9 Macaw
10 Recollected
11 Strokes

12

41

NOTICE TO
CREDITORS

'Extension #702

pitol Hill
h.Republirs "1 want
continue,
tch for it.
te China."
!edged the
S in the
ountry, but
g Picture„
inds condien he was
Beijing in

CMYW4'

Jr., 204 South Sixth St.,
Murray, KY 42071 Auor"Al's All-in-One Acting Agency anaConstruction
Company.
... May I help you?"

DEAR ABBY: As a teacher, I appreciate the way you often use your
column to educate the public. I felt I
had to respond to "Proud Parents of
a Real Child," who struggle with
insensitive questions about their
daughter from Korea.
My husband and I are the proud
parents of three children from Korea.(We are both Caucasian.) Our
two older children happen to be birth
siblings. They arrived together at
the ages of 7 and 11, when our
youngestson was3.Although unkind
comments have been extremely rare,
this question is often heard:"Are your
older children 'real' brother and as.ter?"The question it makes me want
to ask is."Why is that important to
you?"
Manyfamilies areformed by birth;
ours was.formed by adoption. From
the moment we accepted our children
as ours, we became their real parents and they became real brothers
and sisters. Adoption is the basis for
that reality, not blood ties. I think I

DEAR "REAL": You said it as
well as it can be said. And to the
question, *Are your two older
children 'real' brother and sister?" — "Why is it important to
your is the perfect response.

DEAR ABBY: What's all the fuss
about teen-agers keeping their rooms
clean? I'm'50 now,but when I was a
kid, my best friend Joe and his
brother John shared a bedroom.
Abby,that room was a disaster! You
couldn't even find their beds. Their
mother insisted on only one thing:
They keep their door closed! Today,
35 years later, Joe is a highly successful businessmap (his income is
more than $1 million a year),and his
brother is also earning big bucks as
a research scientist.
I believe all these strict rules and
regulations are ridiculous when they
dominate one's life to the point of
stifling onei creativity.
PHOOEY ON CLEAN ROOMS
DEAR PHOOEY:The job of a
parent is to be a consistent and
loving teacher of those lessons
their children need in order to
survive and thrive.There arejust
so many things a parent can nag
the kids about before they are
either resented or tuned out.So
the heavy artillery should be
saved for the important battles.
However, let's define our
terms. There is a big difference
between -neatness and‘steanliness. Neatness involves tidiness
and orderliness. Cleanliness involves sanitation and hygiene.
Cleanliness and sanitation are
not ridiculous,nor do they stifle

u"
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creativity.
...11N8ELUA8LE! I WAS /NA ...I HAD A MEAT TEE-StIOT ON
LON6 PAR FOUR MO ISIAS 0/4
A 185-YARD PAR THREE MD
IN THREE AND TAO-PUTTED!
LEFT MYSELF WITH AN EIGHTFOOT PUTT AND UUST MISSED
&MIN& NW FIRST BIRDIE!

Opry star
relatives
featured

I HIT RN SECOND SHOT ON THE
17Th HOLE, PUSHED IT INTO
THE TRAP AND SUNK MY
PUTT FOR A SANDY'

company
the practice.
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speak for many other adoptive parents. Maybe you can think ofa better
way to say it. How can we effectively
communicate this simple, but important, message to well-meaning
people who do not understand what
it means to be a ...
"REAL" ADOPTIVE PARENT
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Ramona and Alisa Jones will be
featured performers at the Third
Annual Four Rivers Folk Festival
at TVA's Land Between the Lakes
(LBL) June 8 and 9. They are the
wife and daughter of Grand Ole
Opry star Grandpa Jones.
The festival celebrates authentic
folk and bluegrass music, storytelling, and 19th-century trades. The
Homeplace-1850 will be the host
site for this event.
Musical workshops, afternoon
perforances, and childrens' hours
highlight this year's festival. Only
acoustic instruments are allowed
and trade demonstrations will be
consistent with skills practiced in
the 19th century. Trade items may
be sold if the tradesperson is working on them during the festival.
One-day tickets to the festival
are $5 for adults and $3 for those
under 18. Two-day tickets are $8
and $5; children under six are free.
Audio or video taping is not
permitted.
LBL offers camping, but no
other overnight accomodations.
Just outside LBL boundaries are
numerous motels, private resorts,
and four state resort parks.
In addition to the festival, visitors will have the opportunity to
expolore the 170,000-acre recreation area, including the buffalo
herd, Woodlands Nature Center,
the Gold Pond Planetarium, and
other visitor attractions.
For more informatin, write Four
Rivers Folk Festival, Land
Between the Lakes, 100 Van Morgan Drive; Golden Pond, KY
42211-9001, or call (502)
924-1238, 7 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.,,
Monday through Friday.

ney.
Mildred F. Myers, 1703
College-Farm-44k --Murray, KY 42071 Deceased,
Suzanne Oakley, 806 Guthrie Dr.. Murray, lKY
42071 Executrix Appt.
05411-91.
Geneva D. Ferguson,
Route #1, Almo, KY
42020 Deceased. Marian
Ferguson Garland. Route
,#1, Ahno, KY 42020 Executrix Appt. 05-01-91.
J.A. Gregory, Jr.. 204
South Sixth St.. Murray.
KY 42071 Attorney.
Kathleen
Paschall,
Route #4 Box 208, Murray..KY 42071 Deceased,
Mary Armstrong,900 East
Walnut, Mayfield, KY
42066 and Kendred M.
Paschall. Route #4 Box
208A Co-Administrators
Appt. 05-01-91, Sid Easley, 204 South Sixth St.,
Murray, KY 42071 Attorney.
Clarence Hassel Windsor, Route #1, Hazel,- KY
42049 Deceased, Beauton
Windsor, Route #1,Hazel,
KY 42029 Executrix
Appt 05 01 91, J. William Phillips, 104 North
Fifth St., Murray, KY
42071 Attorney.
Dennis L. Cain, Car
uthersv ale, Missouri
63830 Deceased, C. Mark
Blankenship, 204 South
Sixth St., Murray. KY
42071 Ancillary Administrator Appt. 05-01-91, C.
Mark Blankenship, 204
South Sixth St., Murray,
KY 42071 Attorney.
Thelma Parker, 809
Poplar St.. Murray. KY
42071 Deceased,Castle E.
Parker, 1502 Story Ave.,
Murray, KY 42071 and
William T. Parker, 600
Woodland Drive, Paducah, KY 42001 Co-Executon Appt. 05-01-91, Sid
Easley, 204 South Sixth
St., Murray, KY 42071
Attorney.
Margaret Jean Genshock, Lake Elsinor, California Deceased, Sally
Jean Harville, 4211 Genroy Dr., Memphis. TN
38125 Executrix Appt.
05-02-91, Ricky Larnkin
100 North Sixth St., Murray, KY 42071 Attorney.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

Make a
clean
sweep
with
classified

•

LEGAL NOTICE
A periodic settlement of
accounts has been filed in
the Calloway District
Court by Shelby Underhill
and Virginia Underhill,
Co-Administrators, of the
estate of Nicole Underhill,
deceased. Exceptions to
this settlement must, be
filed in the Calloway District Court on or .befote
9:00 a.m. May 27th, 1991,
the date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE- A final settlement of
accounts has been filed in
the Calloway District
Court by Janice Pritchett.
Administratrix, of the estate of Johnnie N. Jourden.
elm-caved: Exceptions to
this settlement - niu-St be
filed in the Calloway District Court on or before
9:00 a.m. May 27th. 1991.
the date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

Available Tbru Age 84.
Our roost comprehensive policy pays for
Skilled, Intermediate or
Custodial Care. With
Medicare's new guidelines for confinement,
Nursing Home Insurance is more important
than ever. For free information

Lease For Less at
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
1991 Corsica IT, equipped
1145992 $249.60 mo'
Call Gene at 753-2617
'Pius Tag, Tie & License.
48 NW Closed End Lassa
A wonderful family expers
once Australian, Euro
pean, Scandinavian, Ja
panese High school or
change students arriving in
August Become a
family/American Inter- ul
tura! Student Exchange
Call 1-800-SIBLING
-

* SPECIAL *
Fluid & Filter
Change 624.95
MATHIS
TRANSMISSION
624 N. 4th
Murray, Ky.
753-6374

Close
Court
to
Square on 5th Si
$160.00 per rnoritt-,
Call Ted Delaney753-1916 for mcre
information

MRS THERESA preader and advise'
help through all prot --is
Call for appoin.
502-554-7904

call:

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
UVE Catfish reg .854 per
pound, now 654t per lb
Sizes 1-50lbs. Quality assured. Fred 8 Tony Gardner 753-5693.

WANTED
TO BUY
Burley
Tobacco
Base
Call:
492-8566
after 5 p.m.

LOST cat, black mak Nir,
well area 75.3-2793

DRIVERS-OTR-Need Li/
perienced van fiat drivers_
23 years of age 1 year
experience verifiable Mileage pay plus ber
Call 1-800-444-6648
TRUCK drivers Greai pay and benefits' Talk to a dom
pony that puts its money
where its mouth is We pay
for your OTR experience up
to 28 cents per mile Call
J B
Hunt
1-800-2JB-HUNT Et/E
Subject to drug scri.,3•ri
Phone applications vidi
corned for first seat drivers

*EARN EXTRA INCOME'
Earn $200 $500 weekly
mailing 1991 Travel bro
chores For sore info; ma
GLASS work,'glass repair lion send a stamped
and replacement. For auto, addressed envelope to A 1
homes, business. Plus mir- Travel, P 0 Box
ror double beveled, and 430780-BI South Mian,
plain edge. Glass top table FL 33143
repair. M & G Complete
Glass Co., Dixieland Ctr, EXPERIENCED dental 3
sistant full time M F B
753-0180
in or mail resume to 201
5th St Murray, Ky IL2C1

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR-TRAILERS
NO

ExPERiENCE
NEEDED

RACTOR-TRALER TRANINIO CENTE
TM

unmoor..

417•J

FEDERAL Law Enfor
ment Jobs DEA, U S Mar
shalls For application in
formation call (2191
755-6661 7 days Est
KY150
FRIENDLY home particz, _
has openings tor demonstrators No cash invest
ment No service charge
Highest commission and
hostess awards Three on
talogs, over 800 items Call
1-800-A88 4875
GYMNASTICS instructo,
Must have experienci•
753-6705

IN ME CLASSIFIEDS!
Wheeler you're in the
rearket for a washing
machine era gym set,
you'll find it in
milerray

Ledger & Times

HOW
TO TALK TO
1,000,000
KENTUCKIANS
If you have something to sell, here's the way to make your
voice heard. It's the Kentucky Statewide Classified Network
For $149. you can place a 20-word ad in 10 Kentucky
newspspen with a potantia audience of more than 1,000,000
reeders.
We've sold everything trent antiques to station wagons.
Fnim steel buildings to sawing machines.
. Contact this newspaper for details. Thin get toady to sell.

KENTUCKY STATEWIDE
CLASSIFIED NETWORK

HELP
WANTED
REGISTERED NURSE!,
Looking for a change and a
challenge? The Purchase
District Health Department
has a vacant Home Health
Nursing position, to provide
patient care primarily in
Marshall - and Calloway
Counties Possible classifi
cations are Nurse II-1V,
based on education and
experience Salary range is
$9.05/hr. or $712,„50 biweekly to $10.99/hr. or
$824.25 biweekly. Excel
lent fringe benefits and
10% salary increase in the
first year. Compensated
on-call and overtime. Full
time applicants are sought,
but consideration will be
given to part-time and alter
nate work'schedules. Applicants mustbe graduates of
a school of nursing acc,re
dited by the National
League for Nursing and be
eligible for Kentuihy licenSure. Transcripts and completed applications reqttlred. Resumes cannot
substitute for applications
Applications may be secured at any area Health
Center. For more information. contact Jeanette
Berry, Horns Health POW -

climbs, at IS00-444-9625,
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
EMPLOYER.
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Want
To Buy

Help
Wanted
ng easy
.pur ,enoe
li;L'
3 — 6-3-6a: Wile
•" S Lo

A

2 ROW tobacco /setter
759-1330

-GASH- 4er -mobile- home tires $7 $12 each We Will
remove 527 2932

GOLF clubs(mens and wo
rnens) Mans Palmer Ax
iorn irons (sse 3 iron) lyr
OLD quilts wanted Top old. also *omens Rower
r 1bill countess irons (PW 3
.Joliat paid Any condition
iron) For more information
send photo Sheiiy Zegart
call Tim at 753-8355 during
PE ts; - 12Z River Hill Road Lou
.day or. 753 5904 at night
KY -40207
bl A
i
Zrk:, t„ture7
SMALL farm with 3br
210
' •Ypu ad
Gral.es
_CaLoway
or high'
414'
435
county
Firewood
are
USED and antique turn
A FIREWOOD for sale
F This tore glass tools q. Its
437 4667
L.) ttle 901 642 6290
PLLate _
WOOD for sale 753-9745
uSED and funt.ed air condi
PA
ones WI pick „p
220
136 '004
OLD log tobacco barn in fair
ondition 489 2953

• . •i

—

_ISED cha•'i link tencing
"wed ati(ii-t 50 yards Call
at 435 4425
Via
Articles
For Sete
$100
-713 2.T .
'Tome stereo loaded
5•4 -)C. tow tar 5200 electric
• 5'5 ; -5;'5'8 or

TIME shke units and
campground member
ships Cheap, WorkfOride
selections Vacation Net
work U S and Canada
1 800 736 8250/305 771
6296 Free rental informa
ton 305-771-6331

Musical
BALDWIN grand piano
6 3'efony Restored to like
new condition $8300
437-4432
PRACTICE Piano tor sale
$100 Good condition must
sell 753 6298
USED stereo system
$100 753 7020

Mower s
YAZOO
2YR 60-RAD 2 cyl Wisc
Engine 1YR 48 RAD 2 cyl
Wisc Engine 1 YR 60 with
2 cyl Wisc Engine All like
new, asking $3 500 to
$4000 Please call (502
227 2760

2_,ER
uns
;'•1 "

S
'45,9

AAA Value swimming
pools Brand new leftovers
at sacrifice prices, Huge
31 x190 D 15x24 family
sae pool complete with
sundeck fence and filter
now only $888 Full financ
ing Ad installation ar
ranged Call toll free
1-800 284 7946 ask ter
Chris

12x37 OFFICE or room ad
dition Only $2403 Keith
Baker Homes Hwy 79E
Parrs Tn 644 0012
1 800-533-3568

Spnng families arns ing dads,
Bridal tool: Country Remnants Hwy flflv4l Drafferivine, KN next to Honanza
Marshall COUnty, 1(n Spen
Sion Sat

4 ser•rr,
-C-ccoHur-rty

Par 3 Golf Course
Golf Carts
Lighted
Driving Range
Miniature Golf
Softball &
Baseball
Batting Cages
Lessons By
Appointment
Jimmy Sullivan PGA Pro
Lynn Sullivan PGA Pro
Velvet Jones
753-1152
MURRAY. KY
N

BURIAL INSURANCE
•

J4,4,

AVAIIABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
vriu are in reasonably good health &
r:in answer no to a few questions you
.rttify qualify for preferred rates. Below
rre ;u few aionthly preferred rates at
different ages for a $4.000.00 POLICY
.11.4e

aar
age
age
age

MALE
40 - $9.09
50 - 12.37
60
17.33
70 - 27.53
52.73
80

FEMALE
age 40 - $7.73
age 50 - 9.85
age 60 - 13.33
age 70 - 21.45
age 80 - 40.73

Premiums guaranteed NOT to increase

McConnell Insurance Agency
753-4199
HoplansvIle Federal Say. Bldg.
7th at Main. Murray, KY
'Our 29th year of service"

1991 14x50
Total electric
underpinned
era Cts Lot

AKC standard Poodle pup
pies 7wks 492 8529
CHOW puppies for sale
247 7095
GOOD natured lyr old
Collie Needs a good home
in country 753 5958
HAVE an obedient safe
dog for show or home
Classes or professionally
trained Serving Murray for
over 12yrs 436 2858
PEG S Dog Grooming
753-2915
WHAT'S so different about
the Happy Jack 3 X Flea
Collar? It works' For dogs 8
cats' At Southern States 8
better feed stores

28R apartment in Northwood $265/mo 753-3964

Mobile
Homes For Sal.

GATLINBURG SummitBreathtaking mountain top
165
views of mountains Fireplace balcony, kitchen InAptiques
door pool lacuzzis Honey
moon specials' Free broANTIQUES & COLLECT
ABLES MARKET Sunday chure 1 800 242 4853
May 19 Cape Girardeau s (205) 9885139
Arena Building 9arn to 4pm
LANDSCAPE Lava Rock
314 334 5153
1 ou 11 bag only $1 50 ea
Black rock 50Ib bag $1 50
ea We also have sanitized
play sand 50Ib bag only
$2 19 and Lawn lime 40Ib
bag only $2 39 ea Coast to
Coast Hardware 753 8604
l'atr

2BR Apt in Northwood
753-0521 or 489 2978 after
4pm

270

COOKWARE Attention
Homemakers, Heavy
guage surgical stainless
steel greaseless. waterless
cookware liquidation VIA
Fortune 500 Company
Couei arid 2 matching Lifetime warranty Sets
chairs 759 9220 after 5pm
sold on dinner parties for
HARD rock maple Non bed- $960 00. now $298 00 Insteads with box spring and ventory is limited - Call
mattreses uke new $100 John 1 800 852 3765
tor bolt 753 5925
FABRIC•Fabric•Fabric

-S-UM.
+4w - -

1BR apt two blocks from
MSU $150 month • depo
sit 753-9577 after 5pm

1 or 2 bedroom apartment
753-4109
2BR duplex Carport, outside storage economical
heat pump system Deposit
No pets
required
753-7947 or 753-3778

2BR furnished close to
$300, mo
campus
$300idep 753-0919

14x70 3br 1 ,, bath mobile
home Refrigerator stove
air coFiditiorier W'D hookup underpinned on rented
lot Asking $10 200
759 1552

)

Apartments
For Rent

SHARP copiers Author
ized dealer for sales, ser
vice supplies parts and
rental units Local corn
pany Call 1 800 248 4319

¶4x70 2br 2 full baths par
tially furnished Owner
wants offer 498-8911
evenings after 5pm
492 8297

MA'CHING sofa and love
seat. very nice $250 Fosgate punch 75amp 210'
fosgate subwoofers with
midranges and tweeters in
492-8531 or
box
492 6157

320

2BR energy efficient du
plex New paint, extra
clean Central HA ap
pliances Available now
Coleman RE 753-9898

ACREE Carports 12x21
Reg $1295 on sale for
$756 20x21 reg $1795 on
sale for $1156 Call May
field 247-7831

BR turni.t.ure 6 Crewe
dresser with mirror 4
drawer chest of drawers in
sery good condition $250
apricot gray white twin
comforter and bed ruffle
with 2 apricot balloon valances $.40-16DP weight
bench- and weights $150
759 1293 after 5pm

COMMERCIAL building
next to golf
2800sq ft
course on N 16th and Ut
terback Rd 753 0521 Of
436-2165 after 5pm

PRIVATE Investigator
D B A Confidential Invest
gabons Southside Shop
ping Center. Suite 8102
Murray. 753-2641

Arens
9

1012 SPACES available
downtown
$50mo
Hazel.Ky Days 492-8175.
nights 1-901 247-5518

WAREHOUSE or work
shop Available immedi
753 8809 or
ately
753 2031
WOODEN storage build
irigs 8x16 starts at $1095
1006 $142450, 12)424
$2395 Other sizes avail
able Acree Portable Build
irigs 502 247 7831

2br 1 bath
W D hookup
Located Ffrait
7 389-0141

ano
Produce
STRAWBERRIES Wal
laces U Pick Open Mon,
Wed Fri 4 7pm Tues,
Thurs. Sat 7am 7pm Sunday lprn 5pm Price 6Clit
quart u-pick $1 25 quartordered N 16th 8. Poor Murray
Farm Rd
753-0195,

A BRAND new brick duplex 2br, ac gas heat all
appliances No pets
753-7688 or 759-4703
nights
FURNISHED apartments
efficiency 182 bedroom
and sleeping rooms Also
renting for May Zimmer
man Apts S 16th St
753-6609
NEW duplex 2br 2 baths
Garage with auto opener
appliances plus miaowave
furnished $450/mo lyr
lease Northwood Dr. No
pets 753-2905

Ain
Public
Sal•

Neighborhood
Garage Sale
Plainveiw Dr.
May 18th
Sat.
7-2

POST frame buildings
30 x40 x9 erected $5 195
plus freight Other sizes
available Blitz Builders
1-800-628-1324
CHRISTOPHER S COINS
is expanding, We now offer
stamps and stamp supplies
along with silver dollars
proof sets, U S and foreign
coma and coinsupplies
Coins and stamps are great
hobbies they also make
wonderful gifts and invest
merits Visit us today at the
04-yoke Antique Store
(Hazel), Treasure House
and Book Rack (Murray).
the Mercantile (Aurora)and
the Book Shelf (Paris) We
buy coins and stamps and
appraise estates
502-753-4161
SOMEWHERE Someone
must want to publish their
own book Pub company
will give free evaluation and
info Artek Press 3474
Ebba St White Bear Mn
55110
TOP Soil good rich dirt
Ideal for yards and plant
beds 759-1828 753 2446
Bogard Trucking 8 Exca
vating Inc
pickup or we
TOPSOIL
deliver 753 0277 or
759 1090 Welch Sand and
Gravel Hwy 641N Alma
Ky

(;arage .Sale

Yard Sale
Saturday
8-?

Fri. & Sat.
Nlay 17-18
8-5

Yard
Sale

Mobile
Homes For Rant
2BR 12x50 in New Con
cord $125/mo 436 2427
2BR 753-9866
2BR Smiles east of Murray
Call Linzy Beane
436-2582
3BFI 2 bath doublewide
753-5815
DOUBLEWIDE 2br gas
heat Days 527 1987
nights 354-6335
NEWER 2br 14x60 on pri
vats lot 19 miles ftom Marray Walk to Johnathan
$265 /Mc)
Creek
364-6248
SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br
electric or gas Walking dis
tance to college 753 5209

AIR conditioner repair free
estimates 436 2904

s - baby - ClOtnel 3rno-4
y lalrnoti Nov), lois or lish.
g lures Laii• Ike
aohdeduprraent What nots..
-. -al apphances home inter.
. 5 0 Sr.{ , guilts. bacycles
maid, rnora too see
J

3 Party
Yard Sale
Fri. & Sat.
May 17 & 18
Panorama ,
Shores
- for
Watch
signs. Rain or
shine.

titath Itallh to 4-way Stop
at 11 iiiVi ell Cross 4-Way,
turn left nrst road past
Sinking Springs Church.
Sca told house on right.
Watch for StItas

Oust,
bookshelf,

st.,ta at, ...A. duo.

mato., bedspreads
1.a.kes -pxtures Iota

Lots of ladies
clothes, some
.antioues. some
and
furniture

odds and ends.

rni:

4-Party
(;arage Sale

1500 Belmont Dri.„
Fri. & Sat.
Rain or Shine
7 a.m.-?
Avon, light fixtures,
baby & adult summer
clothes, mechanic, gardening & woodworking tools & other misc.

Garage Sale
Fri & Sat.
May 17th-18th
7 a.m.-?
1104 Mulberry
,sen,na Dumplings)
furniClothes,
ture, toys,.gtoss &
misc.

Carport Sale
Friday 7a.m.
.....gp.m.
12 mile on Gibbs
Store Rd
Off Wiswell Rd on
left
Trailer aluminum gutters, bikes clocks,
bedspread.
drapes,
carpet
Electrolux
sweeper and morel

HARDIN DAYS

Yard sales
May 17 - 189 am.
Hardin Community

Center
Crafts, flea market,
food, drinks, cotton
candy, moon walk
for kids, pony rides,
music and parade
Sat. at 11:00.

Rc
Or

Ino early birds please)

KC
fer
Re

Boys clothes. size 3-5.
Ladies size 44-46,G.E..
Refrigerator, household items.

Wli

hc
75
71

I
in(AUCTION)n
SATURDAY, MAY 18, 1991
moo A.M. REGARDLESS OF WEATHER

Sfi
Kul
av
7p

FORMER BOY I) WELDING k 01 BIAS

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

totalled On Mary 121 South At The City Limit Edge

ONE bedroom apartment
Low utilities $165 No pets
References required
753-3949

YOUR Choice NEW 2 or 3
bedroom $10 999 00
$127 22 per month
$88500 down t225°
APR 180 mos Free deliv
ery arid set.. up BEST
HOME CENTER Hwy 45
TN
Jackson
South
901 422 2825

LARGE 3 FAMILY
YARD SALE
Fri. - Sat. 7:00 - 5:00
CANCEL IF RAINS .
11 2 miles on 280 on
Locust Rd across
from East school.
Follow signs.
,oacIs ot everything Boys and

Yard Sale
1656 Ryan Ave.
Fri. & Sat.
8-2

NICE 2br duplex carport,
gas heat deck,
appl
lease No pets $425imo
710 Sycamore 753-7457

TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1 2 & 3 bedNEW doublewides 3 bed
rooms Apply Hilldale Apts
$14 999 00
rooms
or call
Hardin, Ky
$17221 per month $1296 502-437-4113 EHO
down 12 25% APR Free
delivery and set up BEST
HOME CENTER Hwy 45
TN
Jackson
South
901 422 2825
2BR stoveqefrigerator,
"NO Brag Just Facts" We lmi past Graves Co line
have the lowest prices arid Hwy 121N Deposit and
best service just ask our references required No
satisfied customers Keith pets $275 489-2440
Baker Homes Hwy 79E
Paris. Tn 644 0012 3BR 1305 Vine, 2br 1405
Vine Lease'deposit re1 800 533 3568
quired No pets 753-0932
USED homes ready to live or 753-5898
in 2 or 3 bedrooms sin
giewides and doublevedes 4BR 2 bath stove ref rigor
tree delivery and set up ator Good neighborhood
Starting at $4 143 00 $475imo plus deposit No
pets 753-2967
BEST HOME CENTER
Hwy 45 South Jackson TN NICE 2br 1 bath Gas heat
901 422 2825
refrigerator and stove WiD

8 miles on 94 East
Corner of Hwy. 94
& Hwy. 464
Furniture, adult and
clothing,
children
something for everyone.

Friday Only
105 N. 14th
9:00 a.m.

Just off Doran Rd.
3 Separate Homes

NICE 1,2.3br apartment - Furnished, near campus
Also 1-3br house 1 4br
house W'D hook up Day
night
9-5 753-6111
753-0606

merits starting as low as
$29900 2 8 3 bedrooms
doublewide repos also
available BEST HOME
CENTER Hwy 45 South
TN
Jackson
901 422-2825

PINE Bark Muich or Nug
gets 2cu tt bag only $2 59
ea Top soil 401b bag just
$1 79ea Potting soil 40Ib
bag only $1 99 ea Also
1gal size Shrubs or
Azalea's are just $2 99 ea
Coast to Coast Hardware
753 8604

3-Party

boys ciothes
^ousericd items. linens. toys
ic —e"ning

1991 14)170 3br 1 bath only
$12 900 Keith Baker NICE 3br stove and reHomes Hwy 79E Pans To frigerator furnished Cen
6 4 *4 - 0 0 1 2
`eel Pleat/air Halt of the
1-800 533-3568
utilities $450mo deposit
N 16th
2411 PERRY travel trailer No pets 105
days 753-0870
self-contained skirted in 753-1953
nights
sulated underpinned Ex
cellent condition brick pa- NOW renting extra large
tio privacy fence See at 2br Water furnished
Grogans Trailer Court 94E $315/mo 753-3530 after
BANK Repos down pay 3pm

PATIO stones 2'48-116'
gray or red 69c ea Also
2412" square or hexagonal
patio stones gray or red iust
$1 69ea We have red
octagon square paving
stories for 55c ea and 18'
square brickfaced patio
stones $3 69 Coast to
Coast Hardware 753-8604

Public
Sale

Pets
Supplies

Illseelaneoue

ANTIQUES by the piece o
collections Cat 753 9433
after 5pm

Public
Salo

L(
lal
Sc

HALF MILLION DOLLAR INVENTORY
BACKHOES • DOZERS • TRACTORS'TRUCKS
MACHINE SHOP TLS • WELDERS' EQUIPMENT
•
• AUCTION HIGHLIGHTS •
John Deere 850E Hydrostatic Dozer Hyd Tilt. ROPS w Sweeps.
Side Shields. Good UC, SN 3570231 • Int TD15 Series C Power
Shirt Dozer Hyd Tilt. ROPS. Good UC SN U003200 • John Deere
760-A Porter Shill Paddle Wheel Scrape Canopy. 23 5-25 Rubber.
Tractor SN 3123, Scraper SN 3165 • Case 5800 Tractor Loader •
Backhoe, Canopy 3067 His . SN 9053581 • Ford 555A Tractor
Loader Backhoe Canopy. Long Stick, 3154 Hrs SN C738541, 24C' And 36 Buckets • MPLS Model M2 Double Drum 48. x 36- Sheep
Foot Roller • Yale 4 Ton Fork Lin • Kubota L2250 Tractor, 144 Hrs
Like New • IAF 240 Tractor 781 firs . Like New" • AC 7040
Power Shaft Tractor. 2525 Mrs • Two-Wheel Disc. 12' And 8'!TwoChisel Plows, 11 And 9 • Three-3 Pt Rotary Cutters. 5..6'And 7 •
Two-Box Blades • Ford Sickle Mower • 3 P1 Disc And 2 Bottom
Plow • 3 Pt 48 Rear Tine Tiller Lake New
86 Chevy S-10 Pickup • 81 Chevy 34 Ton Fiat Bed Truck • 81
Dodge Pickup New Tires • 78 Ford 4 x 4 Pickup • 78 Chevy 4 x 4
Pickup • 78 Ford LN 9000 Road Tractor Twin Screw. 9 speed • 77
Int Transfer II Road Tractor • Hobbs 24 Alum Dump Trailer
'Needs Repair • Lufkin 40 Flat Trailer • 75 Int Tandem Diesel
Dump Truck • 76 Ford F-600 Truck w Hoist • 88 Ford F-600 Dump
Truck • 75 Dodge 9 Passenger Van • 18 Bumper Hitch 2 Axle
Trailer w Ramps • Two-Late Model Chevy Dually Beds New

Warner And Swasey $4 Turret Lathe, Gear Head Pre Selector, 3
Jaw Universal Chuck. 16 Swing. 24" Center To Center • Brown
And Sharpe Turret Lathe • Wegel Power Feed Drill Press. 24
Table. a4 Morse Taper • 12 Power Apron Brake Aprx 1 2 to 3 0
hookup 606 Sycamore
Capacity • Baldor 2 x 12 Pedestal Grinder • Brown Master Cold
Available May 11th
Cut Saw • Clipper Abrasive Cut Oft Saw sv Conveyor Feed, Foot
$350/mo plus deposit No Control Handles Up To 16 • Motion Industries Bender Hyd
pets 753-1772
Verticle And Horizontal Press a Controls • Thermal Arc Pak SAIR
Plasma Cueing Machine • Grob Band Die Filer. 18 Throat. 36-175
370
FPLI • Niagara Punch Press 1 34. Stroke • Heald Rotary Surface
Grinder, Hyd Crossfeed w Tilt Table, 10 Degrees Elettro Magnetic
Livestock
Chuck 15 Diameter. 18 Swing • Norton Surface Grinder •
Supple,
Alstarter Punching Machine • Bus Magnetic Base Drill • Toledo I 12-4 Threading Machine Up To 4 Hendley And Whittemore a 54
9M0 old Sorrel Ouar
raffling
horse colt Will trade for Iron Worker w Numerous Punches And Dies • Cincinnati
9 i.12.11.10110.SM.
a
Idly 4913 8416 after 4pm .kwee4itne.-.wi4isa4 swung Wawa* Well Bridge Crane. 4 Ton
Cincinnati Shaper 20 • American Monorail
BABY pig feeders hog Capacity. 26 Span • Wright speedway Acco Electric 3000 Pound
Cable Hoist w Trolly. 60 Beam • Lincoln 200 Amp Portable
houses 759.1330
Pipeline Welder w Gas Engine Mounted On 2 Wheel Trailer
BULLS AND HEIFERS
Generator. Long Leads • Miller MP45E-450 Amp Welder w Portable
PERFORMANCE TESTED Wire Feed Unit On Swinging Beam • Airco 042 Camograph Pattern
On
Simmental, Gelbvieh, and Torch • Lincoln Ideal Arc 200 Amp Wire Feed Mig Welder
Amp Remote Control Arc
Maine Anjou crossbred Casters • Lots Or iisia Wire • Lincoln 200
Air
HP
5
•
Volt • Hobart 300 Amp Arc welder
service age Bulls and Herf- Welder, 210-460
• Mill Cutters. Drills Reamers.
Phase
Single
220
Compressor
ers Only the very top perCircular Form Tools. Carbide Tool Holders Bowing Bars tapered
formers offered for sale All Shank High Speed Drill Bits, Morse Tapered Sleeves., End Mills.
animals health tested and Lot Of Meat. Rotary Tables Vises Anvils And On And On
guaranteed to breed Smith
Broadbent Farms Cadiz, 16 Ski Boat And Trailer a 75 Horse Johnson • Checkmate 16 Ski
DAY Boat And Trailer w 140 Horse Mercury • Elgin 14 Boat And Trailer
42211
KY
(502)235-5182 NIGHT w 40 Horse Motor
(502)235-5170
Office Desk Tables Chairs Copier Typewriter
CIRCLE ',saddle like new
EVERYTHING SOLD AS IS WHERE IS WITH ALL OF ITS FAULTS
$350 759.9958
WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY ACTUAL OR IMPLIED"
LARGE and small goats for
TERMS CASH Laisiat RS CHECKS Oft CMECKS WITH iFIREYOGIMEl
sale 753-4289
If aTisi OF • or jiT FROM 10.JP PA*0
fIF MADE t'
AliPt I TI PAYMfh'

4 FEMALE AKC Dachshund puma* Red color
$125 Ready First shots
wormed
an.
1901-9734204

S R. CASH
JAME
AUCTIONEER a REAL WAIF 11100Ktat
Th.

FANCY FARM KENTUCKY 42039
502 623 6388
502 623 saws
FAX • $02 673 8885

Es

CONTACT AUCTION CO FOR O1TAA.10 1111001URE

ft
vwsweall1411161KewellwirirAvi
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CLASSIFIEDS
One

1rd
ile
r Only.
I. 14th
a.m.
F

ladies
some
3, some
and
-id ends.

In Sate
73.M.
on Gibbs
-e Rd
veil Rd on
eft
Jminum gutes clocks.
bedspread,
carpet
and morel

IN DAYS
sales
- 189 a.m.
:,ommunity
enter
lea market,
nks, cotton
moon walk
pony rides,
Ind parade
11 .00.

460

41u

410

Public
Sale

Homes
For Sae

COLES Campground road
1 acre $10,000, 5 acre
$5500, Water & Gas Re
stricted 753-5315

PRICE reduced' Three
bedroom, 1-7, bath, brick
excellent condition on quiet
street in city Central gas
heat living room dining
room, kitchen/utility room,
large sunroom, paved
driveway, carport, detached garage or workshop. fenced backyard
Lots of extras Call
753-1893, Chuck Foster,

1 I

2-11ouseholds
Yard Sale
Sat. May 18
8-3:00
(No Early Birds)

Back of Oaks Estates
(Beside Oaks Country Club)
Will be held in garages if rains
Included in the sale old dishes,
musical instrumenu, computer
equipment, toys, weights, pit bail
furniture. skaiebcwrd. youth lifejacket:canning Jars bwks clothes.

Your Ad
Could Be
Here
Call 753-1916

4-Party
Yard Sale
1710 Ryan Ave.
Friday
May 17
8-?
Children's clothing,
stereo, furniture, exercise equipment, household items & lots more!

LOT on KY lake 1 mile
south of Kenlake State
Park in Anderson Shores
terms
Easy
1 800 6 2 1 38 9 4 or
474-8826

Homes
For Sale

3BR brick 5 miles south
east 1360sq ft , 1 bath 1
acre wooded lot, new well
and septic Mid $40's
436-2742

753-0375
19111 \. 12th

Ms, chair, couch, rechner,
Infant girl clothes, boy & girl
children c:othcs. toys tsailly furniture, Car seat, weight bench,
many other items

BOB HALEY, Real Estate
Sales and Appraisals
Roberts Realty 753-1651
or 489-2266.

TOYOTA Cressida 1985
Maroon, 4-door, many ex
tras including sunroof and
leather interior 67xxx
miles $6300 753-5788 after 5pm

Motorcycles

REALTY

May 17th & 18th
8-5
Intersection of Old 641
and 1346 at Dexter.

PUNCH 45 5225 15th Anniversary Special! Sunset
•Blvd Music Murray's
Rockford - Fosgate authonzed
dealer Dixieland Center
Chestnut St. 753-0113.

3/4 BEDROOM 2'/, bath, 1978 750 SPECIAL
brick on 3 acres near Yamaha, full tarring, trunk
Coldwater/Farmington Di and bags 23,800 actual
ningroom, plenty of closets miles 492-8425
cabinets, double garage
1982 YAMAHA 650 Max
753-2223
ma shaft drive 1 owner
BT home 3 mi Excellent condition
3BR,
west of Murray in Oaks 436-5462 after 4pm
Estates Large kit & family
room with fireplace Dining 1987 BANSHEE 4-wheeler
$1300 759-1142
room, playroom, utility, and
garage Central H/AC
480
paved drive, city water, caAuto
blevision All appliances inServices
cluded Perfect for young
family or retired couple' NEW and used tires Key
Call 753-8151 for Auto Parts Hwy 121S
appointment
753-5500

1-10MESELLERS
5-Family
Yard Sale
Fri. & Sat.

1988 GRAN Am 4 door,
62xxx miles Excellent condition New Michelin tires
$6,500 753 2512

TOYOTAS COST LESS
IN MURRAY

Auto

Pans
82-91 CAMARO or 228
Daytona style hood $300
437-4076
190

12T11 ST COMMERCIAL
oilier of 12th & Sharpe In
$75.00
est area.
Make offer 753-0375

Used
Can

1968 FORD,factory AC, no
rust $600 OBO 436-2135

HI/ST LOTS IN TOWN! 1975 GRAN Torino AC,
pb/ps, intermittent wiper, .
Woodgate & Preston Heights
Underground utilities. Johan
59,500 original miles
Robertson
Rd. area.
753-0375 $1200. 436-2639.
llomeSellers
AVE THOUSANDS!!!!
CONDOMINIUM ground
floor unit with garage Low
utilities, wheel chair ac
cessable For sale or lease
753-3293
HILLTOP Home Must Sell
On Hale Rd Reduced
$23,000 negotiable
436 2010

KOPPERUD REALTY offers a complete range of KY Lake property in low
Real Estate services with a $20's Furnished Irvin
wide selection of quality Cobb area 314-472-1848
all prices 8to4 ask for Miller, after
homes
753-1222.toll free 6 30pm 314-276-4130
1 800 251 HOME Ext
LOVELY home on Hwy 641
711L
south Situated on 2 acres
SMALL acreage for sale in 2br, deck new roof(1991)
Kirksey area Financing 492-8574 after 5pm
available 489-2161 after
MARTIN Heights, Brick,
7pm
3br, 2 bath 2 car garage
patio, landscaped, used
little 753-4065 762-1123
OPEN DAILY new 3br 2
bath house in Martin
LOT 1 mile south of Ken- Heights Excellent floor
lake State Park Water and plan, large rooms and
sewer on lot 753-5541
closets Call 753-3903

1978 FORD Mustang, 1969
Volkswagon 1972 Ford
Pickup, 1981 Monte Carlo
(body only), 1979 Pontiac
Firebird. Daytime
759-1331 ask for Steve,
after 5pm 436-5363
1979 CADILLAC Fleetwood Limo, excellent mechanical condition 28 inches of stretch,- new 501
commercial service motor,
new 400 turbo transmission, wet bar Will sacrifice
at $4,800.00 Of best offer,
need to sell Call Frankfort
(502) 227-8015 after 6pm.
1979 PINTO wagon 1
owner, no rust, air, stereo,
good motor, new tires
435-4579
1982 OLDS Tornado
753-6308
1984 CHEV Cavalier wagon Tilt, cruise, many extras Nice, 66,000 miles
Can be seen at Garrison
Motors 641N
1984 CHRYSLER Laser,
41xxx, loaded 1988 Buick
LeSabre, 41xxx, loaded
753-1078
1984 MUSTANG GT 5
speed, fully loaded, new
tires, sharp inside and out
Runs great $4350
436-5845.
1985 CHEVY Z28 navy/
gold. P/W, P/L, tilt, cruise,
auto, A/C. Tuned port injected 759-9965 after
3.30pm.

HOME NEAR THE LAKE
Very neat seven room home with detached garage and
large carp°
. n. Fresh on the market. $47,000. MLS1 3188

1985 OLDSMOBILE Calais Blue 2 door. loaded.
61,000 miles $3750 Call
759-4808 after 6pm

Kopperud Realty

1985 PONTIAC 6000 STE
4.89-2204

APPLIANCE REPAIR 1

1986 CAMARO Iroc-Z,
sharp' Must see to appreciate Loaded Red with ttops Call 753-0675

Service on all brands: window air conditioners
refrigerators - freezers - washers - dryers
microwaves- dishwashers - gas & electric ranges.

Factory Authorized Repairs For
Tappan-Kelvinator-Emerson-Brown
'All Repairs Are Guaranteed

753-5341 or 753-1270
SillithlwAillinitillit

Inc.

Smith
Masonry
Block, brick, stone, complete foundation, concrete work, sidewalks & patios covered with
brick.

15 yrs. exp. Free Estimates.
Call 527-8275 or 489-2149
For A Job Done Right Because We
Guarantee Our Work.

CARS
'90 Toyota
58,917
'89 Pontiac Grand Affi 1487
'89 Pont. Grand Prix LE 1,987
'89 Toyota Camry........ .1,987
19 Toyota Cellica
19
'89 Toyota °voila OX.........'7.987
Mazda 65
"087
81 Toyota Cressida....._13.487
88 Toyota Camry
1,417
'V Dodge ",hadow„...7 1,981
'87 Mustang Cony. 1.487
'87 Hond Accord
'86 Toy. Camary
'16 Toy. Coto...... 5,487
'BS Ford
'85 Merc. Colony Pak
'85 Bud Park Ave._„......1487
'84 Toy. Tercel SR5_ .1,987
'84 Toyota
'83 Lincoln Cont__ „1,987
'83 kid(
11 Chevy Impala..................1.987
TRUCKS
19 Toyota Land:miser 11087
19 Toyota Excab 414_10487
e9 Chevy S•10
16,787
18 Ford F•350 Van......
18 Toyota 4 Runner.......11.487
'88 Plymouth Vooger _10,487
17 Toyota 1 Ton._.....
84 Toyota

CARPET and vinyl repairs
and installation Proles
sional service Glen Bobber
759-1247, leave message

WILL mow yards Reasonable rates Free estimates
No job to large or to small
474-2300

LICENSED for electric
gas, refrigeration Installa
lion and repair Free esti
mates 753-7203

WU mow yards Also light
hauling 435-4169

Aubrey Hatcher
B Calvert • Greg Bradshaw
Torn Thurman
Chris Bearden, Bus. Mgr.
Chad Cochran, Gen. Mgr.

TOYOTA
Of MURRAY

753-4361

Vans
1986 FORD Aerostar High
miles, excellent condition
Must see 753-9577 after
5pm

1979 CHEVY pickup 6 cy
tinder, SWB, one owner
new shocks, brakes, paint
etc 20mpg $2500
753-6779 7am-5pm,
753-7975 after 5pm, or
759-9404

FOR sale or trade - 1985
Chevy 1 ton dump truck
Low miles, excellent condition 1 owner Call after
6pm 753-1221

1989 FORD Escort 4 door
AM/FM stereo Air/heat,
cruse Extra clean 45,000
miles Owner must sell
$4900 753-6633
84 SILVER Thunderbird
V8, $1500 firm 436-2428
CAR Stereo Installation
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard
Music Murray's Alpine Car
Audio Specialist, Dixieland
Center, 1 block from MSU
dorms.

1:00-5:00 p.m.
(This is the only Sunday we will be Open)
Open

"ANNIVERSARY SALE"

Roy Hill
Backhoe Service

30 Yeuri Experieni.
SRO:Ili/ism in Sepik

Campers

Tanks. Setters. Foundations. Hauling. tit.

1974 24FT Holiday, extra
nice $3000 753-7708 Of
759-4533

timates. 759-1683.
INSULATION Blown In By
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate
KITCHEN CABINET REMODELING with wood
grain formica, all colors
Free estimates Wulff's Recovery. Murray 436-5560

WILL mow yards Any size
753-7694

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOOOWORISING

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking

(502) 759.4664

1977 5th wheel 30' travel
trailer Excellent condition CHIM Chlm Chimney
Average retail $6000 sell Sweeps has 10% senior citiOBO
$4500
for
zen discounts. We sell chim901-247-3004
ney caps and screens.
21ft STARCRAFT Bath, 435-4191.
refrigerator, AC 753-2769, CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
7514487
and Cooling Service Complete service on all central
520
cooling, all makes and
Boots
models Call Gary at
A Motors
759-4754

DAVIDSON Roofing New
roofs and repairs Tear offs
and re-roofs Written guar
antee Local references
753-5812

SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill
753-2674
SHEETROCK finishing
textured ceilings Larry
Chrisman
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
fine of equipment including
60tt aerial trucks and brush
chipper. To assure a safer
operation at a lower competitive cost Free estimates without obligation
Day or nite, 753-5484
T C Dinh Repair and Main
tenance Plumbing and
Cleaning
Electrical
Sewer 1210,1212 Main
Street 753-6111 office
753-0606 after 5pm
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaning
servicing $15, most repairs
$35, all brands 3rd Street.
Almo, Open 9-12, 1-5,
Mon -Fri , 9-2pm Sat
753-0530.
WILL do yard work and odd
jobs of any kind No lob too
small 759-4401
WILLIAMS Concrete Finishing Service Low prices
Free estimates 354-9397

•

Dan Miller - Auctioneer
435-4144
"My Service Doesn't Cost It Pays"

Darrell Beane & Terry Paschall Auctioneers
••••••••

ESTATE AUCTION
Sat. May lath 1991 at 10 a.m. at the late Mr.F.L.Parker home.From Murray.
Ky. take Hwy 121 thru New Concord Ky to Shamrock Resort Road. Follow
Paved Road app.3 miles at the end of Paved Road .2nd St. to left turn left 1st..
house on left. From Paris, Tn. follow Hwy 79 to State Park, turn onto Hwy
119. Follow approx. 3 mile. Watch for Auction Signs.

Dan Miller - Auctioneer
'Tn. # 1281
Darrell Beane - Auctioneer Tn. #2493
"My Service Doesn't Cost It Pays"

r,

Real Estate Auction
Mr & Mrs Schroder
Sat., May 25th, 1991- 2:00 p.m.
Take 94 East to 280 to Main Rd. in Croppie Hollow, Right to corner of
Line & John Derck Rd.

-N

•
•

Mobile home with house roof and addition - 2 bedroom - I bath.
concrete porch and deck_ - 2 car garage. All furniture except, T.Y.,
dishes, and iron bed stays with property. 20* down day of auction,
balance 30 days with passing of deed.

Wilson Real Estate
Wayne Wilson,
Broker
Phone- 753-3263

Dan Miller, Associate & Auctioneer
435-4144

Real Estate Auction
Saturday May 25th at 10a.m.
In downtown Coldwater, Ky. on Hwy 121 between Murray, Ky. and Mayfield, Ky.

Selling super nice concrete block buildings one 57'
x 55'and another 36' x 40'. These buildings are in a
very high state of repair on a high traffic count
road, and large lots. Will sell a nice lot 125' x 170',
also a nice level mini farm of approximently 8
acres that also has a lot of good hi-way frontage.
This has subdivision potential. Also will sell 2 large
up-right air compressors. Terms: cash day of
auction on personal property. 20% down day of
auction. Balance in 30 days with passing of deed.
This auction held jointly with Century 21 Real Estate

-t6lietta Jobs, Broker-Phone 753-1492
N 12th St
Murray, Ky
•

••••
"-` '4;44

Dan Miller, Auctioneer
Phone 435-4144
Lynn Grove, Ky
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Nice pop up camper sleeps 6, 14' flat bottom boat 7.5 H.P Johnson motor,6
rod & reels, fishing equipment, wood chipper, carpenter tools, meter saw,
power tools, 2 chain saws, bow saw, hand axe, come alongs, lot of mill right
tools, lot of wrenches& tools, push mower,garden tiller, wheel barrow,lot of
hand & garden tools, wood,extension ladder, step ladder, garden planter,
Coleman lanter, pressure spray, bicycle & red wagon, set of appliances,
trucks, picnic table, chest freezer, air conditioner, upright vacuum cleaner,
lawn chairs, 2 recliners, nice love seat, bed & vanity, lamp table, floor lamp,
table lamps, humidifer,couch & chair,small drop leaf table & chairs, hi chair,
knee hole desk,old s- tereo, porta pot, heaters,electric ice cream freezer. This is
a partial listing. Many other iuncs not listed. Auciton held rain or shine. Not
responsible for accidents. Lunch available. For more information & your
auction needs Phone 502-435-4144.

•

N.,

,

Not responsible for accidents. Sale held rain or shine -

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair. Roofing, siding.
painting, plumbing, concrete Free estimates Call
474-2307
ROGER Hudson rock hauling, gravel, sand, dirt, driveway rock 753-4545.
753-6763, 759-1823

Junior Thorn,
Operator

1965 RUNABOUT in good
condition with 75hp Evin
rude OB in excellent condition $1000 Call James at
435-4425

S
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FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for your
needs

Landscaping, mowing and
ALPHA Builders - Carpen- trim, tree removal and haul
try, remodeling, porches, mg, major or minor clea
roofing, concrete, drive- nups, dozing and grading
ways, painting, mainte- 492-8254
nance, etc Free estimates
A LICENSED electrical
489-2303
contractor:JAMES C GALANTENNA repair and in- LIMORE ELECTRIC. Comstallation. Replace or install mercial and residential, fast
channel master antennas, courteous and efficient serrotors, and amplifiers. Ran- vice. 759-1835
dell Beasley. Buchanae,
MITCHELL Paving Seal
Tn 901-642-4077
coating and hauling Over
ANY remodeling, building, 30yrs experience Free es
painting & roofing. Free es- timates 753-1537 or
timates_ References 753-1221
435-4632
MOODY'S mower repair
APPLIANCE REPAIRS Pickup and delivery All
Factory trained by 3 major work guaranteed
manufacturers Most parts 753-5668
in stock, on my truck All
MR Chimney Chimney
work and parts warranted
cleaner 492-8561
Ask for Andy at The Appliance Works, 753-2455
MURRAY Fence Co Chain
link fence, dog kennels, reAPPLIANCE SERVICE
sidential, commercial Free
Kenmore, Westinghouse, estimates 753-9785 or
Whirlpool 30+ years ex- 753-3254
perience Bobby Hopper,
MYERS Roofing Specia436-5848
lizing in tear-offs, recovers.
BACKHOE Service - ROY and repairs 5yr written
HILL. Junior Thorn, opera- guarantee 20yrs experitor. 30 years experience.
ence. Free estimates
Septic system, drive-ways,
354-6234 or 437-3056
hauling, foundations, etc
PAINTING-Interior and Ex
759-4664.
terror Free estimates
BLOCK, beck, concrete fin- Small repairs Reasonable
ishing. Basements foot- rates 753-6844
ings, garages, drives,
Free estiPLUMBING
walks 30yrs experience
13yrs. in Murray area. mates. Affordable rate
753-5476 Charles Barnett. Same day service All work
guaranteed 753-4200
BOGARD Paving Paving
and sealing driveways and PLUMBING repairman with
parking lots Over 20yrs same day service Call
experience. Free esti- 436-5255
mates 753-9552 or
PROFESSIONAL Painters
437-4391
Inc Coolray and Larry
BREAKING and disking,. Adams. 20yrs. experience
gardens Yard landscaping Also remodeling and decor
and bushhogging. ating 753-3315
436-5430.
QUALITY lawn mowing
with references 437-3046

18FT Catamaran Multi- DAVID Palmer Steer
colored pbelmain sails Loader Service 20yrs ex
Galvanized trailer Good penence Can accommocondition 1978 SOL date jobs in tight places
$1500 Lakeway Shores 50 2 4 8 9 - 2 1 8 1
or
Murray 436-5353
502 753-4181

OPEN TUES. MAY 21ST Till 8:00 p.m.

•;-

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
YARD work, mowing, trim•Drop by & see our showroom
ming. odd robs of any kind
1989 FUN & Sun cruiser,
409 SUNBURY MURRAY merino Bunny Bream
Free estimates 753-8463
90HP V-4 Johnson seats
753-5940
8, AM-FM stereo live well FULL time yard
WILL do plumbing All guarmowing
1111.6. -,44
,
1111.1
104
4
753-8636
anteed 435-4169
Dependable Free esti28ft. MUSCLE boat 40hp mates 436-2528
Mariner, 3 gas tanks, brailGENERAL Repair plumbles. plus 200 new braille ing, roofing tree work
hooks Life jackets, CB, ra436-2642
dio, tape player, depth finFri. May 17th 1991 at 12 Noon at the Dan Miller Aucder, enclosed cabin $3500 GUTTERING By Sears
tion Barn at Lynn Grove Ky.
Sears residential and corn
firm. 436-2497.
mercsal continuous gutters
From
Murray
ti
lkc
Hwy 94 West to Lynn Grove. From Mayfield take 121
PEARSON 26ft at Kenlake installed for
your specificaSouth through cold2vater tyrn.onto 1836 South approx.3 miles. Watch for
State Park Manna Slip tions
Call Sears 753-2310
goes with sale 5 sets of
Auction Signs.
for tree estimate
sails, new head, galley, al
Electric stove,frost free refrigerator with ice maker,other refngerator,3 sets of Auto Washer
cohol stove, cooler, custom G W CONSTRUCTION,
8.:
dryer. small china cabinet, nice Duncan Phyfe table and 6 chairs with china cabinet, nice
cushions inside and out, Gerald Walters roofing
wood table & 4 chairs, chrome table & chairs, color "[V.'s, like new lift chair, nice couch &
radio, 4 cylinder Honda painting, vinyl siding, all
,hair, recliner, col lee & end tables, table & vanity lamps, bedroom suit, odd bed & vanity,
10HP outboard
2 kinds of remodeling Phone
odd chest, iron beds, tw in beds, electric organ, nice Cgerry table that makes a chair, old tin
weekends of sailing les- 489-2267
sons if desired $8900 with
door Pic Safe, good straight chairs, old kitchen cabinet, good old Victrola that plays,. old
new bottom paint or $7900 HADAWAY Construction:
pocket knives, old pt..k et watches, old eight day stncking clock, picture frames & pictures,
with bottom as is Call Kim Home remodeling, paint22 tiflu,snicri-drop leaftable,-beautdul -stained-glass leaded vanity lamp-with marble base,
ing,
wallpaper,
carpentry:
Milan 502-527-1220 or Jim
sleepy eyed doll, old glass & china, collector items, air conditioner, electric fans &. heaters,
floor covering No job too
Milan 502-821-5762
nice gas home heater, pool table, Western saddle, weight bench rowing machine, table saw,
small 436-2052
step ladder.'bah; hTed, tutary'tiller, lawn mower, hice 2 wheel Culler, nice sinall 2 wheel
HAULING, yard work, tree
530
trailer with fiber glass top. Misc items.
removal, mowing Free esServices
equiped 753-2085

Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying Free
estimates 753-0906 after
5pm, 759-981.
6, 753-0495

1987 OLDS 98 Regency 4
door, fully equipped Extra
nice. Local car. 47,000
miles. Call 753-4575 after
6pm.

Hwy. 641 Puryear, Tn • 901-498-8161

1985 CREST 40ft pontoon
houseboat sleeps 6
generator, gas furnace, gas
cook stove, A/C, gas/
electric refrigerator (2) 34
gallon gas tanks 100hp
Johnson Commercial
Good Condition Fully

AlA T ENTERPRISE Ex
cavating Dozer, backhoe
trucks Levies, roads, drive
ways, parking lots, septic
tanks, foundations, basements, gravel, dirt, ponds
753-0577

1991 JEEP Comanche
Pioneer 4 OL high output,
bright red, many options
492-8531 or 492-8157.

CARPET WORLD

Services
Offered

Offered

1987 MAZDA RX7 GXL
blue 62,000 miles, automatic, cruise, AM/FM cassette
with equalizer, sunroof,
power windows Would
consider trade 753-2068

OPEN SUN. MAY 19TH

This is The only nfght we will be

Service,
dieted

PUBLIC AUCTION

455
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530

Boats

I motors

470

400

S30
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Tatulq—panervotes to fire leisure professor

,
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Joe Hedges of Nlurray, ilefti formerly of Paris, Tenn.,.was among he
1,328 participating in the 68th annual commencement at Murray
State University, May 11. He is shown with Dr. Ronald J. Kurth, uni%ersity president. Hedges, news editor in the Office of University
_ information Series-on-the-campus, will complete-T(1444=111,1-1u
the M.S. degree in journalism in the summer. He was presented the
Journalism and ,Radio-TV Outstanding Graduate Student Award for
1990-91 at the department's recent honor banquet. Hedges is the son
of Nettie Hedges and the late Dalton Hedges of Paris, Tenn.

MACOMB, III. (AP) — A professor of leisure could have a lot of
free time on his hands if Western
Illinois University administrators
take the recommendation of a
faculty committee and fire him for
taking things a little too easy.
The committee accused George
R. Harker of skipping final exams,
summer classes and meetings with.
administrators. He was alsb
accused of unprofessional conduct
for allegedly discussing in class the
effort to fire hirh.
WIU President Ralph Wagoner
was expected to take up Harker's
status today. He was to make a
recommendation to the Board of
Governors of State Colleges and
Universities, which could_ decide as
early as next month if Harker
should be fired from his
54,000-a-month job.
the
'-Harker, 47, has said he

governing' personnel matters.
But he said if Harker is fired his
dismissal Wibiild be the irriTin The
school's 92-year history.
Harker has taught at Western
Illinois for 21 years and is one of
11 staff members in the Department of Recreation, Parks and
Tourism Administration.

Holland
Motor Sales
E. Main & Industrial Rd.
753-4461
Int

HOG MARKET
Federal Stale Market News Sena, May 16, 1001 ken
lucto Pura*** Aess Hag Market Report Includes 4
Buying Stations Receipts: Act222,EsL 400 Barrows& t; As
50 lower, Saws steady.
IS 1-2 230-250 lbs
$53 Oa- 53 50
.
US 1.2 210-230 isr
- - ScO Oay 50
US Z 3 230260 lbs
-352.5053.00
US 3-4 266-270 lbs
.3511.30-5250
US II-2 27
lbs
US II-3
s
US 3.3 40052 lbs
US 1.3 525 and up._
US 1-3 300-544) lbs
loan 135.00 40 00

1990 Buick Century
Custom 4 Dr., gray, like new, A'
C, tilt, cruise, AM/FM cassette
Great
.

340.0041 00
-342.0043.50
34240-43.50
343.1045.50
3300040.00

,_.,„
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MAJESTIC ROYALE • MAJESTIC ROYALE • MILIE TIC ROYALE

BEST FOOD
BEST PRICES
BEST SERVICE!

A

Consumer Product Safety
Commission rejects proposal
Honda, Kawaswaki, Suzuki,
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
Yahama and Polaris agreed in 1988
ided Consumer Product S'afeiy
ommission has-rejected a propos- to. ban sales of .three-wheel allal to adopt mandatory federal stan- terrain vehicles in the United States
for 10 , years. They also agreed to
dards for alrterrain vehicles.
Advocates of the move, adopted restrict adult-sized four-wheelers,
on a 2-1teT Werinecd2y, said with engines 90 cubic centimeters
deaths and injuries in all-terrain or greater, to sare-Tor use by people;
vehicle accidents have declined over 16. In _a survey last July, the Public
under -previously negotiated agree,Interest
Research Group said afore
ments with manufacturers and
than
half
of all dealers of allimporters.
terrain
vehicles
were ignoring the .
Commissioner Anne Graham.
restrictions.
dissenting, conceded that deaths
-- a7id injuries have declined but said
the commission "cannot afford
i) use the achievements of the past
a. justification for future
inaction." -.
The U.S. Public Interest
Research Group, a private advocacy organization that wants federal
standards to prevent Use of the veh-.
ides by children, denounced the
,J)mmission s action.
The commission majority said
deaths in all-terrain vehicle accidents have declined by 40 percent
and injuries by 50 percent since
1985, when it took its initial steps
toward adopting federal standards.

victim of a conspiracy by colleagiies who covet his position
teaching the concepts and philosophy of leisure and who are jealous
of his status as a nationally known
expert on nude beaches.
He has testified in legal challenges of laws banning nude sunbathing in New York, Florida and
Hawaii. He has also visited 20
countries and twice circled the
globe on business-related trips that
he deducted from his income taxes.
"This is a carefully orcnestrated
conspiracy to deprive me of my
academic freedom," Harker said
Wednesday. "I intend to appeal the
committee's recommendation to
President Wagoner. But I'm
inclined to believe that ultimately.
I will be tied.
University spokesman John
Maguire" declinedcomment on
Harker's- case, citing privacy rules

Our Famous
Seafood Buffet

$699

Huge!
10 oz. Prime Rib

$5,195"

A

1987 Ford Dip
Silver_tilt, cruise, moon roof, A/C,
AM/FM cassette, 5 speed.

45 1

11,495.

0
A

1989 MercurY.Topa
4 Dr red, beautiful car, A/C,
power windows, locks, AM/FM
stereo

A

0

Our Huge
14 oz. T-Bone

45

Saturday Morning
Brunch Buffet

75

Sunday Noon Buffet

95

1987 Pontiac Firebird
White, power windows, A/C, tilt,
automatic transmission, sharp
car.

A

'4,995"
1986 Chev. Monte Carlo
Bide, NC, Tilt, Cruise, Power
Windows.

•

$3.
,995

Features: •Reast Seat 'Baked Creek Chicken •Baked Sas 'Six (II) Assorted
Vegetables 'Cobblers 'Cake 'Saimaa Puddle, *French Bread

A

1985 Ford Mustang
pejge, iC, Cluise, Locks, Automatic Transmission.

$2,495"
Every Thursday Fashion Show 12 Noon
Fashions 9 Models From The Susie Q Shoppe

1

Where a pleasant

environment to

1984 Nissan King Cab Pickup
Brown, power windows, .locks,tilt, cruise, camper top, moon
root

1

dine is our tradition.

2,995"

0

1983 Ford LTD
.
Beige, A/C, automatic transmis
son, AM/FM stereo, extra clea P

A
II,ellent Dontrix

'1,995"

DINA:

"
kk

We Accept Reservations for Somali ow large Parties, Receptions, Group Meetings.
We Feature la Bosse Catering From Prime Rib Te Seafood Ballet 'Fe Breakfast Buffet Open Bequest.
Hwy. 641 11., Murray. KY 753-1505

14-1117-T/ANTTTrii—DiFfili—DIFTI
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WIGGINS FURNITURE • SHOPPERS MALL
V,Irt_15,5,56Z5AWLIa_WNSVOIXIMt.,

2 Miles North of Murray

On 641 N. 4 Lane

Wiggins is BACK
Bigger & Better Than Ever!
Selling all Quality Home Furnishings: Riverside, Caldwell, Gentry, Pulaski, Berkline, Peoploungers and Many, Many More!
f

p.
A

r.

Reg
price

vv.*,

et‘ce

1,149.95

A

Dresser, Chest, Bed
and Nite Stand

0

V
A

4 Piece Bedroom
Suite
A

A
A

Our

Price

Reg.

Reg.
plice

'504.95

1,899.95
3 Pc. Sectional
Recliner On
Each End
Our
Pr-ice

599.95
V

Berkline
Rockalounger
A

Our
Pricc

7 Piece Oak Finish
A

D
A

E

Table and
Six Chairs

699,95

$1,199.95

A
V

51,199.90
Early American
Blue Sofa, Chair
and Love Seat
Our
Price

Our
Price

1••••••••

A

A

0

$239,95 *A $299,95

A

$679.90

A

,•••

We are back with the BEST PRICES, Quality Furniture, Bedding and Accessories.
*Entertainment Centers *Curios *Desks *Daybeds *Gun Cabinets *Brass *Copper
*Ceramics -Flower Arrangernents--Wines ellees *Lace *Lamps *MAI-6ns
*Bird Baths *Crystal *Bedding and MORE
will find a friendly shopping atmosphere and a thank-you for your business from Robert 84 Nell Wiggins - 34 years on -641 N.

Open 9 a.m.-5 p.m. Monday-Saturday • 753-4566
To SAVE Money Today — SHOP Wiggins Furniture, Murray, Ky.!!
WiliWiWiXINWtWiaiVVVViaa;VtlaitaWi61.1.1:tViA"I

